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HRG is an international
corporate services
company specialising in
travel, expense and data
management underpinned
by proprietary technology.

Employing approximately
5,000 people worldwide,
we use our global reach,
local expertise and business
travel experience to deliver
first-class products and
services to our clients
across the globe.

Our Annual Report 2014 is available in both printed
form and on the Investors section of the HRG
website at www.hrgworldwide.com. Effective
communication with our shareholders is vital to our
well-being and we would welcome feedback on
either or both versions of the Annual Report.

www.hrgworldwide.com

http://www.hrgworldwide.com
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OVERVIEW

Highlights of the year

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Years ended 31 March

Restated(1)
2014 2013 Change

Revenue £340.8m £343.2m -1%

Underlying earnings (2)
– Operating profit £49.3m £48.8m +1%
– Operating profit margin 14.5% 14.2% +0.3 pp
– Profit before tax £35.8m £34.9m +3%
– Earnings per share 7.8p 7.8p –

Reported earnings
– Operating profit £38.8m £44.8m -13%
– Profit before tax £25.3m £30.9m -18%
– Earnings per share 5.3p 6.9p -23%

Dividend per share 2.21p 2.10p +5%

Net debt £65.3m £87.0m -£21.7m

Free cash inflow/(outflow) (3) £24.8m (£10.5m) +£35.3m

HIGHLIGHTS

–Underlying profit before tax up 3% and underlying operating profit margin
up from 14.2% to 14.5% driven by cost management actions

– Net debt reduced by 25% to £65m; equivalent to 1.1 times EBITDA(4)
(2013: 1.4 times)

– Full-year dividend up 5% to 2.21p per share with dividend cover of
3.5 times (2013: 3.7 times)

– Good progress made towards our strategic goals; momentum building in
key markets, balance sheet deleveraging accelerated and new long-term
financing in place

OUTLOOK

–Good progress against strategic priorities provides base for
accelerated growth

– Expect to make further progress through the rest of the year

Notes:
(1) Profit before tax and earnings per share figures for 2013 are restated on adoption of the revised International

Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1 to the financial statements)
(2) Before amortisation of acquired intangibles and exceptional items
(3) Free cash flow is the change in net debt before acquisitions and disposals, Employee Benefits Trust purchases,

dividends and the impact of foreign exchange movements; an active working capital programme was
implemented in 2009 and withdrawn in 2013

(4) Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA)
(5) References to client travel activity and client travel spend throughout this document are unaudited

Revenue (£m)

2010 326.8

2011 358.0

2012 374.2

2013 343.2

Underlying operating profit margin (%)

2010 10.8

2011 11.7

2012 12.6

2013 14.2

Underlying profit before tax (1) (£m)

2010 28.4

2011 32.9

2012 38.2

2013 34.9

Underlying earnings per share (1) (p)
2010 6.3

2011 7.3

2012 8.3

2013 7.8

Free cash flow (2) (£m)

Net debt (£m)
2010 77.5

2011 61.1

2012 61.0

2013 87.0

16.22010

2011 21.4

2012 19.6

2013-10.5

2014 340.8

2014 14.5

2014 35.8

2014 7.8

2014 65.3

2014 24.8
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Download the
preliminary results
presentation

Visit HRG’s online
investor centre

http://investors.hoggrobinsongroup.com/hrg/en/investor-relations
http://investors.hoggrobinsongroup.com/hrg/uploads/financialreports/HRG_FY14_Results_Presentation.pdf
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Chairman’s statement

All our business activity
takes place in an
environment of good
corporate governance which
I believe facilitates good
business performance.

The statement that follows aims to give
shareholders a brief overview of the
performance of the business during the
past year. A more comprehensive analysis
of business performance is offered in
the Chief Executive’s statement which
follows this. We remain committed to a
progressive dividend policy as long as it
is justified by the Group’s results and
outlook and I am pleased to confirm that,
like last year, we propose a 5% increase
in the total dividend for the year.

The global economy, which drives the
business activity that fuels our
performance, improved in the US and,
to a lesser extent, in the UK but has
remained flat overall in continental
Europe, while slowing growth in China
and the rest of Asia Pacific has led to
mixed economic outcomes. Working in
this challenging environment our
business volumes have increased but the
resultant revenues have been somewhat
affected by margin pressures due to
competitive activity and business mix.
However, the Group has exceeded last
year’s underlying profits. In the balance
sheet, strong cash management has led
to a good improvement in net debt levels
to £65m and the company is committed
to continue this focus. 

It has become my practice to comment
on the pension fund net deficit because
of its significance to the balance sheet.
At 31 March 2014, it was £180.4m (2013:
£159.4m) and as is apparent from the
numbers, it remains stubbornly high, not
least because of the effect of low interest
rates on the discount rate used in the
calculation and, of course, increasing life
expectancy for our members. During the
year, we closed the defined benefit
section to future accrual and replaced it
with a defined contribution section. This
should protect the company somewhat
against the potentially increasing expense
and volatility of the previous scheme but
it is not without its impact on our loyal
and hard working colleagues whose
loyalty is greatly valued. 

A year ago, I reported that the
combination of our technology skills and
travel management experience had been
instrumental in us winning the travel and
expense management business of the
Government of Canada - a significant
win. We started building the necessary
fulfilment capability immediately the
contract was awarded. The service
delivery deadline was met and the
financial year 2014/15 will benefit in
revenue and earnings as a result. This has
been a major achievement for those in
HRG who have worked on the contract
and they can feel justly proud.

All our business activity takes place in
an environment of good corporate
governance which I believe facilitates
good business performance. We report
on our governance practice on pages 22
to 44 and I encourage shareholders to
review this.

On behalf of the Board and our
shareholders, I would like to thank all
those who work for Hogg Robinson for
their dedication and commitment. I would
also like to thank my fellow directors for
their leadership and support.

John Coombe
Chairman

22 May 2014

Dividend per share (p)

2010 1.20

2011 1.50

2012 2.00

2013 2.10

Underlying dividend cover (1) (times)

2010 5.3

2011 4.9

2012 4.2

2013 3.7

2014 2.21

2014 3.5

Note:
(1) Underlying dividend cover for 2013 has been

restated on adoption of the revised International
Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits
(see note 1 to the financial statements)
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Hogg Robinson is an
international corporate
services company
specialising in travel,
expense and data
management
underpinned by
proprietary technology

Deliver sustained 
growth

Grow our managed 
travel business

Develop a Software 
as a Service 
(SaaS) business

(1) The remainder is largely unmanaged travel,
expense and data management

Employing approximately 5,000 people
worldwide, we use our global reach, local
expertise and business travel experience to
deliver first-class products  and services to
our clients across the globe.

Our revenue is primarily fee-based,
outsourced services  rather than a
commission-based agency.

We embrace a flexible and client-focused
culture to deliver value for money for
our clients.

We act as agent when purchasing on
behalf of our clients and generally do not
act as principal.

We have a diversified client portfolio.

Managed travel accounts for 84% of
our revenue. (1)

– Multi-year contracts.

– Consistently high client  retention rate.

– Supplier income based on services
(including data provision, promotional
support and distribution methods)
and volume.

Through Spendvision, we provide
additional expense and data management
services seamlessly linked to our travel
management services.

To maintain an attractive, long-term value
enhancing return for shareholders by being
the world’s best provider of travel, expense
and data management services to
multinational corporations and large
national organisations.

To deliver sustainable growth whilst
remaining focused on maintaining a cost
base that is appropriate to the market
backdrop while ensuring that our usual
high standard of client service is not
compromised. Our focus is on delivering
good value to our clients through
excellent service which meets their
specific requirements.

Managed travel – to grow our managed
travel business by increasing our business
from existing clients with new service
offerings, entering new markets and
winning new business by leveraging our
technology and service delivery.

Software as a Service (SaaS) – to develop a
SaaS business focused on providing travel,
expense and payment solutions to existing
and new clients, either direct or through
third party travel and payment providers.

OUR BUSINESS MODEL OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

1

2

3
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We have made progress during the year as
we implement this strategic vision while
seeking to optimise HRG’s financial
performance through the economic cycles.

We saw further growth in client adoption
of online self-booking of travel as the drive
towards use of cost-saving technology
continued. In response, we made further
reductions to our staffing levels and
other operating costs during the period.
Reported profit before tax of £25.3m
includes £7.0m in respect of exceptional
items mainly relating to redundancy costs
and onerous lease provisions.

During the year, HRG welcomed a number
of new clients to its diversified portfolio
including BGC, a construction and building
materials company, and one of the largest
privately owned companies in Australia,
BMO Financial Group, Bupa, Friends Life,
Kingfisher, MasterCard, Statoil, Thomson
Reuters and Vodafone. Late in the year, we
did see losses of long-term clients P&G, in
Europe, and Barclays. We also secured
expanded contracts, in terms of both service
and geography, with existing clients such as
ABB, AIG, Liberty Global, ConocoPhillips, 
EY, Mars, SNC Lavalin and Tullow Oil. Notable
amongst clients renewing their contracts
with HRG were Agilent Technologies,
Bechtel, Bombardier, Diageo, DuPont, GDF
Suez, GlaxoSmithKline, Hess, Lenovo, Lloyds
Banking Group, Mars and Wells Fargo.

Our work during the year on the
implementation of technology services for
the Government of Canada proceeded very
well and following user acceptance testing,
we went ‘live’ in April 2014. We have received
enquiries from a number of existing and
prospective clients interested in discussing
similar end-to-end travel and expense
management solutions. We plan to increase
our investment in sales and marketing in
this important area of our strategy.

Read more on pages 7 to 18.

The principal risks involved in delivering
our strategy are actively managed and
monitored against our risk policies.

Main risks are failing to satisfy stakeholders
through operational, financial and
reputational performance.  We mitigate
against these risks by focusing on our service
to clients, driving our financial performance
against clear KPIs and engaging with
opinion formers to influence and shape
our constantly changing industry.

The main risks relate to the loss of major
clients or suppliers.  We mitigate against
these risks by having close relationships with
our clients and key suppliers in all markets.
Our business model allows operating costs
to be adjusted quickly and we maintain a
diverse network of suppliers.

To reduce the risks associated with our
principal markets and to help clients reduce
the cost of making travel expense and
payment solutions, Hogg Robinson is
developing a SaaS business providing travel,
expense and payment solutions to existing
or new clients, either direct or through third
party or travel and payment providers.

Read more on pages 20 to 21.

Our progress is measured through a clear
set of KPIs monitoring achievement against
our strategic objectives.

Whilst revenue was 1% lower, underlying
PBT was 3% ahead, driven by cost
management actions.

Underlying operating profit margin up
0.3 pp to 14.5%.

Full-year dividend up 5% to 2.21p per
share with dividend cover of 3.5 times
(2013: 3.7 times).

As part of our strategy to increase our
business through new service offerings, we
have been targeting clients and prospects 
to offer our services in connection with
Meetings, Groups and Events (MGE) where
we believe considerable cost savings are
available. Amongst new MGE business
secured during the period is Thomson
Reuters and Vodafone. Our strategy to grow
our managed travel business also includes
entering new markets. We have been
focusing on the provision of specialised travel
logistics to corporates in the marine, offshore
and energy sectors. Statoil is an example of a
new client won during the year in this area.
We also expanded our business with
ConocoPhillips, DOF Marine and Tullow Oil.

We measure our progress towards
developing a SaaS business by the amount
of new technology-related travel, expense
and payment solutions business we win and
the strength of our prospect pipeline. Our
implementation of technology services for
the Government of Canada is evidence of
HRG's progress in this area.

Read more on page 6.

OUR STRATEGY IN ACTION THE RISKS INVOLVED HOW WE MEASURE OUR PROGRESS
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PRIMARY KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

SECONDARY KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

A number of secondary KPIs are used to monitor client travel spend and activity, and to gauge the
efficiency of the Group’s operations. Secondary KPIs include: client travel activity, client travel spend,
revenue per employee, cash conversion and return on capital employed.

Additional measures relating to, for example, client service and satisfaction are also employed
throughout the Group. Individual client requirements demand that these measures be implemented
at contract level according to the nature of the operation.

GROUP STRATEGY 

Our KPIs are closely aligned to the Group’s strategy, which is summarised on pages 4 and 5.
More detail on our KPIs can be found in the Highlights and Strategy in action sections of this report.

We measure the Group’s strategic progress through a balanced set of Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) that are both financial and non-financial in nature.

2010 326.8

2011 358.0

2012 374.2

2013 343.2

Revenue (£m)
2010 16.2

2011 21.4

2012 19.6

2010 10.8

2011 11.7

2012 12.6

2013 14.2

2010 6.3

2011 7.3

2012 8.3

2013-10.5

2013 7.8

Free cash flow(3) (£m)

Underlying operating profit margin (%)

2010 1.7

2011 1.2

2012 1.1

2013 1.4

2014 340.8

2014 14.5

2014 24.8

2014 7.8

2014 1.1

Net debt/EBITDA (times)
2010 44.5

2011 51.6

2012 57.9

2013 60.1

2014 60.2

EBITDA(2) (£m)

Underlying earnings per share (1) (p)

Measuring our progress

(1) Underlying earnings per share for 2013 is restated on adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1 to the financial statements)
(2) Earnings Before Interest, Taxation, Depreciation and Amortisation
(3) Free cash flow is the change in net debt before acquisitions and disposals, Employee Benefits Trust purchases, dividends and the impact of foreign exchange movements;

the active working capital programme was implemented in 2009 and withdrawn in 2013



Chief Executive’s statement

We made good progress
against the strategic
priorities we set out at the
start of the year. These
priorities are designed to
grow our addressable
market – in both our
managed travel and
technology businesses –
and optimise our financial
performance through
the economic cycles.

OVERVIEW AND STRATEGY
As global activity broadly strengthened
during the year, led by advanced
economies, we saw continued and
accelerating growth in the UK and North
America, where client activity and travel
expenditure were ahead of prior year.
The pattern in other markets was less
consistent. Some showed growth while
others remained similar to last year or
weakened slightly.

Although activity levels rose in core regions
of HRG’s business since last year, clients
remained cost conscious and continued
to seek best and most appropriate cost
options. We saw further growth in client
adoption of online self-booking of travel
as the drive towards use of cost-saving
technology continued. In response, we
made further reductions to our staffing
levels and other operating costs during
the period, and closed a number of service
locations mainly in the Nordic countries
and elsewhere in continental Europe. This
had a positive effect on our bottom line
and we continue to see cost opportunities
in the business as we adapt to the
changing dynamics of the industry.

As a result of these cost reduction actions,
it is with a great deal of sadness that we say
goodbye to a number of our colleagues as
we continue to match our cost base to the
predictably changing shape of our
business. I thank warmly those who have
left and wish them well for the future.

We made significant progress on winning
new business in our strategic focus areas
and expanded our business with several
existing clients, including ABB, Bupa,
ConocoPhillips, EY, Statoil, Thomson
Reuters and Vodafone, and renewed our
contracts with many including Bechtel,
Diageo, GDF Suez, GlaxoSmithKline and
Wells Fargo. Our focus on delivering a
service that meets the specific needs of
each of our clients at all times continues to
be a key part of our success. We did see
continuing softness in the SME market in
Europe driven by economic conditions
and higher levels of competition from
online only providers.

Overall, client travel activity grew by 8%
year-on-year while travel spend was ahead
by 3% or 5% at constant currency. HRG’s
headline numbers show a 1% fall in revenue
to £341m (2013: £343m), unchanged at
constant currency. Underlying operating
profit rose 1% to £49.3m (2013: £48.8m), up
2% at constant currency, while underlying

operating profit margin rose from 14.2% to
14.5%. Underlying profit before tax was up
3% and underlying EPS was unchanged
from last year. Business mix, specifically
lower fees associated with clients migrating
to online self-booking, coupled with strong
competitive pricing, resulted in downward
pressure on our top line. The ongoing
trend towards online self-booking of
travel by clients continues as predicted
and also results from our efforts to reduce
the cost of travel and related expenditure
for our clients.

In last year’s results announcement,
I described our strategic priorities for the
following three years as follows:

– Managed travel – To grow our managed
travel business by increasing our
business from existing clients with new
service offerings, entering new markets
and winning new business by leveraging
our technology and service delivery

– Software as a Service (SaaS) – To
develop a SaaS business focused on
providing travel, expense and payment
solutions to existing and new clients,
either direct or through third party
travel and payment providers

Our strategy, which includes the provision
of technology solutions not only to our
existing clients but also to the wider travel
and expense industry, provides a sensible
balance of resilience and growth. Our
ongoing goal is to lead the industry in
innovative solutions to solve our clients
travel and expense needs.

We have made considerable progress
during the year as we implement this
strategic vision whilst seeking to optimise
HRG’s financial performance through the
economic cycles.

(A) GROW OUR MANAGED
TRAVEL BUSINESS
Increase our business through
new service offerings
Meetings, Groups and Events (MGE) has
been an area of expenditure that for many
corporates has thus far been unmanaged.
We believe that considerable cost savings
are available and we have therefore
engaged with many of our clients and
prospects through the year to offer fee-
generating advice designed to bring
greater control, transparency and leverage.
Notable amongst new MGE business
secured during the period is Thomson
Reuters and Vodafone.

STRATEGIC REPORT – STRATEGY IN ACTION
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During the second half of last financial year,
we entered into a preferred relationship
with Citi Commercial Cards. We have
already seen advantage from this new
service offering as we pitch for new
business. HRG now has probably the
widest global footprint of any travel
management company offering the
Central Travel Account facility, which
means we can deliver the best global
coverage and support capability to large
multinational clients seeking a common
payment process across multiple markets.
As part of our MGE strategic initiative,
we launched our integrated Meetings
Management proposition during the year,
which brings HRG’s global meetings
services together with Citi Virtual Card,
to help clients manage meeting-related
costs more effectively.

Entering new markets
Our focus on the provision of specialised
travel logistics to corporates in the marine,
offshore and energy sectors is gaining
welcome traction and benefit. As a result
of our long experience of successfully
managing complex travel, a great deal of
activity and interest is being shown by
clients and prospects and we are now
responding to a greater number of tender
proposals than ever. During the period, we
secured the travel management contract
of Statoil, an integrated oil & gas company
headquartered in Norway with operations
in 34 countries, and expanded our
business with ConocoPhillips, DOF Marine
and Tullow Oil.

Winning new business by leveraging
our technology and service delivery
The use of technology in providing time
and cost-efficient solutions in our industry
has accelerated in recent years and now
plays a key role in our discussions with all
clients and prospects. HRG’s proprietary
technology lies at the forefront of a range of
travel and expense management services
that we now provide. Lloyds Banking Group
(LBG) is one of several clients that renewed
and extended their relationship with HRG
during this year. In this case, we have
expanded our range of services to LBG
through the provision of Spendvision
expense management tools as a white-label
solution for its corporate clients.

(B) DEVELOP A SOFTWARE AS A
SERVICE (SAAS) BUSINESS
Our work during the year on the
implementation of technology services for
the Government of Canada proceeded very
well and following user acceptance testing,
we went ‘live’ in April 2014. This very large
project has involved a considerable number
of staff across our travel and expense
management operations, particularly those
working in technology. In recent months,
we have received enquiries from a number
of existing and prospective clients
interested in discussing similar end-to-end
travel and expense management solutions.
We plan to increase our investment in sales
and marketing during the current financial
year in this important area of our strategy as
we further develop our end-to-end travel
and expense management offering and
focus the distribution of HRG’s technology
products through a SaaS business model.

We also made substantial progress
during the year in delivering against the
specific FY14 action points that we
identified last May:

Lower the cost base to reinvest in
operations by reducing HRG
locations, streamlining our back
office and by optimising call centre
and online services
Our target was to realise annualised
savings of £6.5m from FY15. We now
anticipate that we will realise savings of
£7.0m. For the year ended 31 March 2014,
we have made an exceptional charge of
£7.0m in respect of redundancy costs and
onerous lease provisions. We closed a
number of HRG offices or reduced office
space in several countries as we transition
to a service configuration delivered
through a network of hub locations, a
move initiated some years ago in response
to the trend of consolidation of travel
management by clients through fewer
locations. Elsewhere, we made good
progress on numerous efficiency initiatives
aimed at lowering the Group’s operational
overheads and transaction costs. We
anticipate our market will continue to be
dynamic and we will therefore continue to
ensure that our cost and shape are both
appropriate and match our strategic need
as we move forward.

Pension deficit – start consultation on
the closure of the UK defined benefit
to future defined benefit accrual
Following a consultation process, the
active members were transferred to a
defined contribution section at the end
of June 2013. Group pre-tax pension
liabilities at 31 March 2014 were £180m,
up £21m over the year.

Continue to reduce net debt
Our medium-term objective is to achieve
a net debt / EBITDA ratio in the range 0.7-
1.0 times. Through tight working capital
management, good free cash generation
and rigorous cost control, we reduced
net debt by 25% to £65m year-on-year,
equivalent to 1.1 times EBITDA for the
last 12 months.

OUTLOOK
Our clear focus on achieving our strategic
priorities gives us confidence that HRG
will make further progress through the
rest of the year.

The Strategic Report on pages 4 to 21 has
been approved by the Board of Directors
and signed on its behalf by:

David Radcliffe
Chief Executive

22 May 2014

Chief Executive’s statement
Continued
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Operational review

CLIENT ACTIVITY
Client travel booking activity rose by 8%
during the financial year, while client travel
spend was up by 3% or 5% at constant
currency. In terms of mix of travel
bookings, air accounted for nearly fifty per
cent of all transactions slightly down on
prior year, while hotel and rail bookings
showed year on year gains.

As predicted and planned for, adoption of
online self-booking of travel by HRG’s clients
continues to grow, with approximately 42%
of all client travel bookings self-booked
during the year (2013: 36%). Attracted by
lower transaction fees, many clients are now
seeking to mandate online self-booking for
simpler travel itineraries on regional and
global bases.

With increased automation of the travel
booking process and related activities, the
control of demand for travel is now an
important factor. We welcome this
development as it offers us opportunities
to work more strategically with our clients
and, as such, HRG is seen, valued and
works increasingly as a business partner.

Our diversified client portfolio ensures that
the Group is not overly exposed to any
individual client or sector, with no single
client accounting for more than 3% of
client revenue.

During the year, HRG welcomed a number
of new clients to its diversified portfolio
including BGC, a construction and building
materials company, and one of the largest
privately owned companies in Australia,
BMO Financial Group, Bupa, Friends Life,
Kingfisher, MasterCard, Statoil, Thomson
Reuters and Vodafone. Late in the year, we
did see losses of long-term clients P&G, in
Europe, and Barclays. We also secured
expanded contracts, in terms of both
service and geography, with existing
clients such as ABB, AIG, Liberty Global,
ConocoPhillips, EY, Mars, SNC Lavalin and
Tullow Oil. Notable amongst clients
renewing their contracts with HRG were
Agilent Technologies, Bechtel, Bombardier,
Diageo, DuPont, GDF Suez, GlaxoSmithKline,
Hess, Lenovo, Lloyds Banking Group, Mars
and Wells Fargo. Going forward we continue
to see positive momentum, our pipeline of
new business prospects remains very
healthy, particularly in our strategic focus
areas of Government, Logistics and MGE.

CORPORATE TRAVEL
MANAGEMENT (CTM)

Years ended 31 March 2014 2013 Change

Revenue £321.1m £324.7m -1.1%
Share of
Group revenue 94.2% 94.6% -0.4 pp
Operating profit £36.1m £41.7m -13.4%
Underlying
operating profit(1) £46.3m £45.4m +2.0%
Share of Group
underlying
operating profit 93.9% 93.0% +0.9 pp
Underlying margin(1) 14.4% 14.0% +0.4 pp

(1) Before amortisation of acquired intangibles and
exceptional items

– Revenue broadly unchanged at
constant currency

– Proportion of online self-booked
travel up from 36% to 42%

– New business wins in strategic
focus areas

With increased automation
of the travel booking
process and related
activities, the control of
demand for travel is now
an important factor. We
welcome this development
as it offers us opportunities
to work more strategically
with our clients.

2010 100.0

2011 116.9

2012 119.8

2013 113.5

2014 122.2

94%
% of revenue

94%
% of underlying
operating profit

2010 100.0

2011 122.7

2012 136.6

2013 126.2

2014 130.5

Client travel spend 
(measured against 2010) (unaudited)

Client travel activity
(measured against 2010) (unaudited)
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Europe
Years ended 31 March 2014 2013 Change

Revenue £232.0m £233.3m -0.6%
Share of CTM
revenue 72.3% 71.9% +0.4 pp
Operating profit £26.0m £32.6m -20.2%
Underlying
operating profit(1) £34.9m £35.6m -2.0%
Share of CTM
underlying
operating profit 75.4% 78.4% -3.0 pp
Underlying margin(1) 15.0% 15.3% -0.3 pp

(1) Before amortisation of acquired intangibles and
exceptional items

– Strong growth in rail and hotel bookings

– Further rationalisation of service network
to core hub locations

– Online self-booking of travel up from
30% to 36%

Revenue in Europe was down 1.2% at
constant currency. Underlying operating
profit fell by £0.7m, including a £0.1m

benefit from currency movements.
Excluding last year’s technology deal,
underlying operating profit for the region
was 1.7% lower at constant currency.
Client travel spend increased by 3% year-
on-year at constant currency. Travel
transaction activity was up by 7%, with
a 12% increase in rail bookings.

The recovery in the UK corporate travel
market, which we first reported towards the
end of last financial year, continued and
strengthened through the current financial
year. Compared to last year, travel spend
was up by 11% and activity ahead by 15%,
while the proportion of travel self-booked
by clients online rose from 43% to 50%. We
saw a business mix change to rail in the
period largely as a result of increasing
business with clients seeking lower cost,
better alternatives to air and hotel.

Our focus on seeking leads in MGE and
Logistics is proving beneficial. Notable MGE
new business secured during the year
includes Tesco, Thomson Reuters, Vodafone
and Willis. After winning the travel
management contract of Statoil, an
integrated oil & gas company
headquartered in Norway with operations
in 34 countries, we saw further success
during the period gaining the business of
ConocoPhillips and Tullow Oil. Late in the
year, we did see some client losses in
financial services and consumer goods.

We have seen only partial recovery in the
Nordic market. Across the whole of our
Nordic operations, client travel transaction
activity was up compared to prior year
while spend was lower. The overwhelming
focus for clients during the period has been
to reduce their travel and related
expenditure while gaining better value. As
elsewhere, our Nordic clients have been
attracted to the lower fees associated with
online self-booking of travel, and we saw
further growth in this booking method.
Clients in the oil & gas sector in Norway
remained resilient during the year, and we
benefited in the final quarter of the financial
year when we started trading with new
client Statoil. SME and MGE revenues were
significantly lower than a year ago although
it was pleasing to see an improvement
towards the end of the period, particularly
in Sweden and Finland. Cost control
remains a key focus for our Nordic
operations. We reduced headcount and
consolidated our service network to fewer
locations during the year as part of an
ongoing programme to improve efficiency.

With only very modest growth seen in the
German economy during the financial year,
most areas of our travel management
business showed a weaker performance
compared to last year. Two bright areas
were in MGE, where we secured new
business, and in our sports-related
business, which benefited from German
success in the UEFA Champions League.
Cost reduction measures begun last year
continued, including the consolidation of
our service network, lowering headcount
and reducing overheads.

In Switzerland, travel spend and activity
were lower year on year mainly due to prior
year client losses this resulted in a lower
financial performance for the period. We
started to benefit from the restructuring
and efficiency initiatives begun last year.
These include the closure of a number of
locations as we move to a more centralised
service delivery and headcount reductions.

Client adoption of online self-booking
continued to grow during the year,
accounting for 36% of all bookings made
in the region, up from 30% last year.

North America
Years ended 31 March 2014 2013 Change

Revenue £65.2m £64.6m +0.9%
Share of CTM
revenue 20.3% 19.9% +0.4 pp
Operating profit £9.6m £9.4m +2.1%
Underlying
operating profit(1) £10.4m £10.1m +3.0%
Share of CTM
underlying
operating profit 22.5% 22.2% +0.3 pp
Underlying margin(1) 16.0% 15.6% +0.4 pp

(1) Before amortisation of acquired intangibles and
exceptional items

– Successful implementation of integrated
travel and expense management contract
for Government of Canada; benefit starting
in second quarter of calendar 2014

– Online self-booking of travel up from
51% to 56%

2010 100.0

2011 117.9

2012 125.1

2013 117.7

2010 229.6

2011 244.6

2012 250.7

2013 233.3

Underlying operating profit margin (%)

2010 12.2

2011 12.6

2012 12.8

2013 15.3

2014 121.9

2014 232.0

2014 15.0

Client travel spend 
(measured against 2010) (unaudited)

2010 100.0

2011 113.0

2012 111.5

2013 110.3

2014 117.7

Client travel activity
(measured against 2010) (unaudited)

Revenue (£m)

2010 100.0

2011 124.0

2012 132.6

2013 115.9

2014 130.2

Client travel activity
(measured against 2010) (unaudited)
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North American revenue was up by 4.3%
year-on-year at constant currency, benefiting
from increased client travel spend. Underlying
operating profit rose £0.3m, including a £0.3m
loss from currency movements. Excluding last
year’s technology deal, underlying operating
profit for the region grew by 18.9% at
constant currency. Client spend was up by
12% in real terms and activity higher by 12%.

We operate two businesses in North
America: (1) corporate travel management,
and (2) loyalty, managing the redemption
of credit card loyalty programmes for
financial institutions.

Travel spend amongst our travel
management clients rose by 14% at
constant currency while travel transaction
activity was 17% ahead of prior year. Travel
management revenue rose by 6% and
underlying operating profit was up by 20%,
both at constant currency. The improving
trading conditions that we saw during the
first half of the financial year continued in
the second half. Business confidence
amongst HRG’s North American clients
appears to have risen over the past year
and the higher levels of travel booking
activity and spend reflect this. New client
activity included the wins of BMO Financial
Group and Statoil, and additional business
awarded by SNC Lavalin, one of the world’s
leading engineering and construction
companies, and insurance company AIG.

In our loyalty business, we implemented
new packaging options for our largest
loyalty client resulting in higher revenue.
We also saw further expansion in our US
loyalty portfolio as we welcomed Fifth
Third Bank and MasterCard. HRG now
manages all US domestic travel for
MasterCard’s loyalty programme.

In recent years, we have made a number
of significant improvements to our
operations in North America, principally
aimed at improving efficiency and driving
forward margin in this highly competitive
market. This work is ongoing. Over the
past year, we made significant investment
in our telephony to enable better
management of calls during periods of
peak activity. We also expanded our
operational footprint, opening a new
office in Houston to deal more effectively
with our logistics and oil & gas clients
in the region, and also one in Ottawa,
principally to serve new client the
Government of Canada.

Online self-booking of travel in the North
America region continues to increase and
now accounts for 56% of all bookings, up
from 51% last year.

Asia Pacific
Years ended 31 March 2014 2013 Change

Revenue £23.9m £26.8m -10.8%
Share of CTM
revenue 7.4% 8.3% -0.9 pp
Operating
profit/(loss) £0.5m (£0.3m) +£0.8m
Underlying
operating
profit/(loss)(1) £1.0m (£0.3m) +£1.3m
Share of CTM
underlying
operating profit 2.2% (0.7%) +2.9 pp
Underlying margin(1) 4.2% (1.1%) 5.3 pp

(1) Before amortisation of acquired intangibles and
exceptional items

– Weaker performance in Australia
as demand for natural resources
remains weak

At constant currency, revenue was lower
by 1.9%. Underlying operating profit rose
by £1.3m with a £0.1m currency effect.
Client spend was broadly unchanged in
real terms and travel transaction activity
higher by 1%.

Around the Asian region generally, the past
year has been characterised by a slowdown
in emerging market and developing
economies. While there are variations by
country, the prevailing trait amongst our Asia
Pacific-based clients during the period has
been one of caution in terms of their travel
activity and related expenditure. The
convergence of a continuing production
slowdown in the resources sector, driven by
lower demand from China, and the strength
of the Australian dollar versus the US dollar,
had a knock-on effect for HRG’s clients in the
professional services, manufacturing and
government sectors. Revenue in Australia fell
by 3% at constant currency, travel activity
dropped by 2%, while online self-booking by
clients rose from 58% to 61%. We have taken
swift action in response to the lower
projected travel activity of our clients and
the continuing growth in online booking by
lowering headcount and reconfiguring our
operations to service clients through fewer
locations. On the new business front, we
expanded our contract with ABB through
the award of a travel management contract
in Australia. New business activity remains
steady and the prospect pipeline is healthy.

Revenue (£m)

2010 69.3

2011 77.5

2012 78.0

2013 64.6

Underlying operating profit margin (%)

2014 65.2

2010 9.8

2011 12.8

2012 15.1

2013 15.6

2014 16.0

2010 100.0

2011 130.0

2012 156.6

2013 139.2

Client travel spend 
(measured against 2010) (unaudited) 

2014 149.2

2010 100.0

2011 136.7

2012 169.4

2013 143.1

2014 145.1

Client travel activity
(measured against 2010) (unaudited)

2010 100.0

2011 146.6

2012 186.5

2013 167.7

Client travel spend 
(measured against 2010) (unaudited) 

Revenue (£m)

2010 16.7

2011 23.4

2012 30.3

2013 26.8

2014 153.4

2014 23.9

Underlying operating profit margin (%)

2010-6.6

2011 1.7

2012 3.0

2013-1.1

2014 4.2
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Continued

Signs of trading recovery in Singapore are
mixed. Clients in the financial and
pharmaceutical sectors have generally
increased their travel activity and expenditure
compared to last year, while those in logistics
and manufacturing have sought to tighten
and enforce their travel compliance policies,
reducing their activity and spend.

In the year, we completed the acquisition of
the minority interests of our joint venture
operation in Hong Kong. We see this as a
positive move to create further value for
our current clients operating in the region
and also expand and capture more
business in this fast growing economy.
We continue to see good growth from our
joint venture in mainland China.

Online self-booking of travel in the Asia
Pacific region continues to grow and now
accounts for 51% of all bookings, up from
50% a year ago.

SPENDVISION

Years ended 31 March 2014 2013 Change

Revenue £19.7m £18.5m +6.5%
Share of Group
revenue 5.8% 5.4% +0.4 pp
Operating profit £2.7m £3.1m -12.9%
Underlying
operating profit(1) £3.0m £3.4m -11.8%
Share of Group
underlying
operating profit 6.1% 7.0% -0.9 pp
Underlying margin(1) 15.2% 18.4% -3.2 pp

(1) Before amortisation of acquired intangibles and
exceptional items

– Underlying earnings performance
distorted by adverse currency impact

Revenue was up 10.8% at constant
currency, with good growth in the
banking sector and direct client business
although the latter was impacted by 
a weaker Australian dollar. Underlying
operating profit was unchanged at
constant currency, after a £0.4m adverse
impact from currency movements. This
reflects the investment in additional
resources to implement the Government
of Canada contract. Our partnerships
remain strong with new banking wins
this year as well as healthy growth in
new direct customers and increasing
revenue from existing business.

TECHNOLOGY
Our focus this year has been on
implementing our travel and expense
software as a service for the Government
of Canada. The project covers 120
government departments and more than
170,000 staff. Our modular development
approach allows us to offer clients a full
suite of products from travel authorisation,
online booking, to expense claims and
payment processes.

Our strategy for our software as a service
offerings in the mid term is to expand our
presence in the UK, mainland Europe and
Australasia. In FY15, we will make
significant investment in sales and
marketing resources as we launch
products into these markets.
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Revenue (£m)

2010 11.2

2011 12.5

2012 15.2

2013 18.5

Underlying operating profit margin (%)

2010 12.5

2011 6.4

2012 15.8

2013 18.4

2014 19.7

2014 15.2
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Some savings success stories from a selection of HRG’s clients:

Client Retail & Consumer Goods

Issue This client booked their transient travel through HRG, but most meetings were sourced and planned
directly by brand managers and admin assistants, resulting in high use of non-negotiated rates and
concessions, and excessive cancellation penalties.

Solution The client asked HRG to help negotiate the particularly high level of event no-show penalties they were
incurring for a major staff training programme. This was so successful that we were able to successfully
introduce a more wide-ranging strategic sourcing programme for all external venue requirements and
immediately demonstrate improved cost control and savings of 15% on previous expenditure, including
an 80% reduction in attrition, cancellation and no-show penalties, as well as a vastly improved negotiation
position with venue suppliers.

SUCCESS STORY 1 MGE – FROM AD HOC BOOKING TO STRATEGIC SOURCING

Client Oilfield Services

Issue With large operations in both the US and the UK, this client needed a dedicated and personal service,
regardless of where travel originated or time of day.

Solution HRG Logistics provides them with dedicated and connected service teams in both locations, providing a
strong, consistent approach and line of contact across markets and all travel requirements. Part of our
customised service is an uninterrupted transfer of calls across the US and UK working days. Using our
advanced telephony services, UK calls are transferred to the US at the end of the UK business day, providing
continuous servicing coverage for 15 out of 24 hours, Monday to Friday. The call transfer is seamless and
the scope of service is identical in both the US and UK service teams. The dedicated client teams are able to
access each other’s reservations and assist where needed, eliminating the need and additional cost for a
separate 24-Hour Service.

SUCCESS STORY 2 ‘FOLLOW THE SUN’ PROVIDES DEDICATED SERVICE COVERAGE

Client Fishing & Biotechnology

Issue This client’s crew rotations are managed by the HRG Logistics operation in Norway. Over a weekend, one
of their fishing vessels suffered major propeller damage. They needed our urgent assistance in getting a
four-man dive team and repair equipment from Miami to the Falkland Islands, where the ship was going to
dock for repairs.

Solution Our 24-Hour Logistics team immediately contacted our range of private charter brokers to secure offers.
After 16 hours work and 150 email exchanges between the HRG Logistics 24-Hour team, the client team,
and the air broker, a charter flight left Opa Locka Airport in Miami on Saturday evening, with four divers
and one ton of equipment, and ship repairs began immediately.

SUCCESS STORY 3 24-HOUR CUSTOMER SUPPORT FOR CRITICAL REPAIR OPERATIONS
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HRG in action – case studies
Continued

Some savings success stories from a selection of HRG’s clients:

Client Retail & Consumer Goods

Issue This global company has a traveller population of more than 80,000 people in more than 80 countries, and
HRG was appointed as their new TMC to implement its travel transformation project over a rapid six month
transition schedule.

Solution The client agreed to transfer its entire business to HRG in several phases, and each country service went live
according to schedule. Alongside this, HRG also delivered brand new proprietary HRG technologies to the
client, as part of the overall transformation vision, including:

– Slick HRG Profile creation process, automatically populating 80,000 traveller profiles

– New HRG i-Suite travel portal introduced to every country, including single sign-on from client intranet

– HRG Online booking tool implemented in 20 countries at launch (now live in 38 countries), with an
average global adoption rate of more than 60% within 12 months – one of the largest online tool
deployments in any corporate organisation

– New HRG Insight global data/reporting platform and methodology implemented, with data now
centrally consolidated and reported from all 81 countries

– New global e-ticket reclaim system implemented in 30 countries

SUCCESS STORY 4 TRAVEL TRANSFORMATION PROJECT UNDERWAY IN 81 COUNTRIES WITHIN 6 MONTHS

Client Professional Services

Issue The client used reason codes collected at the point of sale to define levels of chargeable versus non-
chargeable travel within the business, and therefore an indicator of where greater cost control measures
might be required. The travel team were aware that bookers were not always accurate in selecting or
quoting the correct codes, leading to potentially inaccurate estimation of the client’s internal costs.

Solution HRG implemented a new custom data flow process, which gave the client far more accurate reporting of
expenditure split. The new clean data demonstrated that business development-related travel was far
higher than previously assumed. This triggered a business reaction to introduce more pre-trip control, and
we implemented a pre-trip approval process for all air bookings that are non-chargeable, including
managing a matrix of primary, secondary and tertiary approvers and a two-hour time window for approval.
The client immediately saved £1.5m in the first quarter of implementation, because all non-chargeable trips
now require a business justification to support the trip approval process.

SUCCESS STORY 5 TRACKING CHARGEABLE AND NON-CHARGEABLE TRAVEL
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Some savings success stories from a selection of HRG’s clients:

Client Global dairy producer

Concept This client previously had a manual expense claim process, but wanted to streamline processes and gain
complete visibility of spend, in conjunction with wider roll out of their card programme as the main form
of payment for suppliers

Results The fully automated Spendvision system helps them manage booked travel costs and controls corporate
spend for their thousands of travellers and processes cash claims for all staff. They have achieved this by:

– Reducing number of supplier invoices – paying suppliers on card

– Eliminating invoice processing as payment is quick and easy and all transactions are automatically fed
into Spendvision where they can be coded and reported on easily

– Improving spend visibility – capturing all card, cash and travel spend in one place, allowing managers
and finance teams to see exactly what is being spent and where

– Quicker, automated processing of spend – cutting out manual and duplicate processing and setting up
business rules, making the whole process much quicker and more efficient.

– Cash expenses can be claimed, approved and reimbursed in a matter of days. Receipts are no longer
physically attached to statements but uploaded electronically, streamlining the process for everyone

– Identifying new spend policies – analysing spend allows the client to better manage costs and
implement new, easily controlled spend policies and procedures

– System flexibility – enabling different business units to have different policies, ERP systems, approval
rules and coding information as well as enabling users to log in from anywhere in their local language

SUCCESS STORY 6 FULLY AUTOMATED EXPENSE SYSTEM
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Financial review

OPERATING EXPENSES
Reported operating expenses increased by
1.2% to £302.0m.

Underlying operating expenses, which are
before amortisation of acquired intangibles
and exceptional items, reduced by 1% to
£291.5m, but were in line with the prior
year at constant exchange rates.

UNDERLYING OPERATING PROFIT
Underlying operating profit, which is
before amortisation of acquired
intangibles and exceptional items,
increased by 1.0% from £48.8m to £49.3m,
or by 2.0% at constant exchange rates.
Underlying operating profit margin
increased from 14.2% to 14.5%.

EXCEPTIONAL ITEMS
The cost of exceptional items was
£7.0m (2013: nil). These relate to planned
cost reduction programmes in Europe
and Australia. They are mainly in respect
of redundancy costs and onerous
lease provisions.

NET FINANCE COSTS
Net finance costs reduced by £0.1m to
£14.6m, primarily reflecting lower levels
of average debt.

With effect from 1 April 2013, the Group
has adopted the revision to IAS 19,
Employee Benefits. This replaces interest
cost and expected return on plan assets
with a finance cost on the pension
deficit calculated using the rate used
to discount defined benefit pension
liabilities. The change has been applied
retrospectively and comparative figures
have been restated (see note 6 to the
financial statements).

TAXATION
The tax charge for the year represents an
overall effective tax rate (ETR) of 30% of
the reported profit before tax (2013: 28%).
On an underlying basis, before exceptional
items and amortisation of acquired
intangibles, it was 28% (2013 restated: 29%).
The current year ETR includes a £0.2m
charge relating to the impact on deferred
tax assets of the reductions in the UK
corporation tax rate from 23% to 21%,
effective April 2014, and to 20% with effect
from April 2015. An additional charge of
£4.9m is reflected in the Consolidated
Statement of Comprehensive Income in
respect of deferred tax assets on pension
liabilities resulting from the reduction in
the UK corporation tax rate. We anticipate
a tax rate of around 28% in future years.
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Overview
Revenue of £340.8m was down 0.7% as reported, comprised of an
increase of 0.4% at constant exchange rates offset by a 1.1%
reduction through adverse currency movements. Underlying
operating profit, which is before the amortisation of acquired
intangibles and exceptional items, increased by 1.0% from £48.8m
to £49.3m, or by 2.0% at constant exchange rates, and represented
a margin improvement from 14.2% to 14.5%. The underlying
earnings performance is partly explained by the award of a
technology licensing agreement during the first half of last
financial year. Excluding the impact of the technology deal and
related net investments, underlying operating profit would have
risen by approximately 7% at constant currency. After the
restatement of finance costs as a consequence of applying
IAS 19 (revised), underlying profit before tax was up by 3% to
£35.8m while underlying EPS was unchanged at 7.8p.

Reported operating profit declined by 13% to £38.8m, largely due
to exceptional items of £7.0m. Reported profit before tax was
down by 18% from £30.9m (restated) to £25.3m and EPS fell by
23% from 6.9p (restated) to 5.3p. 

Revenue per employee increased by 1.6% from £68.6k to £69.7k.
At constant exchange rates this was an increase of 2.6%.

Year-end net debt reduced by 25% or £21.7m to £65.3m,
equivalent to 1.1 times EBITDA for the last 12 months (2013: 1.4
times). This translates into gearing of 34.1% (2013: 41.8%). We
successfully refinanced our main banking facilities in the period
and we continue to operate well within our banking covenants.

The Group has a progressive dividend policy and the Board is
recommending a final dividend of 1.58p per share resulting in
a full-year dividend of 2.21p per share, an increase of 5% on
the prior year. Our dividend is covered 3.5 times (2013 restated:
3.7 times) by underlying EPS. The final dividend will be paid on
28 July 2014 to shareholders on the register at the close of
business on 27 June 2014.
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EPS
After the restatement of finance costs as a
consequence of applying IAS 19 (revised),
underlying EPS was in line with the prior
year at 7.8p. Basic EPS fell by 23% from
6.9p to 5.3p largely due to exceptional
items of £7.0m.

RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED
Return on capital employed is calculated
by dividing underlying operating profit
plus net share of the results of associates
and joint ventures by average net assets.
Average net assets are based on each of
the 12 month ends for the financial year
and exclude net debt, pension deficits
and tax provisions. Average net assets
amounted to £216.4m (2013: £222.0m)
compared with £190.3m at the year end
(2013: £204.4m). The return for the year
was 23.3% (2013: 22.3%).

CASH FLOW
Free cash inflow, which is the change in net
debt before acquisitions and disposals,
Employee Benefits Trust purchases,
dividends and the impact of foreign
exchange movements on net debt balances,
was £24.8m (2013: outflow of £10.5m).

Cash inflow in respect of working capital
was £6.2m (2013: outflow of £36.8m), the
prior year reflected the planned withdrawal
of the working capital management
programme after 31 March 2012. The cash
outflow related to interest was £7.0m
(2013: £6.4m), including £1.7m of fees
associated with refinancing (see below).
Tax paid in cash was £4.2m (2013: £5.7m)
and capital expenditure, which is primarily
internal software development and office
equipment, was £14.3m (2013: £9.7m).
Cash costs for pension deficit reduction
were £10.3m (2013: £9.8m). Of the £7.0m
charge in respect of exceptional items,
£3.0m was paid in cash.

In addition to free cash flow, other cash
flow items related to £6.7m of dividends
paid to shareholders during the year (2013:
£6.2m), a net £1.3m inflow arising from the
Hong Kong acquisition (inclusive of £1.5m
of acquired cash) and £2.3m of favourable
foreign exchange related movements.

FUNDING
The Group refinanced its principal
committed banking facility during March
2014. The new facility is a £150m multi-
currency revolving credit facility (RCF) that is
committed until May 2018. The RCF is used
for loans, letters of credit and guarantees,
with interest based on the inter-bank

lending rate for the appropriate currency
plus a margin. The Group has fixed interest
on CHF25m until November 2014 and on
£20m until February 2017. In addition, the
Group has a £30m fixed rate loan, repayable
by 2018, and uncommitted facilities
amounting to around £18m at the year end.

The principal covenants continue to be
measured semi-annually, at the end of
March and the end of September, against
EBITDA. The covenants require that net
debt is less than 3.0 times EBITDA and net
external interest is covered at least 4.0
times by EBITDA, both on a rolling 12-
month basis. The definition of EBITDA for
covenant purposes is not materially
different from the definition used in these
financial statements.

Net external interest costs of £6.3m
were covered 9.6 times by EBITDA
(2013: 8.8 times).

PENSIONS
The Group-wide pension deficits under IAS
19 have increased by £21.0m to £180.4m
before tax.

The UK scheme deficit increased by £19.8m
to £164.4m. The £19.8m increase in scheme
assets was more than offset by a £39.6m
increase in scheme liabilities, primarily
driven by a lower discount rate adding
£25.3m. Since 2003, the UK defined benefit
scheme has been closed to new entrants
and has capped increases in pensionable
salary. Following a consultation process with
active members, the UK defined benefit
section was closed to future accrual on 30
June 2013 and replaced with a defined
contribution section. A new schedule of
payments for the UK scheme is expected to
be agreed with the Trustees as a result of
the triennial valuation which is anticipated
to be completed during fiscal 2015
(effective April 2014).

The overseas schemes are primarily in
Germany and Switzerland, where the
deficit increased by £1.2m to £16.0m.

At the year end, there was a deferred tax
asset of £33.0m (2013: £33.2m) relating to
the UK deficit and an asset of £0.2m (2013:
liability £0.2m) relating to the overseas
schemes. The change in UK deferred tax
includes the reduction in the headline rate
of UK corporation tax.

The revision to IAS 19, Employee Benefits,
applied from 1 April 2013, has no impact
on the net deficit. The increase in finance
cost recognised in the income statement
is offset by a corresponding reduction in
re-measurements recognised in other
comprehensive income.

SHARE PRICE
The closing mid-market price at the year
end was 78p (2013: 57p). During the
year, the price ranged from 54.5p to
87p per share.
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Years ended 31 March

Restated(2) As previously stated
2014 2013 2013

SUMMARY INCOME STATEMENT £m £m £m

Revenue 340.8 343.2 343.2
EBITDA before exceptional items 60.2 60.1 60.1
Depreciation and amortisation(1) (10.9) (11.3) (11.3)

Underlying operating profit 49.3 48.8 48.8
Amortisation of acquired intangibles (3.5) (4.0) (4.0)
Exceptional items (7.0) – –

Operating profit 38.8 44.8 44.8
Share of associates and joint ventures 1.1 0.8 0.8
Net finance costs(2) (14.6) (14.7) (11.3)

Profit before tax 25.3 30.9 34.3
Taxation(2) (7.6) (8.8) (9.6)

Profit for the period 17.7 22.1 24.7

As at 31 March

2014 2013
SUMMARY BALANCE SHEET £m £m

Goodwill and other intangible assets 238.0 245.0
Property, plant, equipment and investments 12.6 12.7
Working capital (56.4) (50.4)
Current tax liabilities (net) (5.8) (5.2)
Deferred tax assets (net) 41.5 42.8
Net debt (65.3) (87.0)
Pension liabilities (pre-tax) (180.4) (159.4)
Provisions and other items (5.1) (3.6)

Net liabilities (20.9) (5.1)

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
SUMMARY CASH FLOW STATEMENT £m £m

EBITDA before exceptional items 60.2 60.1
Cash outflow from exceptional items (3.0) –
Working capital movements 6.2 (36.8)
Interest paid (5.3) (6.4)
Refinancing costs (1.7) –
Tax paid (4.2) (5.7)
Capital expenditure (14.3) (9.7)
Pension funding in excess of EBITDA charge (10.3) (9.8)
Other movements (2.8) (2.2)

Free cash inflow/(outflow) 24.8 (10.5)
Acquisitions and disposals 1.3 –
Employee Benefits Trust purchases – (8.1)
Dividends paid to external shareholders (6.7) (6.2)
Currency translation and other 2.3 (1.2)

Reduction/(increase) in net debt 21.7 (26.0)

(1) Excluding amortisation of acquired intangibles
(2) Prior-year numbers are restated on adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits
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Corporate responsibility

HOW WE DO BUSINESS
We recognise that our shareholders have
invested in our business and the success of
our business will directly influence the value
of their investment. We work cooperatively
with our suppliers and business partners,
choosing those who share our values and
strive for mutual trust and benefit. We
recognise the importance of managing
environmental, social and governance risks
through our business practices and work
hard to maintain our reputation for honesty,
integrity and respect for people.

HOW WE TREAT OUR EMPLOYEES
We respect our employees’ individuality
and diversity, require them to live up to our
values and provide the encouragement
and opportunity to develop their careers.
We recruit and promote on suitability and
merit and recognise the vital role our
people play in providing excellent client
service. We are committed to attracting,
motivating and retaining the best talent
and will maintain our reputation as a
company of choice.

HRG supports the principle of equal
opportunities in employment and opposes
all forms of unlawful or unfair discrimination
on the grounds of race, colour, nationality,
ethnic or national origin, religion or belief,
disability, age, sex, sexual orientation,
gender reassignment, marital or civil
partnership status, part time or fixed-term
status or membership of a trade union.

Employee profile

Role Male Female

Board of Directors 6 0

Senior Management 74 21

Employees 1,309 3,669

1,389 3,690

Senior Management include those
employees responsible for the planning,
directing or controlling activities of the
Group and also individuals who are
statutory directors of the corporate entities
whose financial information is included
in the Group’s 2014 consolidated
accounts in this annual report.

HOW WE TREAT OUR CLIENTS
We constantly look to offer our clients
superior products and services that provide
good value. We aim to give them the
highest quality service and strive to offer
them the best economic and
environmental choices.

HOW WE BEHAVE IN OUR COMMUNITIES
We strive to behave as responsible corporate
citizens globally and as good, supportive
neighbours in our local communities.

HOW WE DEAL WITH
THE ENVIRONMENT
The Group’s trading activities have only a
marginal direct impact on the environment
and contribute minimally to pollution.

The Group is committed to conducting
its business in a manner that shows
responsibility towards the environment and
ensuring high standards of health and
safety for its employees. The Group
complies with statutory and mandatory
requirements and, where practicable, aims
to exceed regulations applicable to its areas
of business. Working practices are routinely
monitored as improved techniques and
technologies become available.

We have calculated our Scope 1 and 2
greenhouse gas emissions in accordance
with the new mandatory reporting
requirements set out in the Companies Act
2006 (Strategic Report and Directors’
Reports) Regulations 2013. We have
followed the methodology of ISO 14064-1
(specification with guidance at The
organization level for quantification and
reporting greenhouse gas emissions and
removals) and emission factors from UK
Government Conversion Factors for
Company Reporting 2013.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Scope

Unit Quantity

Scope 1
Gas consumption Tonnes CO2 e 1,280
Fuel consumption in vehicles
owned or leased by HRG

Scope 2
Electricity consumption Tonnes CO2 e 3,084
Imported power, head or stream

Total emissions 4,364

Relative emissions, by revenue Tonnes CO2 e/£m revenue 12.8
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Risk management

MANAGING RISK IN OUR BUSINESS
Effective risk management is critical to
achieving the Group’s strategic objectives.
HRG has a comprehensive system of
controls in place to manage risks. We
conduct regular reviews of the major risks
which may affect our business and its
financial performance. Risks are identified,
evaluated and mitigated through a
combination of a ‘top-down’ (driven by
the Board) and ‘bottom-up’ (originating
from the operations) approach. 

Our Group internal audit function
undertakes regular reviews across the
Group’s operations to assess the controls
that are in place to mitigate these risks.

ASSIGNED RESPONSIBILITY
The Board of HRG has ultimate
responsibility for the management of
all major risks affecting the Group.
Further information concerning Board
responsibilities is described in the Corporate
Governance section on pages 24 to 26.

PERFORMANCE REPORTING
PROCESSES
HRG undertakes a detailed annual business
planning and budgeting process. This
includes annual objectives and targets for
both financial and non-financial metrics,
which are set at a geographic and business
unit level. Actual performance is reported
monthly, with narrative explaining key
variances, and there are regular re-forecasts
which take account of any emerging risks.

APPROPRIATE POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES
Detailed policies and procedures support
risk management across HRG and the
application and consistency of these
procedures is regularly reviewed by the
Group’s internal audit function. Further
details of this are included in the Corporate
Governance section on pages 24 to 26.

RISK ANALYSIS
HRG’s principal risks can be categorised
as either operational, financial or external
risks as shown.

A diversified client portfolio, both geographically and by 1,2
industry sector.

Close relationships with our clients to determine and
adapt ourselves to their current needs.

Dedicated account management team for major clients.

Formal client contracts covering changes in activity levels. 1,2

A business model that allows operating costs to be
adjusted quickly.

Policies and procedures in place for all significant
business processes.

A diverse network of suppliers. 1,2

Close working relationship with key suppliers in
all markets.

Remuneration policies set with the help of 1
independent advice.

Formal staff appraisals and succession planning process.

Development programmes for identified individuals.

Experienced Remuneration Committee and Nomination
Committee membership (further information can be found
in the Corporate Governance section on pages 24 to 26).

Formal policies for business conduct, and contract and 1,2
procurement procedures.

Continuous review of business processes and systems to
ensure integrity of operations.

Appropriate communication and diligence with clients,
suppliers, partners and other stakeholders.

Whistle-blowing process.

Diversification through the use of bespoke technology 1,2,3
and third party systems.

Strong central support for technology in the most
significant parts of the business.

Regular review of the performance of technology suppliers.

Rigorous user testing of new technology products.

Ongoing development and communication of business
continuity and disaster recovery plans across the Group.

Effective firewalls. 1

Effective user security.

Effective network and data centre provider controls.

Critical business systems outsourced through data centres.

Loss of a
major client

Volatility of
client activity

Loss of a
supplier

Retention of
key staff

Corruption or
reputation risk

Technology or
systems failure

Cyber

OPERATIONAL
RISKS MITIGATION

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE
LINKAGE*

Risk change >

Risk change >

Risk change >

Risk change

Risk change >

Risk change >

>

Risk change >

* Refer to pages 4 and 5 for details of our Strategic Objectives.
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Strong relationships with a number of banks and other 1
finance providers.

The principal bank facility is committed until May 2018. 

A fixed rate loan has been secured with maturity in 2018.

Interest rate swaps to fix rates at low levels.

Maintenance of additional uncommitted facilities.

Reduction in net debt.

Strong control by the Central Treasury team.

A comprehensive annual budgeting process. 1

Major expenditure is approved by the Board.

Monthly reporting including budget and prior-year variances.

Monthly re-forecasting with sensitivity analysis.

The principal UK defined benefit scheme is closed to 1
future accrual.

Professional independent advice is taken.

Funding for the principal UK scheme is reviewed and
agreed every three years.

Client contracts reflecting linkage between debtor 1,2,3
and creditor periods.

Continue migration to credit card, avoiding industry
payment structures.

Maintain relationship with industry members.

Formal client contracts covering changes in activity levels. 1,2

A diversified client portfolio, both geographically and by
industry sector.

A business model that allows operating costs to be
adjusted quickly.

Diversified supplier relationships.

Ongoing training and development of staff. 1,2,3

Ongoing investment in technology.

A focus on high service levels at competitive prices.

Access to
funding at
affordable
rates

Cost and
capital control

Increased
pension
funding

Significant
economic or
other crisis

Competitive
environment

FINANCIAL
RISKS MITIGATION

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE
LINKAGE*

EXTERNAL
RISKS MITIGATION

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE
LINKAGE*
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Risk change

>

Risk change >

Risk change >

Risk change >

Risk change

>

Changes to
industry
payment
structures

Risk change >

* Refer to pages 4 and 5 for details of our Strategic Objectives.
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Board of Directors

JOHN COOMBE
Chairman, age 69
John Coombe is the former Chief Financial Officer of
GlaxoSmithKline plc. He is currently a Non-Executive Director
of HSBC Holdings plc and is Chairman of Home Retail Group plc.
He is Chairman of the Nominations Committee of HRG and also 
a member of the Audit and Remuneration Committees.

DAVID RADCLIFFE
Chief Executive, age 61
David Radcliffe joined the Group in 1978, was appointed to the
Board in 1989 and became Chief Executive in 1997. Since that
time he has re-positioned the Group as a focused corporate
services organisation. David is a Non-Executive Director of
Wincanton plc and is a member of its Audit, Nominations and
Remuneration Committees. He is a Fellow of the Institute of
Sales and Marketing Management and a Companion of the
Institute of Management.

PHILIP HARRISON
Group Finance Director, age 53
Philip Harrison joined the Group in June 2012. Philip was
previously Group Finance Director at VT Group PLC (`VT’), where
he spent three years prior to VT’s acquisition by Babcock
International Plc. Before joining VT, Philip was at Hewlett Packard
where he was VP Finance for Europe, Middle East and Africa.
His earlier career included senior international finance roles at
Compaq, Rank Xerox and Texas Instruments.

KEVIN RUFFLES
Chief Operating Officer, age 61
Since joining the Group in 1972, Kevin Ruffles has held a number of
senior operational roles, and was a Director of Hogg Robinson plc
until May 2000. He was appointed Regional President for Asia Pacific
in 2006 and assumed additional responsibility for Europe in 2007
and North America in 2010. His leadership roles have included: UK
e-ticket launch with British Airways; ISO quality accreditation and
implementation throughout the UK; and the integration of the
business travel interests of Kuoni Holdings. He was appointed to
the Board as Chief Operating Officer in October 2010.

TONY ISAAC
Non-Executive Director, age 72
Tony Isaac was Chief Executive Officer of BOC Group PLC until 2006
and was a Non-Executive Director of Hogg Robinson plc until May
2000. He is the Non-Executive Chairman of Schlumberger Limited,
chairs its Nominating and Governance Committee, and is also a
member of its Compensation Committee. He is Chairman of the
Audit Committee of HRG, and is a member of both the
Remuneration and Nominations Committees. He is also the
Senior Independent Director of HRG.

PAUL WILLIAMS
Non-Executive Director, age 68
Paul Williams has more than 30 years’ senior executive experience,
with specific responsibility for human resource issues at NCR,
Heinz, Glaxo plc, Rolls-Royce and Smith & Nephew. He is a
member of the Governing Council of Aston University, the Aston
Business School Advisory Board, and the Audit and Remuneration
Committees of the University. He was appointed to the Board of
HRG in April 2011 and is the Chairman of the Remuneration
Committee. He is also a member of both the Audit and
Nominations Committees.

Executive Management Team

In addition to the Executive Directors of the Company, the
Executive Management Team includes the following Executives:

BILL BRINDLE
Group Distribution and Technology Director, age 52
Bill Brindle joined HRG in 1998 and has responsibility for HRG’s
information technology, product development, and technology-
related distribution needs. Since joining HRG, Bill has been
instrumental in driving change systems within the business
focusing on the design, development, delivery and support of
innovative business systems and architecture.

KEITH BURGESS
General Counsel and Central Services Director, age 59
Keith Burgess is a barrister and a Fellow of the Institute of
Chartered Secretaries. In addition to the Group’s legal function,
Keith is closely involved in HRG’s international expansion,
acquisition and divestment programme. He also has responsibility
for a number of central service functions including insurance
and the relationships with HRG’s worldwide partner network.

STEWART HARVEY
Commercial Director, age 54
Since joining the Group in 1990, Stewart Harvey has held a
number of increasingly senior roles through which he has gained
extensive experience of the Group’s client-facing functions. He was
appointed to the role of Client Management Director as a member
of the Executive Management Team in 2008 and to his present
role in September 2010. Stewart has responsibility for the Group’s
strategic relationships with its key managed clients, strategic sales
and global bid support.



Corporate governance

STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE
The Board has at all times been guided by the UK Corporate
Governance Code (‘the Code’, which is available on the website of
the Financial Reporting Council (FRC)) in seeking to achieve the
highest standards of business integrity, ethics, and professionalism
across all of the Company’s activities. This report sets out the
manner in which the main and supporting principles of the
Code have been applied. HRG has complied with the Code
throughout the year and is committed to maintaining such
compliance in the future.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Board has six members: the Chairman, two further Non-
Executive Directors and three Executive Directors. The effectiveness
of the Board is underpinned by a balance between Executive and
Non-Executive Directors and the Board believes that this brings
together the appropriate skills and experience necessary to provide
effective leadership and control of the Company. The biographies
of the Directors appear on page 23.

Director Time served on Board of HRG

David Radcliffe 25 years

John Coombe 8 years 1 month

Tony Isaac 7 years 8 months

Kevin Ruffles 3 years 7 months

Paul Williams 3 years 1 month

Philip Harrison 1 year 11 months

BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES, BALANCE AND EFFECTIVENESS
Collectively, the Board is responsible to shareholders for setting the
direction of the business and monitoring the Group’s performance.
It is also responsible for ensuring that an effective internal control
environment exists, and that the risks associated with the business
are appropriately managed. It defines and sets the strategic
objectives of the Group, ensuring that sufficient financial and
human resources are in place to meet those objectives. The Board
exercises control of the Group by meeting regularly throughout
the year and, in addition to a schedule of regular meetings, also
meets on an unscheduled basis as the need arises.

The executive element of the Board is balanced by independent
Non-Executive Directors, so that no individual or group of
individuals can dominate the Board’s decision making. The Group’s
Non-Executive Directors are regarded as independent and free
from any business or other relationship that could materially
interfere with their judgement.

On appointment, the Chairman met the independence criteria set
out in paragraph B.1.1 of the Code, and remains independent in
the Board’s view although, in accordance with paragraph B.1.2 of
the Code, he is not counted as independent for the purposes of
that provision of the Code. The Company has been below the FTSE
350 throughout the year and, in accordance with paragraph B.1.2 of
the Code, the Company has two non-executive directors who are
counted as independent. In view of the fact that the Board includes
three Executive Directors and only two Non-Executive Directors
who are counted as independent for the purpose of the Code, the
Board has also adopted voting procedures which provide that the

Executive Directors cannot outvote the combined votes of the
independent Non-Executive Directors. The Board intends to retain
these procedures. The Senior Independent Director has a casting
vote in the event of equality of votes on any resolutions.

The provisions of the Companies Act 2006 relating to Directors’
conflicts are incorporated into the Company’s Articles of
Association. No conflicts of interest have been noted or authorised
by the Board during the year.

DIRECTORS’ INDEMNITY ARRANGEMENTS
The Company has purchased and maintained Directors’ and
Officers’ liability insurance throughout the year in respect of itself
and its Directors, whether in their capacity as directors of the
company or associated companies. The Directors also have the
benefit of indemnity provisions in the Company’s Articles of
Association. These provisions are qualifying third party indemnity
provisions as defined by the Companies Act 2006.

THE CONDUCT OF BUSINESS
The Company has established business values and standards for
the Group, which provide a framework for the corporate social
responsibility which the Board expects the Company to observe in
balancing the interests of all its stakeholders in the conduct of
business. These values and standards are available on the
Company’s website (www.hrgworldwide.com). The Company has
a written anti- corruption and bribery policy and has adopted
procedures which follow the guidelines published by the Ministry
of Justice in relation to the Bribery Act 2010.

There is a clear division of responsibilities between the Chairman
and Chief Executive. The Chairman has overall responsibility for the
leadership and effectiveness of the Board, and there is a formal
schedule of matters specifically reserved to the Board for decision
which includes the Group’s business strategy, annual budget,
annual and half-yearly financial results, interim management
statements, dividends, and major corporate activities, such as the
making of investments, acquisitions and disposals. The Board also
considers regular reports from the Chief Executive, Group Finance
Director, Chief Operating Officer and operating reports from
individual divisions or functions. Complete, timely and relevant
information is provided to the Board to ensure that informed
judgements are made in pursuit of the Group’s objectives.

The Board also reviews the performance of management in
meeting business objectives, determines appropriate
remuneration levels through the Remuneration Committee
and plans the succession of key executives.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS AND THEIR FUNCTION
The Non-Executive Directors provide an independent and
constructive challenge to the business development plans that are
proposed by executive management. Through their membership
of the Board’s committees they also have responsibility for:

– overseeing that the systems of internal control and risk
management are appropriate and effective;

– managing the relationship with the external auditors;

– evaluating the performance of the management teams in
meeting targets and objectives;

GOVERNANCE
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– setting the remuneration of Executive Directors and approving
the Chief Executive’s recommendations as to the remuneration
of the Executive Management Team; and

– planning senior management succession.

The Senior Independent Non-Executive Director is Tony Isaac. In
this capacity, he is an additional contact point for shareholders
should they feel that their concerns are not being addressed
through normal channels.

BOARD DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING
Newly appointed Directors receive a comprehensive induction
programme and training is provided for Directors on their roles
and legal obligations to ensure that they are fully conversant with
their responsibilities as Directors.

Directors are also kept informed of changes to relevant regulatory
regimes, and new institutional investor guidelines. All of the Directors
have access to the advice and services of the Company Secretary
and also to external independent advice should they so wish.

PERFORMANCE OF THE BOARD
The Board completed an internal review of its efficiency during the
year and was satisfied with the overall operational efficiency of the
Board following the minor adjustments to procedures which were
implemented last year. Overall, the Board remains satisfied that the
current Board systems, structures and procedures are appropriate
to the needs of the business.

During the year, the Non-Executive Directors conducted a
performance evaluation of the Chairman, taking into account the
views of the Executive Directors. The Chairman also met the other
Non-Executive Directors without the Executive Directors being
present in order to review the operation of the Board. In addition,
the Chairman held a meeting with the other Non-Executive
Directors to review their contribution to the Board.

BOARD MEMBERSHIP
In accordance with the Code and the Company’s Articles of
Association, all Directors submit themselves for re-election on a

rotational basis every three years and newly appointed Directors
are subject to election by the shareholders at the first AGM after
their appointment.

BOARD COMMITTEES
The Company has established Audit, Remuneration and
Nominations Committees. No person other than a committee
member is entitled to attend the meetings of these Committees,
except at the invitation of the Committee. The terms of reference
of the Committees are available on the Company’s website
(www.hrgworldwide.com).

Audit Committee
The Audit Committee comprises Tony Isaac, Paul Williams, (both
of whom are Independent Non-Executive Directors) and John
Coombe. The Committee is chaired by Tony Isaac, who has
significant and recent relevant financial experience. In addition
to the members of the Committee, regular attendees at Audit
Committee meetings at the invitation of the Committee have
included the CEO, the Group Finance Director, representatives of
the external auditors, the head of internal audit, the head of
financial reporting and the Company Secretary.

Details of the activities of the Audit Committee are given in the
Audit Committee report on page 27.

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee comprises the Chairman of the
Company, John Coombe, and the two independent Non-Executive
Directors, Tony Isaac and Paul Williams, who is Chairman of the
Committee.

The Remuneration Committee sets the policy framework and
objectives for the remuneration of the Executive Directors and
other senior executives of the Group, and monitors their
performance against these targets.

Details of the activities of the Remuneration Committee are given
in the Remuneration Report commencing on page 28.

TABLE 1: DIRECTORS’ ATTENDANCE
The following table sets out the number of Board meetings during the year and the activity of its Committees, together with the
attendance record of the relevant Directors.

Meetings
during

Attendance as members

the year John Coombe David Radcliffe Philip Harrison Kevin Ruffles Tony Isaac Paul Williams

Board 8 100% 100% 100% 100% 88%1 100%
Audit Committee 3 100% n/a n/a n/a 100% 100%
Remuneration Committee 5 100% n/a n/a n/a 100% 100%
Nominations Committee 1 100% n/a n/a n/a 100% 100%

Note 1: Tony Isaac was unable to attend one meeting of the Board which was held outside of the UK due to his not being able to travel because of a UK business commitment.



Nominations Committee
The Nominations Committee is responsible for matters of Board
structure, management succession and the identification and
appointment of Directors. The Committee comprises the
Chairman and the Non-Executive Directors of the Company.
The Chairman of the Committee is John Coombe. In considering
any new appointments to the Board, the Committee exercises its
judgement based on the merit and suitability of any candidate
but, in doing so, also bears in mind the principles of balance and
equal opportunity which are set out in the Company’s Statement
on Corporate Responsibility on page 19.

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
The Board has delegated the day-to-day operational management
of the Group to the Chief Executive who manages this through a
Committee (the Executive Management Board) which comprises
the Executive Directors of the Board and the other members of
the Executive Management Team (see page 23). This is the key
management committee for the Group.

The Executive Management Board meets regularly and, in
addition to the day-to-day management of the Group, is
responsible for developing the Group’s strategy and capital
expenditure and investment budgets, and reporting on these
areas to the Board for approval.

COMMUNICATION WITH SHAREHOLDERS
The Board attaches importance to the effectiveness of its
communications with shareholders. The Board has initiated
dialogue with institutional shareholders and the financial
community. This has included presentations of the preliminary and
half-year results, and also includes regular meetings with major
shareholders and industry analysts. All shareholders and potential
shareholders can gain access to the Annual Report and other
significant information about HRG on the Company’s website
(www.hrgworldwide.com).

Shareholders are encouraged to attend the Company’s AGM
which, this year, is to be held on 23 July 2014, where they will have
the opportunity to receive information on the Group’s business
activities and to question senior management about business
issues and prospects. The Chairmen of the Audit, Remuneration,
and Nominations Committees will be available to answer any
questions on the work of the Committees. All shareholders will be
entitled to vote on the resolutions put to the AGM. All proxy votes
will be counted and the level of proxy votes lodged for each
resolution will be reported at the AGM and on the Company’s
website (www.hrgworldwide.com).

INTERNAL CONTROL AND RISK MANAGEMENT
The Board is ultimately responsible for the Group’s system of
internal control and for reviewing its effectiveness in safeguarding
shareholders’ interests and the Group’s assets. Such a system is
designed to manage rather than eliminate the risks associated
with the achievement of business objectives, and can only
provide reasonable, not absolute, assurance against material
misstatement or loss.

Within the Group, managers are responsible for the identification
and evaluation of significant risks applicable to their areas of
operation together with the design and operation of appropriate
mitigation. In particular, with regard to regular financial reporting
and preparing Consolidated Financial Statements, Group Finance
participates in the control, self-assessment and policy compliance
elements of risk management. Group Finance also contains a
consolidation team that reviews external technical developments
and detailed reporting and accounting policy issues. In addition,
Group Finance maintains an up-to-date Group Accounting Policies
Manual and sets formal requirements with business unit finance
functions specifying the reports and approvals needed.

Risk management software is used at all major sites and for key
central functions, and is readily accessible by management.

The Executive Management Team regularly reviews the risk
management and control process and considers:

– the authority, resources and coordination of those involved in
the identification, assessment and management of significant
risks faced by the Group;

– the response to the significant risks which have been identified
by management and others; and

– the maintenance of a control environment directed towards the
proper management of risk.

A process of self-certification is used within the Group to provide a
documented and auditable trail of accountability for the operation
of the system of internal control. This is complemented by the
activities of the internal audit function, which provides a degree of
assurance as to the system of internal control that takes account
of the major risks identified by the Executive Management Team.

The Board has reviewed the effectiveness of the system of internal
control that has been in operation during the year ended 31
March 2014. The Executive Management Team has reviewed and
updated its evaluation of significant risks affecting the business
and the manner in which they are managed. The results of this
exercise have been reviewed and endorsed by the Audit
Committee and the Board, and are commented on in more detail
in the Risk Management section on pages 20 and 21.
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Audit Committee report

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
– Advising the Board on whether the Committee believes the
annual report and accounts, taken as a whole, is fair, balanced
and understandable and provides shareholders with the
information necessary to assess the Group’s performance,
business model and strategy

– Reviewing significant financial reporting issues and judgements

– Monitoring the integrity of the annual and interim financial
statements

– Keeping the relationship with the auditors under review,
including their terms of engagement, fees and independence

– Overseeing the internal audit function and approving their
terms of reference and audit plan

– Reviewing and monitoring the effectiveness of the Group’s
internal audit and risk management systems.

ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMITTEE
The Audit Committee reviewed a wide range of financial reporting
and related matters at its meetings during the year, including the
Company’s results prior to their submission to the Board. The
Committee focused in particular on critical accounting policies
and practices adopted by the Group and any significant areas of
judgement that may materially impact reported results. It also
monitored the internal controls that are operated by management
to ensure the integrity of information reported to shareholders.

The significant areas of estimate and judgement considered by the
committee and discussed with the external auditors during the
year were:

Assessment of the impairment of goodwill and client
relationships at each balance sheet date
The judgement largely relates to the assumptions underlying the
calculation of the value in use of the cash generating units (CGU’s)
being tested for impairment, primarily the cashflows expected to
be generated in the Group’s three-year business plan for the CGU’s
and the macroeconomic assumptions (such as discount rates)
underpinning the valuation process. The Committee reviewed the
impairment assessment and discussed with management the key
judgements and concurred that no impairment was required.

Capitalisation of internally generated intangible assets
The judgement depends on the assumption that it is probable
that economic benefits will flow to the Group from the asset
being developed, the cost being reliably measured and the
technical feasibility being demonstrated. The Committee
concurred with management.

Evaluation of the recoverability of deferred tax assets
The judgement depends on the assessment of the probability
that there will be sufficient appropriate taxable profits available in
future against which to realise them. The Committee reviewed
the key judgements made and concurred with management’s
assessment that deferred tax assets are recoverable.

Evaluation of retirement benefit obligations
The judgement depends on the actuarial assumptions applied
including discount rate, inflation rate increases in pensionable pay
and increases in pensions in payment. The Committee reviewed
the key assumptions recommended by independent pension
funding scheme actuaries and were satisfied with the
assumptions used by management.

Revenue recognition
The judgement relates to revenue recognition in respect of
significant contracts entered into during the year and to the
timing of recognition of supplier revenues earned under sales and
marketing agreements, incentive arrangements and distribution
and system usage agreements. The Committee discussed with
management the key judgements made and were satisfied with
the assumptions used by management.

Contingencies
The judgement relates to the determination whether, having
considered all of the relevant facts and circumstances the Group
has made appropriate accounting and disclosure decisions. The
Committee discussed with management the circumstances
relating to the Group’s contingent matters, including the legal
advice obtained, and was satisfied that appropriate disclosure has
been made.

Internal audit
The Committee reviewed the appropriateness of the annual
internal audit plan for the Group, to ensure that the internal audit
function is adequately sponsored and resourced. Its terms of
reference also provide for it to review the whistle-blowing
arrangements for staff.

EXTERNAL AUDITORS
The Committee reviews on a regular basis all fees paid for audit
and non-audit services being provided by the Group’s external
auditors in order to satisfy itself of the reasonableness of fees, value
of delivery, and the objectivity and independence of the external
auditors. The lead audit partner is rotated every five years and was
last changed in 2011.

The Committee provides a forum for reporting by the Group’s
external auditors. It has advised the Board on the appointment,
independence and objectivity of the external auditors, and on
their remuneration for both statutory audit and non-audit work.
It also discussed the nature, scope and timing of the statutory
audit with the external auditors.

PricewaterhouseCoopers(‘PwC’) have been the Company’s
external auditors for a number of years. In January 2014 the
Committee reviewed the external audit mandate and confirmed
the continuing appointment of PwC. This was on the basis that
the Committee was comfortable that the PwC audit team
remained objective and independent on the basis of the regular
rotation of the audit partner and specific assurance provided by
PwC to the Committee on the arrangements it has in place to
maintain its independence.

Tony Isaac
Chairman of the Audit Committee

22 May 2014
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Remuneration report

Annual Remuneration Committee
Chairman’s Statement

On behalf of the Board I am pleased to present the Directors’
Remuneration Report for the year ended 31 March 2014. In line
with the new reporting regulations that came into effect on 1
October 2013, this Remuneration Report is split into three sections:
this Annual Statement, the Directors’ Remuneration Policy Report
and the Annual Report on Remuneration. The Directors’
Remuneration Policy Report will be put to a binding shareholder
vote, and the Annual Report on Remuneration to an advisory
shareholder vote, at the 2014 AGM.

There are no significant changes to report with respect to either
the Remuneration Policy Report or the Annual Report on
Remuneration. The Directors have taken the opportunity,
encouraged by the new reporting regulations however, to clarify
and simplify where appropriate.

The Remuneration Committee has endorsed the recommendation
of the Executive Management Team that, in the present
challenging climate, there should be no performance based salary
increases awarded in April 2014.

Finally, I would like to remind shareholders of the decision taken
last year to change the LTIP so that it no longer comprised two
award components – a Company Share Option Plan (CSOP) and a
Performance Share Plan (PSP). This change was made in 2013 after
engagement with some shareholders who expressed concern
prior to the 2012 AGM that both these Plans utilised identical
performance metrics. LTIP Policy was therefore changed and
awards are no longer made under the CSOP Plan. This change
was communicated to shareholders in last year’s annual report.
The Remuneration Policy Report envisages that the PSP is now the
single LTIP component and the performance metrics are Total
Shareholder Return and Earnings Per Share. This policy change is
now included in our Remuneration Policy Report and will apply to
LTIP awards made during the period covered by the policy.

Paul Williams
Chairman of the Remuneration Committee

22 May 2014

Directors’ Remuneration Policy Report

Subject to shareholder approval, the policy described in this part
of the report is intended to apply beginning on the date of the
2014 AGM. The policy will be published in the Investor Relations
section on the Company’s website (www.hrgworldwide.com).

There is a formal and transparent procedure for developing policy
on executive remuneration and for determining the remuneration
packages of individual Directors. A significant proportion of each
Executive Director’s potential remuneration is variable and linked to
performance. Performance related pay comprises annual bonus and
long-term incentives. Fixed pay includes salary, a flexible benefits
package and contributions towards pension arrangements.

The Remuneration Committee reviews the remuneration policy
regularly to ensure that it remains aligned with changes in
business needs and provides a level of total remuneration that is
appropriately positioned relative to the market.

When deciding appropriate levels of salary and other elements of
remuneration, the Committee takes into account:

– The annual and continuing performance of the Company and
each Executive Director within their sphere of operation

– The requirement to ensure that executive remuneration is
aligned with the interests of shareholders, including the level
at which shareholding requirements are set

– The Company’s need to provide sufficiently attractive
remuneration packages for the recruitment, motivation and
retention of executive directors able to provide the direction
and drive needed in order to deliver the Company’s objectives

– Pay and conditions across the Company as a whole; and

– Appropriate market rates. Overall remuneration levels, as well as
the competitiveness of each component of the package, are
benchmarked periodically with reference to the market median.

BALANCING SHORT AND LONG TERM REMUNERATION
Based on a view of current market practice, the Committee has
established the remuneration policy set out in this report. Fixed
annual elements – including salary, pension and benefits – are
provided to ensure current and future market competitiveness. The
short and long term incentives are to motivate and reward Executive
Directors for making HRG successful on a sustainable basis.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REMUNERATION POLICY TABLE

HOW THE ELEMENT OF
REMUNERATION SUPPORTS
HRG’S STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES OPERATION OF THE ELEMENT OPPORTUNITY PERFORMANCE METRICS

To attract and retain Executive
Directors, and to recognise
their responsibilities for the
delivery of the business
objectives and strategy

Base Salary is paid in 12 equal
monthly instalments during
the year.

Subject to individual and
corporate performance
salaries are reviewed (but not
necessarily increased) annually.

There are no formal salary
ranges for Executive Directors
and therefore no formal
minima/maxima. Individual
salary increases will take account
of market practice, any changes
in role or responsibilities,
overall Company performance
and the context of pay levels
across the group.

The annual base salary for each
Executive Director in the year
under review and the coming
year is set out in the Annual
Report on Remuneration. 

Individual performance is
measured against objectives
and the contribution of the
Executive Management Team
when setting and reviewing
salaries.

BASE SALARY

To ensure broad
competitiveness with
market practice and to
encourage Executive
Director retention

Executive Directors receive a
cash allowance based on a
fixed % of salary.

Salary is the only element of
remuneration that is
pensionable.

Actual pension contributions
for each Executive Director are
set out in the Annual Report
on Remuneration.

Not applicable.

PENSION

To ensure broad
competitiveness with
market practice and to
encourage Executive
Director retention

The Company operates a
flexible benefits policy in the
UK which enables employees,
including Executive Directors,
to choose from a range of
benefits to suit their individual
circumstances. To the extent
that the value of the benefits
taken differs from their personal
allowance, their take home
pay is adjusted so that the
aggregate value of salary plus
flexible benefits remains
unchanged, irrespective of the
Executive Director’s choice.

The menu of benefits for
Executive Directors includes
(but is not limited to):
– Cash equivalent to the annual
cost of a fully expensed car;

– Life assurance (4 times base
salary), private health
insurance, personal accident
insurance and permanent
disability insurance

In addition, where Executive
Directors are required to
relocate, reasonable relocation
expenses will be paid, subject
to Committee approval.

None of the Executive Directors
received total benefits
exceeding 10% of salary in any
one of the last three years.
Other than in exceptional
circumstances (e.g. a market
increase in insurance costs), it is
not anticipated that benefits
provided will exceed this level
over the next three years.

Not applicable. 

OTHER BENEFITS
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HOW THE ELEMENT OF
REMUNERATION SUPPORTS
HRG’S STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES OPERATION OF THE ELEMENT OPPORTUNITY PERFORMANCE METRICS

Incentivises annual
operational, financial and
personal performance

Annual Bonus payments are
determined based upon
performance against targets set
by the Committee at the start
of each financial year.

Annual Bonuses are paid (to the
extentwarrantedbyperformance)
in the month immediately after
the announcement of the
annual results of the financial
year end to which they relate.

Annual Bonuses are paid in cash.
To the extent that an Executive
Director does not already meet
his shareholding requirement,
he is required to invest the net
after tax value of any bonus
earned in excess of 80% in
Company shares and hold
them until the shareholding
requirement is achieved.

Maximum Bonus potential of
100% of salary for all Executive
Directors.

For threshold and target level
performance, bonus earned is
25% and 50% of maximum,
respectively.

At least 80% of the maximum
bonus payable is based on
financial performance measures
(principally Group EBIT).

The remainder (up to 20% of
the maximum bonus payable)
is based on the achievement
of personal objectives.

In the event that the financial
performance threshold level
is not met, the bonus for
personal performance is
restricted to 50% of the
maximum payable for this
element.

ANNUAL BONUS

To support shareholder
alignment by providing
Executive Directors with an
incentive to focus on the
long-term performance of
the Company, encourage a
share ownership mentality
and to encourage Executive
Director retention

Annual grants of conditional
share awards made to
Executive Directors following
the announcement of the
Company’s final results.

Vesting is dependent on
continued employment and
performance conditions, being
a combination of Total
Shareholder Return (TSR) and
cumulative underlying Earnings
Per Share (EPS) targets.

The Committee may amend
the performance targets in
exceptional circumstances,
but will consult with the
Company’s major shareholders
before doing so.

The PSP performance and
vesting period is at least
three years.

To the extent that an Executive
Director does not already meet
his shareholding requirement,
he is required to retain 50% of
the net after tax value of vested
PSP, until the shareholding
requirement is met.

There are no formal malus or
claw back provisions in the
current policy. During 2014 the
Committee will review whether
there is a commercial rationale
for introducing such provisions.

PERFORMANCE SHARE PLAN (PSP)

The PSP rules do not state a
maximum award limit. However,
for the term of this Policy, annual
PSP award opportunities will
normally be capped at 120% of
salary and within a range of
100% – 120% of salary. In
exceptional circumstances,
awards may be made up to a
maximum of 150% of salary.
The Remuneration Committee
will determine the size of the
award within this range for
each award cycle based on its
judgement of competitive
practice for eligible Executive
Directors and on Company
performance. The 2014 award,
as reported in the Annual
Report on Remuneration, will
be 100% of salary.

Threshold performance will
result in vesting of 25% of an
award.

Details of awards granted in
the year under review are
disclosed in the Annual Report
on Remuneration.

In addition to the requirement
for continued employment
over the three-year vesting
period, 50% of the award is
subject to TSR performance
conditions and the remaining
50% of the award is subject to
EPS performance conditions.

Awards subject to TSR targets
will vest in full in the event that
the TSR of the Company over a
three-year performance period
exceeds the performance of
80% of the Companies in the
FTSE 350 Support Services
Index. Threshold vesting (25% of
the TSR based award) requires
the TSR of the Company to be
median. Awards will vest on a
straight-line sliding scale
between Threshold and
Maximum. No award will vest
if the performance is below
the median.

Awards subject to EPS targets
vest on cumulative underlying
EPS the upper and lower
thresholds for which are
determined by the Committee
in order to provide realistic
but stretching targets.

Details of the targets attached
to awards made in the year are
disclosed in the Annual Report
on Remuneration.

LONG-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
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HOW THE ELEMENT OF
REMUNERATION SUPPORTS
HRG’S STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES OPERATION OF THE ELEMENT OPPORTUNITY PERFORMANCE METRICS

To support shareholder
alignment by providing
Executive Directors with an
incentive to focus on the
long-term performance of
the Company, encourage a
share ownership mentality
and to encourage Executive
Director retention

Up to 2012, CSOP grants were
made annually to the Executive
Directors. From 2013, the
Committee decided that the
PSP will normally be used as
the Company’s only long-term
incentive plan.

CSOP grants previously made
are subject to:
– performance conditions and
continued employment.

– performance and vesting
periods of 3 years.

At its discretion, the Committee
may determine to re-introduce
the CSOP scheme and, if
appropriate, adjust the PSP
award but will consult
shareholders prior to making
this decision.

The CSOP rules do not state a
maximum award limit, but the
maximum annual grant will be
capped at 150% of salary.

Threshold performance will result
in vesting of 25% of an award.

Details of outstanding grants
are disclosed in the Annual
Report on Remuneration.

CSOP grants made prior to
2013 are subject to
performance conditions which
are identical to PSP awards
(see above).

LONG-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN continued

To encourage share
ownership in HRG

An HMRC approved scheme
under which employees are
invited to make regular monthly
contributions over three or five
years to purchase shares
through options which are
granted at up to a maximum
20% discount to the mid-
market closing price on the day
prior to the date of grant.

Maximum participation limits
are those set by the UK tax
authorities from time to time.

Not applicable.

COMPANY SHARESAVE SCHEME

To strengthen alignment
between the interests of
Executive Directors and
those of shareholders

Executive Directors must build
a holding in the Company’s
shares equal to the value of
their annual base salary.

To the extent that they do not
already meet this requirement,
individuals are required to invest
any net after tax bonus earned in
excess of 80% of salary into
shares and retain 50% of the
value of any vested LTI award
(net of tax and any applicable
exercise costs), until the
shareholding requirement is met.

Not applicable.

SHAREHOLDING REQUIREMENT

COMPANY SHARE OPTION SCHEME (CSOP)
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NOTES TO THE POLICY TABLE
Payments resulting from prior commitments
The Company will honour prior commitments entered into, and
Directors will be eligible to receive payment from any award granted
prior to the approval and implementation of the remuneration policy
detailed in this report (i.e. before 23 July 2014), even if those
commitments and/or awards fall outside this policy. The Company
will also honour any commitment entered into at a time prior to an
individual becoming a Director if, in the opinion of the Committee,
the payment was not in consideration for the individual becoming
a Director of the Company. Details of these awards would be
disclosed in the Annual Report on Remuneration.

Performance measures and targets
The Remuneration Committee selected the performance
conditions for the Annual Bonus and PSP because these are
central to the Company’s overall strategy and are the key metrics
used by the Executives to oversee the operations of the business.
The performance targets are determined annually by the
Committee, based on a number of internal and external reference
points. Annual bonus targets are aligned with the annual budget
agreed by the Board. PSP targets reflect industry context,
expectations of what will constitute appropriately challenging
performance levels, and factors specific to the Company.

Policy on satisfying awards under the PSP and CSOP
Awards made under the PSP are satisfied by market purchase
shares to the extent that such awards vest in due course. Awards
which vest under the CSOP may be satisfied by market purchase
shares or are structured to be satisfied by equity-settled share
appreciation rights. Funding of awards through new issue shares
is subject to an overall dilution limit of 10% of issued share capital
in any ten-year period. Of this, 5% may be used in connection 
with the Group’s discretionary share schemes (being the PSP 
and CSOP).

Summary of remuneration policy for all employees
All UK-based permanent employees are entitled to a base salary,
a choice of flexible benefits, and contributions to a defined
contribution pension scheme. A discretionary bonus may be paid
to employees below Key Management based on the Company’s
financial performance, the seniority of the individual and the
responsibility of their role.

Only senior executives and directors are eligible to participate in
the Company’s long-term incentive plans. The Company Sharesave
scheme is offered to all permanent employees, including
Executive Directors, on identical terms.

Statement of consideration of employment conditions
elsewhere in the company
The Committee invites the Director of HR to present annually on
the proposals for salary increases and benefits below the Board for
the employee population generally and on any other changes to
remuneration policy within the Company.

The Committee approves the overall annual bonus cost to the
Company each year and has oversight over awards made under
the long-term incentive plans to any employee.

The Committee is mindful of the increases applying across the rest
of the business in relevant markets when considering salary
increases for the Executive Directors.

Whilst the Company does not have a formal consultation process
with employees regarding salary increases, the CEO regularly
conducts Town Hall meetings across the whole Company to
engage the workforce on a variety of issues including the
Company’s policy on pay and benefits.

Approach to recruitment remuneration
External appointment
The Committee’s approach to recruitment remuneration is to pay
what is required to attract appropriate candidates to the role,
taking into account internal relativities.

In cases of hiring or appointing a new Executive Director from
outside the Company, the new Executive Director’s package
would include the same elements as those of the existing
Executive Directors, as summarised in the table set out on pages
29 to 31 above, albeit subject to the following variations:

– Salary will be determined with reference to market pay data
and will take into account the new appointee’s duties and
responsibilities, as well as internal relativities. Where a new
appointee’s salary is initially set below market, any shortfall may
be managed with phased increases subject to the Executive
Director’s development in the role.

– Annual bonus opportunities will normally be pro-rated in the year
of joining to reflect the proportion of that year employed. Under
certain circumstances, the Committee may agree to guarantee
an element of the annual bonus in that first year or part-year.

– Long-term incentive awards on recruitment may be up to 120%
of salary under the Performance Share Plan (PSP).

– In certain circumstances it may be necessary to buy out an
incentive arrangement forfeited on leaving a previous employer,
over and above the approach and award limits outlined in the
table above. Any buy-out of incentives forfeited on leaving the
previous employer will be structured on a comparable basis, taking
into account any performance conditions attached, time to vesting
and share price at the time of buy-out. The Committee may also
consider it appropriate to grant an award under a structure not
included in the Policy, exercising the discretion available under
the relevant Listing Rule. Details of any such buy-out will be fully
disclosed in the relevant Annual Report on Remuneration.

Internal promotion to the Board
In cases of appointing a new Executive Director by way of internal
promotion, the policy will be consistent with that for external
appointees detailed above. In cases of internal promotions to the
Board, where an individual has contractual commitments made
prior to his promotion to Executive Director level, the Company will
honour these arrangements. Incentive opportunities for below
Board employees are no higher than for Executive Directors.

Service contracts for Executive Directors and
policy on payment for loss of office
Notice Periods
For the CEO the notice period is 12 months from the Company
and 12 months from the individual. For the other Executive
Directors the notice from the Company is 12 months and the
notice from the individuals is 6 months. The table below sets out
the standard provisions of Executive Directors’ contracts, as well as
the treatment in normal circumstances of outstanding incentives,
in the event of loss of office.
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STANDARD PROVISION POLICY DETAILS
OTHER PROVISIONS IN
SERVICE CONTRACTS

Compensation for loss of
office in service contracts

No more than 12 months’
salary and benefits.

Executive Directors would be paid
in lieu of their notice, other than
where termination is for cause.

Treatment of annual bonus
on termination

No bonus is payable unless
certain ‘good leaver’
circumstances apply. In such
cases, Executive Directors
may be eligible to receive a
bonus for the period of the
year worked.

‘Good leaver’ events include
retirement from the Company,
death, where the contract is
terminated by the Company
(other than for gross
misconduct or disciplinary
reasons) and redundancy.

Bonuses for ‘good leavers’ will
typically be pro-rated for the
period of service during the year.

In the event of loss of office
due to a Change of Control (see
note below), Executive Directors
would receive a bonus payout
at the ‘on target’ level.

Treatment of unvested
long-term incentives
on termination

Awards lapse unless certain
‘good leaver’ circumstances
apply. In such cases, Executive
Directors may continue to be
eligible for vesting.

‘Good leaver’ events include
retirement from the Company,
death, where the contract is
terminated by the Company
(other than for gross
misconduct or disciplinary
reasons) and redundancy.

In the above circumstances,
and unless the Remuneration
Committee determines
otherwise, shares awarded under
the PSP are pro-rated for time
but remain subject to the original
performance conditions (unless
in the event of death where
performance conditions are
waived). Options awarded under
the CSOP are not pro-rated for
time and remain subject to the
original performance conditions
(unless in the event of death
where performance conditions
are waived).

On a Change of Control, PSP
awards will normally vest at
that time, pro-rated for time
and performance over the
outlined performance period.
CSOP awards will be exercisable
for a period of 6 months from
that date. In the event of a
reorganisation, awards may not
vest but instead be rolled over
into equivalent awards in the
new holding company.

The Remuneration Committee
retains discretion to vary these
provisions in exceptional
circumstances.

Non-Executive Directors
(NEDs)

No compensation is payable
if an NED is required to
stand down.
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All Executive Directors have a ‘liquidated damages’ clause in their
service contracts which was approved by the Remuneration
Committee in 2009 in return for the Executive Directors at the time
relinquishing contracts which previously entitled them to either 18
months or two years’ notice from the Company. The clause would
be triggered only in the event of a Change of Control and where
either (i) the Company terminates the service contract within 12
months of the Change of Control or (ii) when the Executive gives
notice of resignation from his employment within 6 months of a
Change of Control if the Change of Control has resulted in the
cessation of his appointment as an officer of a public limited
company or where the Executive Director is entitled to regard
himself as having been constructively dismissed. If triggered, this
limited liquidated damages clause provides that the Executive
Directors would be entitled to receive their base salary and
benefits for 12 months and an ‘on target’ bonus payout. During
2014, the Committee will consider the current policy on liquidated
damages in relation to future Executive Director recruitment.

Policy on outside appointments
Executive Directors may accept one Board appointment in
another listed company provided that the additional role does not
interfere with their primary role and does not present a conflict of
interest. The Chairman’s approval must be sought before an
Executive Director accepts an appointment, the fees for which
may be retained by the Director.

Copies of Directors’ service contracts and letters of appointment
are available for inspection at the Company’s registered office.

Dates of Executive Director service contracts /
Non-Executive Director letters of appointment

Date of Service Contract/
Name Letter of appointment

David Radcliffe 4 June 2009

Kevin Ruffles 29 July 2009

Philip Harrison 1 May 2012

John Coombe 1 April 2006

Tony Isaac 7 September 2006

Paul Williams 1 April 2014

NEDs’ letters of appointment contain no notice period.

The Chairman’s appointment is subject to one months’ notice
on either side.

David Radcliffe and Paul Williams will be submitting themselves for
re-election at the AGM which is to be held on 23 July 2014.

Total remuneration opportunity
Based on the policy set out on pages 29 to 31 above (which is
unchanged from the financial year ending 31 March 2014), the
following chart summarises the potential value of Executive
Directors’ total remuneration under three different scenarios for
the financial year ending 31 March 2015:

For the annual bonus, the amounts illustrated are those potentially
receivable in respect of performance for 2014/15. Note the values
of the PSP exclude the impact of any share price movements.

The ‘Minimum’ scenario shows fixed remuneration only (base
salary, benefits and pension contributions).

The ‘On-target’ scenario shows fixed remuneration as above, plus a
target bonus payout (50% of salary) and threshold vesting of 25%
of PSP awards (equivalent to 25% of salary).

The ‘Maximum’ scenario reflects fixed remuneration, plus a
maximum payout under the annual bonus (100% of salary) and
100% vesting of PSP awards (equivalent to 100% of salary).
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Non-Executive Director fee policy
Non-Executive Directors (NEDs) are appointed for an initial term of
three years, and serve a maximum of three terms. The table below
summarises the Company’s policy on NED fees:

Statement of consideration of shareholders views
The Committee considers shareholder views received during the
year and at the Annual General Meeting each year, as well as
guidance from shareholder representative bodies more broadly,
in shaping remuneration policy. In the event that the Committee
believes it is appropriate for any material change to be made to
the policy on Executive Director remuneration, the Committee
consults with the Company’s larger shareholders prior to
implementing any such change.
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HOW THE ELEMENT SUPPORTS
OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES OPERATION OF ELEMENT MAXIMUM POTENTIAL VALUE PERFORMANCE METRICS

To attract NEDs who have a
broad range of experience
and skills to support,
challenge and oversee the
implementation of our
business objectives and
strategy

NEDs’ fees are set by the Board
as a whole; the Chairman’s fees
are set by the Committee.

Annual fees are paid in 12 equal
instalments during the year.

NEDs are not eligible to
participate in the Company’s
flexible benefits scheme, nor
are they eligible to participate
in the annual bonus, LTI or
pension plans.

Current fee levels are shown
in the Annual Report on
Remuneration.

Not applicable.
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Annual Report on Remuneration

The following section provides details of how Hogg Robinson’s
remuneration policy was implemented during the financial year
ended 31 March 2014.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP IN 2014
The Remuneration Committee comprises the independent
Non-Executive Directors, Paul Williams (Chairman of the
Committee) and Tony Isaac, together with the Chairman of the
Company, John Coombe. The Committee sets the policy
framework and objectives for the remuneration of the Executive
Directors and other members of Key Management and monitors
the performance of Key Management against those objectives.

The Chief Executive, Group Finance Director, Chief Operating
Officer and the Company Secretary (who also acts as the Secretary
to the Committee) are invited to attend meetings, except when
their own remuneration is being discussed. No Director is involved
in deciding his own remuneration.

The Committee’s full terms of reference are set out on the
Company’s website. The Committee met four times during the
year and details of members’ attendance at meetings are provided
in the Corporate Governance section on page 25.

ADVISERS
During the year the Committee received independent advice on
remuneration strategy, incentive design and market data from
Kepler Associates. Kepler were appointed by the Committee in
2006, report directly to the Chairman of the Remuneration
Committee, provide no other services to the Group, and are
accordingly regarded as independent by the Committee. Kepler is
a member of the Remuneration Consultants Group and is a
signatory to the Code of Conduct for consultants to Remuneration
Committees of UK-listed companies, details of which can be found
at www.remunerationconsultantsgroup.com. Kepler adheres to
this Code of Conduct.

Kepler’s total fees for the provision of remuneration services to
the Committee in 2014 were £74,410 (2013: £25,960).

SUMMARY OF SHAREHOLDER VOTING AT THE 2013 AGM
A summary of the advisory shareholder vote on the last year’s
remuneration report at the 2013 AGM is shown in the following table:

Total number % of 
of votes votes cast

Votes in favour 144,791,731 91.02%

Votes against 14,291,094 8.98%

Total votes cast (excluding withheld votes) 159,082,825 100%

Votes abstaining 114,639 0.07%

SINGLE TOTAL FIGURE OF REMUNERATION FOR EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS (AUDITED INFORMATION)
The table below sets out a single figure for the total remuneration received by each Executive Director:

David Radcliffe Philip Harrison1 Kevin Ruffles

2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013
£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000

Basic salary 428 428 286 232 288 288

Taxable benefits 2 37 35 20 16 22 22

Pension 3 96 92 69 56 63 63

Annual bonus 129 – 86 20 86 –

Long-term incentives 4 363 1,070 – – 240 567

Total 1,053 1,625 461 324 699 940

1. Philip Harrison was appointed to the Board on 11 June 2012.

2. Taxable benefits comprise a car allowance, life insurance, private health insurance, personal accident insurance, and permanent disability insurance.

3. Pension: during the year David Radcliffe, Philip Harrison and Kevin Ruffles received pension contributions of 22%, 24%, and 22% of salary respectively.

4. Long-term incentives: includes PSP and CSOP awards based on the gain at vesting, calculated as the number of shares/options vesting based on performance measures
substantially completed during the year.
– For the year ending 31 March 2014, the figure represents the anticipated vesting outcome of the LTI awards granted on 27 May 2011 based on (i) EPS, the performance period
for which ended on 31 March 2014, and (ii) an estimate, based on performance to 31 March 2014, of the outcome under the TSR performance condition, the performance
period for which will end on 27 May 2014. Awards are valued using the average share price over the 3 months to 31 March 2014 of 80.74p. The valuation of these awards will
be updated in next year’s Annual Report on Remuneration to reflect the ultimate vesting outcome of the TSR element and the actual share price on 27 May 2014.

– For the year ending 31 March 2013, the figure represents the actual vesting outcome of LTI awards granted on 21 June 2010 valued at the share price on the date of
vesting (64p on 21 June 2013).
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SINGLE TOTAL FIGURE OF REMUNERATION FOR NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS (AUDITED INFORMATION)
The table below sets out a single figure for the total remuneration received by each Non-Executive Director for:

Base fee Additional fees Total

2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013

John Coombe £135,000 £135,000 – – £135,000 £135,000

Tony Isaac1 £35,000 £35,000 £10,000 £10,000 £45,000 £45,000

Paul Williams2 £35,000 £35,000 £5,000 £5,000 £40,000 £40,000

1. Tony Isaac’s additional fees relate to his roles as the Chairman of the Audit Committee and Senior Independent Director.
2. Paul Williams’ additional fee relates to his role as the Chairman of the Remuneration Committee.

INCENTIVE OUTCOMES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014
Performance-related annual bonus in respect of 2014 performance
For the year under review, the Executive Directors were eligible to participate in an annual bonus plan. The maximum opportunity was
100% of salary, with 50% of salary payable for on-target achievement. 80% of the bonus was based on the achievement of Group EBIT
targets, with the balance based on the achievement of personal objectives. In determining whether bonuses are payable in respect of
any year, the Committee also has regard to the quality of the Company’s earnings.

Summary of financial performance under the annual bonus

Performance in the year

Between Between
Below At threshold target and Exceeds Bonus 

Measure Weighting threshold threshold and target At target stretch stretch payout

Group EBIT 80% � 20%

Personal objectives 20% � 10%

2014 targets are not disclosed in this report as they are considered commercially sensitive by the Board given the close link between
performance targets and Hogg Robinson’s longer term strategy. In addition, the Committee believes disclosing targets would put
Hogg Robinson at a competitive disadvantage to its international and privately-held competitors, which are not subject to similar
disclosure requirements.

VESTING OF 2012 PSP/CSOP AWARDS (AUDITED INFORMATION)
On 27 May 2011, David Radcliffe and Kevin Ruffles received awards under the PSP and CSOP. Vesting of awards is dependent 50%
on three-year total shareholder return (TSR) performance relative to the companies in the FTSE350 Support Services Index, and 50% on
three-year cumulative underlying earnings per share (EPS) performance. There is no retesting. Further details, including vesting schedules
and performance against targets, are provided in the table below.

Actual Vesting outcome
Performance measure Weighting Performance targets performance (% of maximum)

TSR vs. FTSE350 50% − 0% vesting if TSR is below the median-performing 57th 41.5%
Support Services Index company of the index; percentile

− 12.5% vesting if TSR equals the median-performing company;
− 50% vesting if TSR exceeds the performance of 80%
of the companies;

− Straight line vesting between these points

Three-year 50% − 0% vesting for EPS of less than 19.3p;
cumulative − 12.5% vesting for EPS of 19.3p;
underlying EPS1 − 50% vesting for EPS of 24.3p or more;

− Straight line vesting between these points 23.9p 94.0%

Total LTIP vesting 67.75%

1. The three-year cumulative EPS targets have been restated to reflect the adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1 to
the financial statements).
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Remuneration report
Continued

The three-year period over which EPS performance was measured ended on 31 March 2014. TSR performance will be measured over the
three-year period commencing on the date of grant, i.e. to 26 May 2014. The awards will vest on 27 May 2014. These awards and the
expected level of vesting are detailed in the table below:

Executive Interest Vesting Interest Date Exercise Price on Estimated 
Award Director held % vesting vesting price vesting value

FY12 PSP David Radcliffe 547,826 371,151 £299,704
Kevin Ruffles 367,663 67.75% 249,091 27 May 2014 57.5p 80.75p £201,141

FY12 CSOP David Radcliffe 402,717 272,840 £63,435
Kevin Ruffles 245,108 166,059 £38,609

As the vesting outcome of the TSR element is not known at the time of reporting, the vesting % is based on the performance tested
at 31 March 2014. The vest-date value is estimated using an average closing share price from 1 January to 31 March 2014 of 80.75p.
The actual value at vesting will be trued-up in the 2015 Annual Report on Remuneration.

LTIP AWARDS MADE IN THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2014 (AUDITED INFORMATION)
As highlighted in the Directors’ Remuneration Report last year, in 2013 the Committee considered the appropriate long-term incentive
structure for HRG going forward in response to feedback from some of the Company’s major investors regarding the use of two long-
term incentives based on the same performance conditions, trends in market practice, and the robustness of option versus share-based
incentives. As a result of these considerations, the Committee determined to grant awards for future years under only the PSP, with
vesting continuing to be based on a combination of relative TSR and cumulative EPS.

In line with this decision, the Committee made the following PSP awards on 24 May 2013 with a face value of 100% of salary, which
broadly maintained the grant-date fair value of the aggregate LTI opportunity awarded in prior years.

Awards made Market price at Face value at
Executive Director Date of grant during the year date of award date of award

David Radcliffe 24 May 2013 771,891 55.5p £428,400

Philip Harrison 24 May 2013 515,315 55.5p £286,000

Kevin Ruffles 24 May 2013 518,040 55.5p £287,513

The awards are eligible to vest in full on the third anniversary of the date of grant subject to the achievement of performance conditions.

As with all prior LTI awards, the performance conditions which the Committee has applied to the PSP awards comprise two measures,
relative TSR and cumulative underlying EPS. The three-year period over which TSR performance will be measured began on the date
of grant (24 May 2013) and will end on 23 May 2016. The three-year period over which EPS performance will be measured began on
1 April 2013 and will end on 31 March 2016. The performance targets and vesting schedules are set out in the table below:

Performance measure Weighting Performance targets

TSR vs. FTSE350 50% − 0% vesting for TSR below the median-performing company of the index;
Support Services Index − 12.5% vesting for TSR equal to the median-performing company;

− 50% vesting for TSR exceeding the performance of 80% of the companies;
− Straight line vesting between these points

Three-year 50% − 0% vesting for EPS of less than 25p;
cumulative − 12.5% vesting for EPS of 25p;
underlying EPS − 50% vesting for EPS of 30.5p or more;

− Straight line vesting between these points
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TOTAL PENSION ENTITLEMENTS (AUDITED INFORMATION)
The following Directors received entitlement to defined benefit pension benefits from the Hogg Robinson (1987) Pension Scheme
during the year:

Transfer value
of increase

Transfer Accrued Accrued Transfer Increase in  in accrued
value at benefits entitlement value at transfer value Accrued benefits
start of earned in at the end the end of less Directors’ benefits net less Directors’
period the period of the period the period contributions of inflation contributions 

Age £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

D J C Radcliffe 61 3,229 – – 3,171 (58) – –
K A Ruffles 61 1,322 – – 1,298 (24) – –

4,551 – – 4,469 (82) – –

Notes:
(i) On 8 April 2008 David Radcliffe withdrew from the UK scheme taking a pension of £108,793p.a. and a cash lump sum of £883,509, reflecting the fact that he has exceeded the

maximum capped entitlement under recent pension legislation. Thereafter, David Radcliffe's pension entitlement has been replaced with a direct contribution arrangement
under which a non-pensionable payment is made equal to 22% of his base salary. His pension from the UK scheme has subsequently increased to £126,517p.a.

(ii) On 5 April 2006 Kevin Ruffles withdrew from the UK scheme, reflecting the fact that he has exceeded the maximum capped entitlement under recent pension legislation.
Thereafter, Kevin Ruffles' pension entitlement was replaced with a direct contribution arrangement under which a non-pensionable payments is made equal to 22% of his base
salary. He retired from the scheme on 31 May 2009 taking a pension of £45,062p.a. and a cash lump sum of £347,351. His pension has subsequently increased to £52,403p.a.

OUTSIDE APPOINTMENTS IN THE YEAR
David Radcliffe is currently a Non-Executive Director at Wincanton plc, and is permitted to retain the fees payable in respect of this appointment.

EXIT PAYMENTS MADE IN THE YEAR (AUDITED INFORMATION)
No exit payments were payable to Directors in the year under review.

PAYMENTS TO PAST DIRECTORS (AUDITED INFORMATION)
No payments were made to past Directors in the year.

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN CEO REMUNERATION
The table below shows the percentage change in CEO remuneration from the prior year compared to the average percentage change
in remuneration for all other UK based employees.

Other
UK based

CEO employees

2014 2013
(£000s) (£000s) % change % change

Salary 428 428 0% 2%
Taxable benefits 37 35 5.7% 4.2%
Annual bonus 129 – – –

The UK employee workforce was chosen as a suitable comparator group as David Radcliffe is based in the UK (albeit with a global role
and responsibilities) and pay changes across the Group vary widely depending on local market changes.

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF SPEND ON PAY
The table below shows the percentage change in total employee pay expenditure and shareholder distributions (i.e. dividends and share
buybacks) from the prior year.

2014 2013
£m £m % change

Distribution to shareholders 1 6.7 6.2 8.1%
Employee remuneration 203.4 203.8 (0.2%)

1. The Directors are proposing a final dividend for the year ended 31 March 2014 of 1.58p per share (2013: 1.5p).
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Remuneration report
Continued

PAY FOR PERFORMANCE
The graph below shows the TSR of the Company over the five-year period to 31 March 2014. The FTSE 350 Support Services Index has
been chosen as a suitable comparator against which to measure the Company’s return to shareholders on the basis of it comprising
companies in broadly similar business activities to the Company.

The table below details the CEO’s single figure remuneration and actual variable pay outcomes over the same period.

David Radcliffe 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

CEO single figure of remuneration (£000) 677 1,188 1,838 1,625 1,053
Annual bonus outcome (% of maximum) 40% 81% 99% 0% 30%
LTI vesting outcome (% of maximum) 0% 67% 100% 98% 68%

IMPLEMENTATION OF REMUNERATION POLICY FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2015
Basic salary
No performance based salary increases were awarded in April 2014:

Basic salary Basic salary Percentage 
Executive Director At 1 April 2013 At 1 April 2014 increase

David Radcliffe £428,400 £428,400 0%
Kevin Ruffles £287,513 £287,513 0%
Philip Harrison £286,000 £286,000 0%

Pension
David Radcliffe, Philip Harrison and Kevin Ruffles will continue to have a direct pension contribution of 22%, 24% and 22% of salary respectively.

Annual bonus
The maximum annual bonus opportunity for Executive Directors in the financial year ending 31 March 2015 will remain unchanged from
the opportunity in 2014, and will be 100% of salary.

Bonuses will be based 80% on Group EBIT and 20% on personal performance.

Long-term incentives
Awards for the financial year ending 31 March 2015 will be made under the PSP only. Awards will have face value equivalent to 100% of
base salary, unchanged from 2014. Such awards will vest based 50% on three-year relative TSR and 50% on three-year cumulative EPS.
The TSR performance condition will be as described in the Policy Table on page 30. The EPS performance conditions applicable to such
awards will be disclosed in next year’s Annual Report on Remuneration.

Chairman and Non-Executive Director fees
There will be no changes to the Chairman and Non-Executive Director fees for 2015.
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DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS (AUDITED INFORMATION)
The interests of the Directors and their families in the ordinary shares of the Company as at 31 March 2014 were as follows:

Ordinary shares at Ordinary shares at
31 March 2014 31 March 2013

David Radcliffe 2,428,062 2,368,069
Philip Harrison 0 0
Kevin Ruffles 596,591 423,769
John Coombe 719,583 719,583
Tony Isaac 33,333 33,333
Paul Williams 50,000 50,000

There have been no changes to Directors’ shareholdings since 31 March 2014.

None of the Directors had an interest in the shares of any subsidiary undertaking of the Company or in any significant contracts of the Group.

Details of Directors’ interests in shares and options under HRG long-term incentives are set out in the sections below.

DIRECTORS’ SHAREHOLDINGS (AUDITED INFORMATION)
The table below shows the shareholding of each Director against their respective shareholding requirement as at 31 March 2014:

Shares held Options held

Vested but Unvested Unvested
Owned subject to and subject to Vested and subject to Shareholding Current 
outright holding performance but not performance requirement shareholding
or vested period conditions exercised conditions (% salary) (% of salary/fee) Req. met?

David Radcliffe 2,428,062 0 0 3,701,092 2,588,791 100% 442% YES
Philip Harrison 0 0 0 0 1,158,815 100% 0% NO
Kevin Ruffles 596,591 0 0 0 1,756,846 100% 162% YES
John Coombe 719,583 n/a
Tony Isaac 33,333 n/a
Paul Williams 50,000 n/a

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS IN THE PSP, CSOP AND SHARESAVE (AUDITED INFORMATION)

Date Vesting Expiration Exercise Number at Granted Exercised Lapsed Number at
Scheme of grant date date price 1 April 2013 in 2014 in 2014 in 2014 31 March 2014

David Radcliffe
FY10 CSOP 01/06/09 01/06/12 01/06/19 23.0p 2,586,196 – – – 2,586,196
FY11 PSP 21/06/10 21/06/13 21/12/13 – 1,037,131 – 1,012,499 24,632 –
FY11 CSOP 21/06/10 21/06/13 21/06/20 29.25p 1,244,557 – 100,103 29,558 1,114,896
FY11 Sharesave 01/10/11 01/10/14 01/04/15 54.8p 16,468 – – – 16,468
FY12 PSP 27/05/11 27/05/14 27/11/14 – 547,826 – – – 547,826
FY12 CSOP 27/05/11 27/05/14 27/05/21 57.5p 402,717 – – – 402,717
FY13 PSP 25/05/12 25/05/15 25/11/15 – 518,225 – – – 518,225
FY13 CSOP 25/05/12 25/05/15 25/05/22 62.0p 331,664 – – – 331,664
FY14 PSP 24/05/13 24/05/16 24/11/16 – – 771,891 – – 771,891

Total 6,684,784 771,891 1,112,602 54,190 6,289,883

Philip Harrison
FY13 PSP 11/06/12 11/06/15 11/12/15 – 357,500 – – – 357,500
FY13 CSOP 11/06/12 11/06/15 11/06/22 60.0p 286,000 – – – 286,000
FY14 PSP 24/05/13 24/05/16 24/11/16 – – 515,315 – – 515,315

Total 643,500 515,315 – – 1,158,815
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DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS IN THE PSP, CSOP AND SHARESAVE (AUDITED INFORMATION) CONTINUED

Date Vesting Expiration Exercise Number at Granted Exercised Lapsed Number at
Scheme of grant date date price 1 April 2013 in 2014 in 2014 in 2014 31 March 2014

Kevin Ruffles
FY10 CSOP 01/06/09 01/06/12 01/06/19 23.0p 1,371,196 – 1,371,196 – –
FY11 PSP 21/06/10 21/06/13 21/12/13 – 549,885 – 536,825 13,060 –
FY11 CSOP 21/06/10 21/06/13 21/06/20 29.25p 659,862 – 644,190 15,672 –
FY12 PSP 27/05/11 27/05/14 27/11/14 – 367,663 – – – 367,663
FY12 CSOP 27/05/11 27/05/14 27/05/21 57.5p 245,108 – – – 245,108
FY13 PSP 25/05/12 25/05/15 25/11/15 – 347,797 – – – 347,797
FY13 CSOP 25/05/12 25/05/15 25/05/22 62.0p 278,238 – – – 278,238
FY14 PSP 24/05/13 24/05/16 24/11/16 – – 518,040 – – 518,040

Total 3,819,749 518,040 2,552,211 28,732 1,756,846

On 21 June 2010, executives were granted awards under the PSP and CSOP which vested during the year under review. Vesting of these
awards was dependent 50% on HRG’s 3-year cumulative EPS performance and 50% on HRG’s 3 year TSR performance relative to the
constituents of the FTSE350 Support Services Index. Under the EPS element, 25% vests for 18p over 3 years and 100% vests for 23p.
HRG’s 3-year cumulative EPS to 2012/13 was 24.2p so all awards vested under this element. Under the TSR element, 25% vests for
achieving median vs. the comparators and 100% vests for achieving 80th centile. HRG’s 3-year TSR to 21 June 2013 was 78.1st centile
so 47.6% of awards vested under this element. Overall, vesting was 97.6% of maximum.

All unvested PSP and CSOP awards vest subject 50% on HRG’s 3-year cumulative EPS performance and 50% on HRG’s 3 year TSR
performance relative to the constituents of the FTSE350 Support Services Index. The performance conditions attached to outstanding
awards are summarised in the table below:

Performance level*

Scheme Element Performance period Threshold Maximum

FY12 PSP/CSOP TSR 27/05/11 – 26/05/14 Median 80th centile
EPS 01/04/11 – 31/03/14 19.3p 24.3p

FY13 PSP/CSOP TSR 25/05/12 – 24/05/15 Median 80th centile
EPS 01/04/12 – 31/03/15 22.5p 27.5p

FY14 PSP TSR 24/05/13 – 23/05/16 Median 80th centile
EPS 01/04/13 – 31/03/16 25p 30.5p

*straight-line vesting between Threshold and Maximum performance levels

OTHER INTERESTS
None of the Directors had an interest in the shares of any subsidiary undertaking of the Company or in any significant contracts of the Group.
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Other statutory information

RESULTS AND DIVIDENDS
The Group recorded a profit before tax for the year of £25.3m
(2013 restated: £30.9m) on reduced revenue of £340.8m
(2013: £343.2m).

Full details of the financial performance of the Group during the
year are contained in the Strategic Report on pages 3 to 21.

The Directors declared an interim dividend of 0.63p per Ordinary
share for the year ended 31 March 2014 (2013: 0.60p) which was
paid on 3 January 2014. The Directors believe that the Company
remains well positioned for the future and are accordingly pleased
to recommend the payment of an increased final dividend for the
year ended 31 March 2014 of 1.58p (2013: 1.5p) per Ordinary
share payable on 28 July 2014 to shareholders on the register on
27 June 2014. The Board remains committed to a progressive
dividend policy. No scrip dividend alternative is being offered
on this occasion.

FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
Discussions regarding financial information contained in this
Annual Report may contain forward-looking statements with
respect to certain of the plans, current goals and expectations
relating to the future financial condition, business performance
and results of HRG. By their nature, all forward-looking statements
involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to future events
and circumstances that are beyond the control of HRG. Readers
are cautioned that, as a result, HRG’s actual future financial
condition, business performance and results may differ materially
from the plans, goals and expectations expressed or implied in
such forward-looking statements.

GOING CONCERN
The Board believe that the Group has adequate resources to
continue to operate for the foreseeable future and have continued
to prepare the Consolidated and Parent Company Financial
Statements on a going concern basis.

DIRECTORS AND THEIR INTERESTS
The current Directors of the Company are as follows:

J D Coombe (1) Chairman
D J C Radcliffe Chief Executive
P J Harrison Group Finance Director
K A Ruffles Chief Operating Officer
A E Isaac (1) (2)
P MWilliams (1)

(1) Non-Executive Directors
(2) Senior Independent Director

The beneficial interests of the Directors in the shares of the
Company are shown in the Remuneration Report on pages 28
to 42. Other than contracts for service there were no significant
contracts between the Directors and any member company of
the Group during or at the end of the year.

SUBSTANTIAL SHAREHOLDINGS
The Company currently has no controlling shareholder. As at
8 May 2014, being the latest practicable date prior to publication
of the Annual Report, the Company had been notified or is aware
of the following interests by shareholders who held more than
3% of the issued share capital of the Company.

Shares %

Boron Investments 77,100,000 23.78
dnata 71,261,277 21.98
Schroder Investment Management 45,486,512 14.03
Aberforth Partners 24,998,457 7.71
Artemis Investment Management 12,687,764 3.91

SHARE CAPITAL
A total of 877,298 shares were allotted during the year as a result
of options exercised under the Company Sharesave Scheme. 
No other shares have been issued during the year. The Company’s
authorised, issued, called up and fully paid share capital as at
31 March 2014 is as set out in the table below. There are no
treasury shares.

Authorised
Number Amount Nominal Value

513,808,171 £5,138,081.71 £0.01 each

Issued, called up and fully paid
Number Amount

324,273,051 £3,242,730.51

At the Annual General Meeting of the Company held on 23 July
2013, authority was given for the Company to purchase, in the
market, up to 32,339,575 Ordinary Shares of 1p each.

The Company did not use this authority to make any purchases of
its own shares during the period. At the Annual General Meeting
to be held on 23 July 2014, shareholders will be asked to give a
similar authority, details of which are contained in the
accompanying circular to shareholders. Details of the Company’s
interests in its own shares are set out in note 22 to the
Consolidated Financial Statements on page 83.

POST BALANCE SHEET EVENTS
There have been no post balance sheet events.

EMPLOYEES
Employees are informed of the performance of the Group and
of any factors affecting their employment. Annual Reports are
made available to all staff and there is a comprehensive internal
communications programme through which management
communicate with employees. Employees are encouraged to
assist in the Group’s development.
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Fair and full consideration is given to applications for employment
from disabled persons having regard to their particular aptitudes
and abilities. Efforts are made to continue the employment of
those who become disabled. Training, career development and
promotion opportunities are, as far as practicable, identical for all
employees. The Group consistently seeks to recruit, develop and
employ suitably qualified, capable and experienced people in an
environment of equal opportunity.

The Group aims to maintain a high standard of safe and healthy
working conditions comparable with the best practices in the
particular industry in which it operates.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
A statement of the Group’s policies in relation to financial
instruments is set out in note 1 to the consolidated
financial statements.

STATEMENT AS TO DISCLOSURE OF
INFORMATION TO AUDITORS
Each Director of the Company confirms that (a) so far as he is
aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the
Company’s auditors are unaware; and (b) that he has taken all the
steps that he ought to have taken as a director in order to make
himself aware of any relevant audit information and to establish
that the Company’s auditors are aware of that information.

AUDITORS
A resolution to re-appoint PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP as auditors
to the Company will be proposed at the Annual General Meeting.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting will be held on 23 July 2014. The
resolutions to be proposed at the AGM together with explanatory
notes are contained within the Notice of Meeting which has been
despatched to shareholders with this Annual Report.

By order of the Board

Keith Burgess
Company Secretary

22 May 2014
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CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Statement of Directors’ responsibilities

The Directors are responsible for preparing the Annual Report, the
Directors’ Remuneration Report and the Consolidated Financial
Statements in accordance with applicable law and regulations.

Company law requires the Directors to prepare financial
statements for each financial year. Under that law the Directors
have prepared the Consolidated Financial Statements in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union, and the Parent
Company Financial Statements in accordance with United
Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (United
Kingdom Accounting Standards and applicable law). Under
company law the Directors must not approve the Consolidated
and Parent Company Financial Statements unless they are satisfied
that they give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the
Group and the Company and of the profit or loss of the Group
for that period. In preparing these Consolidated and Parent
Company Financial Statements, the Directors are required to:

– select suitable accounting policies and then apply them
consistently;

– make judgements and accounting estimates that are
reasonable and prudent;

– state whether IFRSs as adopted by the European Union and
applicable UK Accounting Standards have been followed,
subject to any material departures disclosed and explained in
the Consolidated and Parent Company Financial Statements
respectively;

– prepare the Consolidated and Parent Company Financial
Statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate
to presume that the Company will continue in business.

The Directors are responsible for keeping adequate accounting
records that are sufficient to show and explain the Company’s
transactions and disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the
financial position of the Company and the Group and enable
them to ensure that the Consolidated and Parent Company
Financial Statements and the Directors’ Remuneration Report
comply with the Companies Act 2006 and, as regards the Group
Consolidated Financial Statements, Article 4 of the IAS Regulation.
They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the
Company and the Group and hence for taking reasonable steps
for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

Having taken advice from the Audit Committee, the Directors
consider that the Annual Report, taken as a whole, is fair, balanced
and understandable and provides the information necessary for
shareholders to assess the company’s performance, business
model and strategy.

Each of the Directors, whose names and functions are listed on
page 23 confirms that, to the best of his knowledge:

– the Group Consolidated Financial Statements, which have been
prepared in accordance with IFRSs as adopted by the EU, give a
true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and
profit of the Group; and

– the Directors’ report contained in the Annual Report includes a
fair review of the development and performance of the business
and the position of the Group, together with a description of the
principal risks and uncertainties that it faces.

By order of the Board

Keith Burgess
Company Secretary

22 May 2014

Notes:
(a) The maintenance and integrity of the Hogg Robinson Group plc website is the

responsibility of the Directors; the work carried out by the auditors does not
involve consideration of these matters and, accordingly, the auditors accept no
responsibility for any changes that may have occurred to the Consolidated
Financial Statements since they were initially presented on the website.

(b) Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination
of financial statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.
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Independent Auditors’ report
to the members of Hogg Robinson Group plc

Report on the Group financial statements
OUR OPINION
In our opinion the financial statements, defined below:

– give a true and fair view of the state of the Group’s affairs as at
31 March 2014 and of the Group’s profit and cash flows for the
year then ended;

– have been properly prepared in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the
European Union; and

– have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of
the Companies Act 2006 and Article 4 of the IAS Regulation.

This opinion is to be read in the context of what we say in the
remainder of this report.

WHAT WE HAVE AUDITED
The Group financial statements (the ‘financial statements’), which
are prepared by Hogg Robinson Group plc, comprise:

– the Consolidated balance sheet as at 31 March 2014;

– the Consolidated income statement and Consolidated
statement of comprehensive income for the year then ended;

– the Consolidated statement of changes in equity and the
Consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended; and

– the notes to the consolidated financial statements, which
include a summary of significant accounting policies and other
explanatory information.

The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their
preparation comprises applicable law and IFRSs as adopted by
the European Union.

Certain disclosures required by the financial reporting framework
have been presented in the Directors’ Remuneration Report in the
Annual Report, rather than in the notes to the financial statements.
These are cross-referenced from the financial statements and are
identified as audited.

WHAT AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS INVOLVES
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards
on Auditing (UK and Ireland) (‘ISAs (UK & Ireland)’). An audit involves
obtaining evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements sufficient to give reasonable assurance that the
financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether
caused by fraud or error. This includes an assessment of:

– whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the Group’s
circumstances and have been consistently applied and
adequately disclosed;

– the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made
by the directors; and

– the overall presentation of the financial statements.

In addition, we read all the financial and non-financial information
in the Annual Report to identify material inconsistencies with the
audited financial statements and to identify any information that is
apparently materially incorrect based on, or materially inconsistent
with, the knowledge acquired by us in the course of performing
the audit. If we become aware of any apparent material
misstatements or inconsistencies we consider the implications
for our report.

OVERVIEW OF OUR AUDIT APPROACH
Materiality
We set certain thresholds for materiality. These helped us to
determine the nature, timing and extent of our audit procedures
and to evaluate the effect of misstatements, both individually
and on the financial statements as a whole.

Based on our professional judgement, we determined materiality
for the financial statements as a whole to be £1.9m. In arriving at
this judgement, we have had regard to underlying profit before
tax because, in our view, this is the most relevant measure of
underlying performance.

We agreed with the Audit Committee that we would report to
them misstatements identified during our audit above £0.1m as
well as misstatements below that amount that, in our view,
warranted reporting for qualitative reasons.

Overview of the scope of our audit
The Group comprises three geographical corporate travel segments
(Europe, North America and Asia Pacific), each of which comprise a
number of trading subsidiaries, and Spendvision. The financial
statements are a consolidation of 46 reporting units, comprising
the group’s operating locations within these segments and
centralised functions.

In establishing the overall approach to the group audit, we
determined the type of work that needed to be performed at
the reporting units by us, as the group engagement team, or
component auditors within PwC UK and from other PwC network
firms operating under our instruction. Where the work was
performed by component auditors, we determined the level
of involvement we needed to have in the audit work at those
reporting units to be able to conclude whether sufficient
appropriate audit evidence had been obtained as a basis for
our opinion on the financial statements as a whole.

Our Group audit scope focussed on seven operating locations,
including Spendvision, of which four were subsidiaries subject to
an audit of their complete financial information. The other
operating locations, also subsidiaries, were subject to specified
procedures over revenue, cash or intangible assets. Together with
the centralised Group functions, which were also subject to an
audit of their complete financial information, these locations
represent the principal business units of the Group. Audits of these
locations/functions were performed applying a materiality level
determined by reference to a proportion of the materiality for the
financial statements appropriate to the relative scale of the
business concerned.

Areas of particular audit focus
In preparing the financial statements, the directors made a number
of judgements, for example in respect of significant accounting
estimates that involved making assumptions and considering
future events that are inherently uncertain. We primarily focused
our work in these areas by assessing the directors’ judgements
against available evidence, forming our own judgements, and
evaluating the disclosures in the financial statements.

In our audit, we tested and examined information, using sampling
and other auditing techniques, to the extent we considered
necessary to provide a reasonable basis for us to draw conclusions.
We obtained audit evidence through testing the effectiveness of
controls, substantive procedures or a combination of both.
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to the members of Hogg Robinson Group plc

We evaluated the relevant IT systems and tested the internal controls
over the occurrence, completeness, accuracy and timing of revenue
recognised in the financial statements. We also tested journal entries
posted to revenue accounts to obtain evidence for unusual or
irregular items. 

We read relevant extracts from a sample of customer and supplier
agreements, and tested management’s estimates and the
accounting for revenue, including testing contractual milestones to
determine the specific criteria for revenue recognition had been met.

We tested accounts receivable through agreeing to post year end
cash receipts and other alternate procedures.

Fraud in revenue recognition
ISAs (UK & Ireland) presume there is a risk of fraud in revenue
recognition.

We focused on the occurrence, completeness and accuracy of
revenue, including the accuracy and timing of recognition of
management’s estimates of supplier revenues, incentive
arrangements, distribution and usage agreements and customer
agreements, including where judgement was required to
determine contractual milestones had been met, which are complex
and involve subjective estimation of amounts to recognise.

We obtained an understanding of the software under
development and checked the amounts capitalised to payroll
records and management’s analysis of their compliance with the
capitalisation requirements of IAS 38.

Capitalisation of internally generated computer
software development costs
We focused on this area because the Group incurs amaterial amount
of expenditure in developing its technology capability. In particular, we
focused on the judgements applied bymanagement for capitalisation,
andwhether amounts had been appropriately capitalised or expensed.

We evaluated the directors’ future cash flow forecasts, and the
process by which they were drawn up, including comparing them
to the latest Board approved budgets, and testing the underlying
calculations. We challenged:

– the directors’ key assumptions for long term growth rates in
the forecasts by comparing them to historical results, and
economic and industry forecasts; and

– the discount rate by assessing the cost of capital for the
company and comparable organisations.

We also performed sensitivity analysis around these key drivers of
the cash flow forecasts. Having ascertained the extent of change
in those assumptions that either individually or collectively would
be required for the goodwill to be impaired, we considered the
likelihood of such a movement in those key assumptions arising.

Goodwill impairment assessment
We focused on this area because the group’s market capitalisation
has been less than the carrying value of goodwill and net assets
during the financial year.

We considered and challenged the reasonableness of actuarial
assumptions and the overall pension liability calculations by
comparing the key assumptions, including the discount rate and
inflation rate, to benchmark ranges, performing sensitivity analysis
and confirming whether methods had been consistently applied.
We compared the membership census data used in the actuarial
models to the payroll data held by the group.

We obtained an understanding of the pension deed rectification
matter and discussed it with the Group’s legal advisors to assess
the reasonableness of management’s position.

Post-retirement benefit scheme
We focused on this area because of the magnitude of the defined
benefit plan liability in the context of the overall balance sheet.
Valuation of the liability balance requires significant levels of
judgement and technical expertise in choosing the appropriate
assumptions to measure the liabilities. Changes in key assumptions
(including pension increase, inflation, discount rates and mortality)
can have a material impact on the calculation of the liabilities.

We also focussed on the potential impact of the pension deed rectif-
ication negotiations. Refer also to note 26 to the financial statements.

We evaluated the directors’ projections of future taxable profit by
jurisdiction by comparing them to the latest Board approved
budgets, and testing the underlying calculations.

Recognition and measurements of deferred tax assets
We focused on this area because it is dependent on
management’s assessment of the probability that there will be
sufficient appropriate taxable profits in relevant jurisdictions
available in future against which to realise the deferred tax assets.

We assessed the overall control environment of the Group,
including the arrangements for staff to “whistle-blow”
inappropriate actions, and interviewed senior management and
the Group’s internal audit function. We examined the significant
accounting estimates and judgements relevant to the financial
statements for evidence of bias by the directors that may
represent a risk of material misstatement due to fraud, in particular
in areas including but not limited to revenue recognition and
capitalisation of expenditure. We also tested journal entries.

Risk of management override of internal controls
ISAs (UK & Ireland) require that we consider this.
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AREA OF FOCUS HOW THE SCOPE OF OUR AUDIT ADDRESSED THE AREA OF FOCUS

We considered the following areas to be those that required
particular focus in the current year. This is not a complete list of all
risks or areas of focus identified by our audit. We discussed these

areas of focus with the Audit Committee. Their report on those
matters that they considered to be significant issues in relation to
the financial statements is set out on page 27.
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GOING CONCERN
Under the Listing Rules we are required to review the directors’
statement, set out on page 43, in relation to going concern.
We have nothing to report having performed our review.

As noted in the directors’ statement, the directors have concluded
that it is appropriate to prepare the Group’s financial statements
using the going concern basis of accounting. The going concern
basis presumes that the Group has adequate resources to remain
in operation, and that the directors intend it to do so, for at least
one year from the date the financial statements were signed.
As part of our audit we have concluded that the directors’ use of
the going concern basis is appropriate.

However, because not all future events or conditions can be
predicted, these statements are not a guarantee as to the Group’s
ability to continue as a going concern.

Opinion on other matter prescribed
by the Companies Act 2006
In our opinion the information given in the Strategic Report
and the Directors’ Report for the financial year for which the
financial statements are prepared is consistent with the
financial statements.

Other matters on which we are
required to report by exception
ADEQUACY OF INFORMATION AND EXPLANATIONS RECEIVED
Under the Companies Act 2006 we are required to report to you if,
in our opinion we have not received all the information and
explanations we require for our audit. We have no exceptions to
report arising from this responsibility.

DIRECTORS’ REMUNERATION
Under the Companies Act 2006 we are required to report to you
if, in our opinion, certain disclosures of directors’ remuneration
specified by law have not been made. We have no exceptions to
report arising from this responsibility.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STATEMENT
Under the Listing Rules we are required to review the part of the
Corporate Governance Statement relating to the Company’s
compliance with nine provisions of the UK Corporate Governance
Code (‘the Code’). We have nothing to report having performed
our review.

On page 46 of the Annual Report, as required by the Code
Provision C.1.1, the directors state that they consider the Annual
Report taken as a whole to be fair, balanced and understandable
and provides the information necessary for members to assess the
Group’s performance, business model and strategy. On page 27, as
required by C.3.8 of the Code, the Audit Committee has set out
the significant issues that it considered in relation to the financial
statements, and how they were addressed. Under ISAs (UK &
Ireland) we are required to report to you if, in our opinion:

– the statement given by the directors is materially inconsistent
with our knowledge of the Group acquired in the course of
performing our audit; or

– the section of the Annual Report describing the work of the
Audit Committee does not appropriately address matters
communicated by us to the Audit Committee

We have no exceptions to report arising from this responsibility.

OTHER INFORMATION IN THE ANNUAL REPORT
Under ISAs (UK & Ireland), we are required to report to you if, in our
opinion, information in the Annual Report is:

– materially inconsistent with the information in the audited
financial statements; or

– apparently materially incorrect based on, or materially
inconsistent with, our knowledge of the Group acquired in the
course of performing our audit; or

– is otherwise misleading.

We have no exceptions to report arising from this responsibility.

Responsibilities for the financial
statements and the audit

OUR RESPONSIBILITIES AND THOSE OF THE DIRECTORS
As explained more fully in the Statement of Directors’
Responsibilities set out on page 46, the directors are responsible
for the preparation of the financial statements and for being
satisfied that they give a true and fair view.

Our responsibility is to audit and express an opinion on the
financial statements in accordance with applicable law and ISAs
(UK & Ireland). Those standards require us to comply with the
Auditing Practices Board’s Ethical Standards for Auditors.

This report, including the opinions, has been prepared for and only
for the Company’s members as a body in accordance with
Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act 2006 and for no other
purpose. We do not, in giving these opinions, accept or assume
responsibility for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come save
where expressly agreed by our prior consent in writing.

OTHER MATTER
We have reported separately on the parent company financial
statements of Hogg Robinson Group plc for the year ended
31 March 2014 and on the information in the Directors’
Remuneration Report that is described as having been audited.

Alan Kinnear (Senior Statutory Auditor)
for and on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Chartered Accountants and Statutory Auditors
London

22 May 2014

Notes:
(a) The maintenance and integrity of the Hogg Robinson Group plc website is the

responsibility of the directors; the work carried out by the auditors does not
involve consideration of these matters and, accordingly, the auditors accept no
responsibility for any changes that may have occurred to the Consolidated
financial statements since they were initially presented on the website.

(b) Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination
of financial statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.
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Consolidated income statement
For the year ended 31 March 2014

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013

Notes £m £m

Revenue 3 340.8 343.2
Operating expenses 4 (302.0) (298.4)

Operating profit 38.8 44.8

Analysed as:
Underlying operating profit 49.3 48.8
Amortisation of acquired intangibles 10 (3.5) (4.0)
Exceptional items 4 (7.0) –

Operating profit 38.8 44.8

Share of results of associates and joint ventures 12 1.1 0.8
Finance income 6 0.2 0.2
Finance costs 6 (14.8) (14.9)

Profit before tax 25.3 30.9
Income tax expense 7 (7.6) (8.8)

Profit for the financial year 17.7 22.1

Profit attributable to:
Owners of the Company 16.8 21.4
Non-controlling interests 24 0.9 0.7

17.7 22.1

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
pence pence

Earnings per share
Basic 8 5.3 6.9

Diluted 8 5.1 6.5

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1)

The notes on pages 55 to 91 are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Year ended 31 March Year ended 31 March

Other Retained Other Retained Restated*
reserves earnings 2014 reserves earnings 2013

Notes £m £m £m £m £m £m

Profit for the financial year – 17.7 17.7 – 22.1 22.1

Other comprehensive income/(expense)

Items that will not be reclassified to profit and loss
Remeasurements on defined benefit pension schemes 21 – (25.7) (25.7) – (17.0) (17.0)
Deferred tax movement on pension liability – 5.7 5.7 – 3.6 3.6
Deferred tax movement on pension liability attributable to – (4.9) (4.9) – (1.4) (1.4)
impact of UK rate change

Items that may be subsequently reclassified to profit or loss
Currency translation differences (4.1) – (4.1) 1.8 – 1.8
Recycling of cumulative exchange gain on disposal (0.1) – (0.1) – – –
Amounts charged to hedging reserve 1.0 – 1.0 (1.3) – (1.3)
Recycling of cash flow hedge (0.4) – (0.4) – – –

Other comprehensive income/(loss) for the year, net of tax (3.6) (24.9) (28.5) 0.5 (14.8) (14.3)

Total comprehensive income/(loss) for the year (3.6) (7.2) (10.8) 0.5 7.3 7.8

Total comprehensive income/(loss) attributable to:
Owners of the Company (3.6) (8.1) (11.7) 0.5 6.6 7.1
Non-controlling interests – 0.9 0.9 – 0.7 0.7

(3.6) (7.2) (10.8) 0.5 7.3 7.8

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits, and re-presentation of deferred tax related to share-based incentives (see note 1).

The notes on pages 55 to 91 are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Consolidated balance sheet
As at 31 March 2014

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

As at 31 March

2014 2013
Notes £m £m

Non-current assets
Goodwill and other intangible assets 10 238.0 245.0
Property, plant and equipment 11 10.5 9.5
Investments accounted for using the equity method 12 2.1 3.2
Trade and other receivables 14 – 0.1
Financial assets – derivative financial instruments 15 – 0.7
Deferred tax assets 20 41.6 43.2

292.2 301.7

Current assets
Trade and other receivables 14 106.0 98.8
Financial assets – derivative financial instruments 15 1.2 0.2
Current tax assets 1.2 0.8
Cash and cash equivalent assets 16 42.4 49.0

150.8 148.8

Total assets 3 443.0 450.5

Non-current liabilities
Financial liabilities – borrowings 17 (105.9) (134.9)
Financial liabilities – derivative financial instruments 15 (0.2) (0.8)
Deferred tax liabilities 20 (0.1) (0.4)
Trade and other payables 18 (1.9) –
Retirement benefit obligations 21 (180.4) (159.4)
Provisions 19 (2.9) (3.4)

(291.4) (298.9)

Current liabilities
Financial liabilities – borrowings 17 (0.8) (0.3)
Financial liabilities – derivative financial instruments 15 (0.1) (0.1)
Current tax liabilities (7.0) (6.0)
Trade and other payables 18 (160.5) (149.3)
Provisions 19 (4.1) (1.0)

(172.5) (156.7)

Total liabilities (463.9) (455.6)

Net liabilities (20.9) (5.1)

Capital and reserves
Share capital 22 3.2 3.2
Share premium 22 179.3 178.9
Other reserves 23 2.3 5.9
Retained earnings 23 (206.5) (193.9)

Attributable to owners of Hogg Robinson Group plc (21.7) (5.9)
Attributable to non-controlling interests 24 0.8 0.8

Total deficit (20.9) (5.1)

The notes on pages 55 to 91 are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.

The Consolidated Financial Statements on pages 50 to 91 were approved by the Board of Directors on 22 May 2014 and signed on
its behalf by:

David Radcliffe, Director Philip Harrison, Director

Registered number: 3946303
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Attributable to equity holders of the Company
Non-

Share Share Other Retained controlling Total
capital premium reserves earnings Total interests equity

£m £m £m £m £m £m £m

Balance at 1 April 2012 3.2 177.6 10.1 (192.0) (1.1) 1.5 0.4

Retained profit for the financial year* – – – 21.4 21.4 0.7 22.1
Total other comprehensive income* – – 0.5 (14.8) (14.3) – (14.3)

Transactions with owners:
– Dividends – – – (6.2) (6.2) (1.4) (7.6)
– Shares purchased by Employee Benefits Trust – – – (8.1) (8.1) – (8.1)
– Share-based incentives – charge for period – – 2.1 – 2.1 – 2.1
– New shares issued to satisfy share-based incentives – 1.3 (1.3) – – – –
– Deferred tax movements on cumulative – – – 0.4 0.4 – 0.4
share-based incentive costs*

– Acquisition of non-controlling interests – – – (0.1) (0.1) – (0.1)
– Reclassification – – (5.5) 5.5 – – –

Total transactions with owners – 1.3 (4.7) (8.5) (11.9) (1.4) (13.3)

Balance at 31 March 2013 3.2 178.9 5.9 (193.9) (5.9) 0.8 (5.1)

Retained profit for the financial year – – – 16.8 16.8 0.9 17.7
Total other comprehensive income – – (3.6) (24.9) (28.5) – (28.5)

Transactions with owners:
– Dividends – – – (6.7) (6.7) (0.9) (7.6)
– Share-based incentives – charge for period – – – 1.5 1.5 – 1.5
– Deferred tax movements on cumulative – – – 0.7 0.7 – 0.7
share-based incentive costs

– New shares issued – 0.4 – – 0.4 – 0.4

Total transactions with owners – 0.4 – (4.5) (4.1) (0.9) (5.0)

Balance at 31 March 2014 3.2 179.3 2.3 (206.5) (21.7) 0.8 (20.9)

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits, and re-presentation of deferred tax related to share-based incentives (see note 1).

The notes on pages 55 to 91 are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Consolidated cash flow statement
For the year ended 31 March 2014

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
Notes £m £m

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash generated from operations 29 52.2 13.3
Interest paid (6.5) (7.0)
Tax paid (4.2) (5.7)

Cash flows from operating activities – net 41.5 0.6

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of subsidiaries, net of cash acquired 25 1.3 –
Disposals of associates, joint ventures and other investments 12 – 0.1
Purchase of property, plant and equipment (4.9) (2.1)
Purchase and internal development of intangible assets 10 (9.4) (7.6)
Interest received 0.2 0.2
Dividends received from associates and joint ventures 12 1.0 0.4

Cash flows from investing activities – net (11.8) (9.0)

Cash flows from financing activities
Repayment of borrowings (117.3) (17.6)
New borrowings 91.9 21.7
Issue costs of new borrowings (1.7) –
Cash effect of currency swaps 0.5 (0.2)
Purchase of own shares by the Employee Benefits Trust 23 – (8.1)
Proceeds from issue of share capital 0.4 –
Acquisition of non-controlling interest 25 – (0.1)
Dividends paid to external shareholders 9 (6.7) (6.2)
Dividends paid to non-controlling interests 24 (0.9) (1.4)

Cash flows from financing activities – net (33.8) (11.9)

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents (4.1) (20.3)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year 49.0 68.5
Exchange rate effects (2.6) 0.8

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year 42.3 49.0

Cash and cash equivalent assets 16 42.4 49.0
Overdrafts 17 (0.1) –

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year 42.3 49.0

The notes on pages 55 to 91 are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements
For the year ended 31 March 2014

1 General information and summary of principal accounting policies

BASIS OF PREPARATION: INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL
REPORTING STANDARDS
The Consolidated Financial Statements have been prepared in
compliance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
as endorsed and adopted for use by the European Union,
International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC)
interpretations and with those parts of the Companies Act 2006
applicable to companies reporting under IFRS.

The preparation of the IFRS financial statements requires the use
of estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of
assets and liabilities at the date of the Consolidated Financial
Statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses
during the year. Although these estimates are based on
management’s best knowledge of the amount, event or actions,
actual results ultimately may differ from those estimates, as noted
in the key management judgements policy on page 60.

BASIS OF ACCOUNTING
The Directors consider that, taking into account the assets,
revenue and financing facilities available to the Group, the Group
has adequate resources to continue in operational existence for
the foreseeable future. Accordingly the Directors adopt the going
concern basis for the Consolidated Financial Statements
contained in this Report.

The Consolidated Financial Statements have been prepared on the
historical cost basis of accounting except for the revaluation of
certain financial instruments and retirement benefit obligations.

The principal accounting policies adopted are set out below.
These policies have been consistently applied to all years
presented. No changes have been made to the accounting
policies by comparison with those applied in the Consolidated
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2013 other
than as described below.

New and amended standards adopted by the Group
With effect from 1 April 2013, the Group has adopted the following
amendments to existing standards and one new standard:

– Amendment to IAS 1,’Presentation of Financial Statements’,
requires items within Other Comprehensive Income that may be
reclassified to the income statement to be grouped together.
This amendment is concerned with disclosure only and has no
impact on the reported results or financial position of the Group.

– IAS 19 (revised), ‘Employee benefits’, amends the accounting for
employment benefits. The Group has applied the standard
retrospectively in accordance with the transition provisions of
the standard. The impact on the Group is to replace interest cost
on the defined benefit obligation and the expected return on
plan assets with a net interest cost based on the net defined
pension liability and the discount rate, measured at the
beginning of the year. There is no change to determining the
discount rate. This has increased the charge to finance costs
recognised in the income statement by £4.7m (2013: £3.4m) as
the discount rate applied to assets is lower than the expected
return on assets. This has no effect on total comprehensive
income as the increased charge to the income statement is
offset by a corresponding credit in other comprehensive
income. The net deficit remains unchanged.

– IFRS 13, ‘Fair value measurement’, aims to improve consistency
and reduce complexity by providing a precise definition of fair
value and a single source of fair value measurements for use
across IFRSs. IFRS 13 does not extend the use of fair value
accounting and has not impacted the fair value measurements
carried out by the Group.

Standards and amendments to existing standards that are not
yet effective and have not been early adopted by the Group
The following standards and amendments to existing standards
have been published and are mandatory for the Group’s
accounting periods beginning on or after 1 April 2014 or later
periods, with the exception of new disclosure requirements, none
of these are expected to have an impact on the consolidated
financial statements of the Group and as such they have not
been early adopted:

– IFRS 10, ‘Consolidated financial statements’ identifies the concept of
control as the determining factor as to whether the entity should
be included in the consolidated financial statements of the parent
company. The standard provides additional guidance to assist in
the determination of control where this is difficult to assess.

– IFRS 11 ‘Joint arrangements’ deals with how a joint arrangement of
which two or more parties have joint control should be classified.
There are two types of joint arrangement under IFRS 11: joint
operations and joint ventures. They are distinguished by parties’
rights and obligations under the arrangements. The existence of a
separate vehicle will no longer be a sufficient condition for a joint
arrangement to be classified as a joint venture.

– IFRS 12, ‘Disclosure of interests in other entities’ includes the
disclosure requirements for all forms of interests in other entities,
including joint arrangements, associates, special purpose
vehicles and other off balance sheet vehicles.

– IFRS 9, ‘Financial Instruments’, subject to endorsement by the EU.
This standard is the first step in the process to replace IAS 39,
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, and
introduces new requirements for classifying and measuring
financial assets. This is likely to affect the Group’s accounting for
its financial assets, although the Group is yet to assess IFRS 9’s
full impact.

There are no other IFRSs or IFRIC interpretations that are not yet
effective that would be expected to have a material impact on
the Group.

BASIS OF CONSOLIDATION
The Financial Statements of the Group consolidate the results of
Hogg Robinson Group Plc, (the Company) and its subsidiary
entities, and include its share of its joint ventures’ results accounted
for under the equity method, all of which are prepared to 31 March.

All intra-group balances and transactions, and any unrealised
profits and losses arising from intra-group transactions have been
eliminated on consolidation.

Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are entities controlled by the Group. Control is the
power to govern the financial and operating policies in order to
obtain benefits from their activities. The existence and effect of
potential voting rights that are currently exercisable or convertible
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements
For the year ended 31 March 2014 – continued

are considered when assessing control. Control is presumed to
exist where the Group owns more than one half of the voting
rights (which does not always equate to percentage ownership)
unless it can be demonstrated that ownership does not constitute
control. The results of subsidiaries are included in the income
statement from the date of acquisition. The Consolidated Financial
Statements include all the assets, liabilities, revenues, expenses and
cash flows of the Company and its subsidiaries after eliminating
intra-group transactions as noted above.

For partly owned subsidiaries, the allocation of net assets and net
earnings to outside shareholders is shown in the line ‘Attributable
to non-controlling interests’ on the face of the Consolidated
Income Statement and Consolidated Balance Sheet.

Associates and joint ventures
An associate is an entity, that is neither a subsidiary nor a joint
venture, over whose operating and financial policies the Group
exercises significant influence. Significant influence is presumed to
exist where the Group has between 20 per cent and 50 per cent of
the voting rights, but can also arise where the Group holds less
than 20 per cent if it has the power to be actively involved and
influential in policy decisions affecting the entity.

An entity is regarded as a joint venture if the Group has joint
control over its operating and financial policies. In some situations,
joint control exists even though the Group has an ownership
interest of more than 50 per cent because of the veto rights held
by joint venture partners.

Associates and Joint ventures are accounted for under the equity
method, where the consolidated income statement and
consolidated balance sheet includes the Group’s share of their
profits and losses, and net assets. This involves recording the
investment initially at cost to the Group, which therefore includes
any goodwill on acquisition, and then, in subsequent periods,
adjusting the carrying amount of the investment to reflect the
Group’s share of the associates’ post-acquisition profits or losses,
which is recognised in the Consolidated Income Statement, and
its share of post-acquisition comprehensive income, which is
recognised within the line item ‘share of other comprehensive
income of equity accounted units’ in the Consolidated Statement
of Comprehensive Income. Unrealised gains on transactions
between the Group and its associates are eliminated to the extent
of the Group’s interest in the associates.

Acquisitions
On the acquisition of a subsidiary, the acquisition method of
accounting is used whereby the purchase consideration is
allocated to the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent
liabilities (identifiable net assets) of the subsidiary on the basis
of fair value at the date of acquisition. Provisional fair values
allocated at a reporting date are finalised within 12 months of
the acquisition date.

Consideration transferred for the acquisition of a subsidiary
includes the fair value of assets transferred, liabilities incurred by
the Group to the previous owners of the acquiree, equity interests
issued by the Group, contingent consideration, and share-based
payment awards of the acquiree that are replaced through the
acquisition. Costs related to the acquisition of a subsidiary are
expensed as incurred. On an acquisition by acquisition basis,

the Group recognises any non-controlling interest in the acquiree
either at fair value or at the non-controlling interest’s
proportionate share of the acquiree’s net assets. Where the Group
has a previously held non-controlling interest in the acquiree, this
is remeasured to fair value at acquisition with any gain or loss
being recognised in the Consolidated Income Statement.

The results of businesses acquired during the year are brought into
the Consolidated Financial Statements from the date on which
control, joint control or significant influence commences.

Acquisitions of non-controlling interests in a subsidiary are
accounted for as transactions with equity holders in their capacity
as equity holders. Any difference between the fair value of the
consideration paid and the carrying amount of the interest in the
net assets acquired at the date of the transaction is recognised
directly in equity. Prior to 1 April 2010 this difference was
recognised as goodwill.

Disposals
Disposal groups held for sale comprise assets and liabilities where
the carrying amount is expected to be recovered through a sale
transaction rather than continuing use. They are stated at the
lower of carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell.

The Group accounts for transactions with non-controlling interests as
transactions with equity owners of the Group, hence gains or losses
on disposals to non-controlling interests are recorded in equity.

The results of businesses are taken out of the Consolidated
Financial Statements from the date on which control, joint control
or significant influence ceases. At this point any retained interest in
the entity is re-measured to its fair value, with the change in
carrying amount recognised in the Consolidated Income
Statement. The fair value is the initial carrying amount for the
purposes of subsequently accounting for the retained interest as
an associate, joint venture or financial asset. In addition, any
amounts previously recognised in other comprehensive income in
respect of that entity are accounted for as if the Group had directly
disposed of the appropriate share of the related assets or liabilities.
This may mean that amounts previously recognised in other
Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income are reclassified
to the Consolidated Income Statement.

REVENUE
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received
or receivable for goods and services provided in the normal course
of business, net of discounts and rebates, value added tax and
other sales related taxes. Revenue does not include transactions
entered into by Group clients for which the Group acts as agent.

Revenue represents service fees earned from clients, management
fees, revenue and commissions from suppliers and sales of
software licences.

Client service fees are earned by charging a transaction or
management fee for airline or other transactions, based on
contractual agreements with travel clients. Transaction revenue is
recognised at the time of ticketing of the travel arrangement with
the exception of hotel related income, which is recognised at the
time travel plans are confirmed. Management fees are recognised
over the period of time that the service is provided to the client.
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Supplier revenues are earned under sales and marketing
agreements, incentive arrangements and distribution and system
usage agreements. In such cases, revenue is measured at each
balance sheet date as total anticipated income multiplied by the
percentage stage of completion of the contract. Revenue from
Meetings, Groups and Events is accounted on a percentage
completion basis.

Revenue from sales of software licences is recognised upon
persuasive evidence of an arrangement, delivery of the software
and determination that collection of a fixed or determinable fee
is reasonably assured. When the fees for software upgrades,
enhancements and maintenance are bundled with the licence fee,
they are unbundled using objective evidence of the fair value of
the elements. If evidence of fair value exists for all undelivered
elements and there is no such evidence of fair value established
for delivered elements, revenue is first allocated to the elements
where fair value has been established and the residual amount is
allocated to the delivered elements. If evidence of fair value for
any undelivered element of the arrangement does not exist, all
revenue from the arrangement is deferred until such time that
evidence of fair value exists or undelivered elements of the
arrangement are delivered.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Pension obligations
Payments to defined contribution retirement benefit schemes or
amounts paid directly to the personal pension plans of employees
are charged as an expense as they fall due.

The assets of the defined benefit pension schemes are measured
at their fair value at the balance sheet date and compared to the
liabilities of those schemes at the same date, measured on an
actuarial basis using the projected unit credit method. The
discount rate used is the current rate of return on a high quality
corporate bond of equivalent term and currency to the liabilities.

Costs of defined benefit pension schemes arising from employee
service in the current period are charged to operating expenses.
Past service costs, representing the increase in the present value
of pension scheme liabilities relating to employee service in prior
periods, but arising in the current period as a result of benefit
improvements, are charged to operating expenses immediately
to the extent that the benefits have already vested, or otherwise
recognised on a straight-line basis over the vesting period. The
expected return on the schemes’ assets and the increase during
the period in the present value of the schemes’ liabilities arising
from the passage of time are included in other finance income.
Actuarial gains and losses are recognised in the Consolidated
Statement of Comprehensive Income.

IAS 19 (revised), ‘Employee benefits’, amends the accounting for
employment benefits. The Group has applied the standard
retrospectively in accordance with the transition provisions of the
standard. The impact on the Group is to replace interest cost on the
defined benefit obligation and the expected return on plan assets
with a net interest cost based on the net defined pension liability
and the discount rate, measured at the beginning of the year. There
is no change to determining the discount rate. This has increased
the charge to finance costs recognised in the income statement for
31 March 2013 by £3.4m as the discount rate applied to assets is
lower than the expected return on assets. This has no effect on

total comprehensive income as the increased charge to the
income statement is offset by a corresponding credit in other
comprehensive income. The net deficit remains unchanged.

Termination benefits
Termination benefits may be payable when employment is
terminated by the Group before the normal retirement date, or
whenever an employee accepts voluntary redundancy in exchange
for these benefits. The Group recognises termination benefits when it
is demonstrably committed to either terminating the employment of
current employees according to a detailed formal plan without
possibility of withdrawal, or providing termination benefits as a result
of an offer made to encourage voluntary redundancy.

Bonus plans
The Group recognises a liability and an expense for bonuses based
on a formula that takes into consideration the profit attributable to
the Company’s shareholders after certain adjustments. Bonuses are
recognised in the Consolidated Income Statement in the period a
contractual or constructive obligation arises.

Share-based incentives
The Group operates several equity-settled share-based incentive
schemes for employees. The fair value of the awards is calculated
at grant date and is recognised as an expense over the vesting
period. For awards with vesting conditions based on market
conditions (particularly, those based on total shareholder return
compared with external benchmarks), the likelihood of vesting is
assessed at the date of grant and is not subsequently amended
in arriving at the expense for each year in the vesting period.
All other awards are re-assessed at each balance sheet date, with
the expense recognised in the Consolidated Income Statement,
including the impact of changes of previous estimates of the
likelihood of vesting. The total expense for the year gives rise to
a corresponding credit to equity.

EXCEPTIONAL ITEMS
Exceptional items are disclosed and described separately in the
financial statements where it is necessary to do so to provide
further understanding of the financial performance of the Group.
They are material items of income or expense that have been
shown separately due to the significance of their nature or amount.
An example would include restructuring costs.

GOODWILL
Goodwill represents the surplus of the purchase consideration over
the Group’s share of the fair value of the separable net assets of the
subsidiary or interest in the associate or joint venture acquired.
Goodwill on acquisitions of subsidiaries is included in intangible
assets. Goodwill on acquisitions of interests in associates and joint
ventures is included in ‘investments accounted for using the equity
method’ and is tested for impairment as part of the Group’s total
goodwill. Separately recognised goodwill is recognised as an asset
and reviewed for impairment at least annually. Any impairment is
recognised immediately in operating expenses in the Consolidated
Income Statement and is not subsequently reversed.

The review of impairment includes examination of anticipated
cash flows from the cash generating units to which goodwill
relates. With the exception of the Spendvision business, cash
generating units are determined by geography. Goodwill is written
down to its estimated recoverable amount, being the higher of:
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– fair value, the amount obtainable from sale on an arm’s length
basis, less the costs of disposal; and

– the value in use, the net present value of future cash flows
expected to be generated from the business.

When a business is disposed of the carrying amount of goodwill
applicable is taken into account in determining the profit or loss
on disposal.

Goodwill arising on acquisitions before the date of transition to
IFRS, 1 April 2003, has been retained at the previous UK GAAP
amounts subject to being tested for impairment since that date.

OTHER INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Intangible assets are identifiable non-monetary assets without
physical substance. They are stated at cost less accumulated
amortisation and impairment. Cost includes third party purchases,
the directly attributable costs of internally generated assets and the
fair value of identifiable intangible assets arising on acquisitions since
the date of transition to IFRS, 1 April 2003. Amortisation is provided
on the cost of all intangible assets, less the estimated residual value,
using the straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives as follows:

Computer software 2-10 years

Client relationships in acquired businesses 10 years

Amortisation is charged to operating expenses in the
Consolidated Income Statement.

Computer software includes the cost of internally generated
software which is capitalised when it is probable that economic
benefits will flow to the Group from the asset being developed,
and the cost of the asset can be reliably measured and technical
feasibility can be demonstrated. Capitalisation ceases when the
asset being developed is ready for use. Research expenditure
incurred is charged to the Consolidated Income Statement.

The Group assesses at each reporting date whether an asset may
be impaired. If any such indicator exists, impairment is tested by
estimating the recoverable amount. If the recoverable amount is less
than the carrying value of an asset an impairment charge is made.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Property, plant and equipment is stated at cost less accumulated
depreciation and impairment. Cost is defined as expenditure that
is directly attributable to the acquisition of the items. Depreciation
is provided on the cost of all property, plant and equipment, less
the estimated residual value, which is re-assessed annually, using
the straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives as follows:

Property:

Long-term leaseholds 50 years

Short-term leaseholds and structural
leasehold improvements the lease term

Plant and equipment:

IT and office equipment 2-7 years

The Group assesses at each reporting date whether an asset may
be impaired. If any such indicator exists, impairment is tested by
estimating the recoverable amount. If the recoverable amount is less
than the carrying value of an asset an impairment charge is made.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Financial instruments are recorded initially at fair value net of issue
costs incurred. Subsequent measurement depends on the
designation of the instrument as follows:

Financial assets
The Group classifies its financial assets as either at fair value
through profit or loss or loans and receivables. The classification
depends on the purpose for which the financial assets were
acquired. Management determines the classification of its financial
assets at initial recognition.

At fair value through profit or loss – Financial instruments at fair
value through profit or loss are financial instruments held for
trading. A financial instrument is classified in this category if
acquired principally for the purpose of selling in the short term.
Derivatives are also categorised as held for trading unless they are
designated as hedges. Financial instruments in this category are
classified as current assets or liabilities.

Loans and receivables – Loans and receivables are non-derivative
financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not
quoted in an active market. They are included in current assets,
except where expected maturity is greater than 12 months after
the balance sheet date which are classified as non-current assets.
The Group’s loans and receivables comprise trade and other
receivables and cash and cash equivalent assets in the
Consolidated Balance Sheet.

Regular purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised on
the trade-date, the date on which the Group commits to purchase
or sell the asset. Investments are initially recognised at fair value for
all financial assets not carried at fair value through profit or loss.
Financial assets carried at fair value through profit or loss are
initially recognised at fair value and transaction costs are expensed
in the Consolidated Income Statement. Financial assets are
derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the
investments have expired or have been transferred and the Group
has transferred substantially all risks and rewards of ownership.
Loans and receivables are carried at amortised cost using the
effective interest method.

Gains or losses arising from changes in the fair value of the
financial assets at fair value through profit or loss category are
presented in the Consolidated Income Statement in the period in
which they arise.

Trade receivables are recognised initially at fair value with
subsequent provision for impairment. A provision for impairment
of trade receivables is established when there is objective
evidence that the Group will not be able to collect all amounts
due according to the original terms of the receivables. Significant
financial difficulties of the debtor, probability that the debtor will
enter bankruptcy or financial reorganisation, and default or
delinquency in payments (more than 90 days overdue) are
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considered indicators that the trade receivable is impaired. The
amount of the provision is the difference between the asset’s
carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash
flows, discounted at the original effective interest rate. The carrying
amount of the asset is reduced through the use of a provision
account, and the amount of the loss is recognised in the
Consolidated Income Statement. When a trade receivable is not
collectible, it is written off against the provision account for trade
receivables. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written
off are credited to the Consolidated Income Statement.

Financial liabilities
Trade and other payables are recognised initially at fair value and
subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method.

Borrowings are held at amortised cost and are classified as current
liabilities unless the Group has an unconditional right to defer
settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after the balance
sheet date. Currency swaps are stated at fair value on the
Consolidated Balance Sheet. Exchange movements on long term
foreign currency borrowings are taken to reserves to the extent that
the borrowing is in the functional currency of the obligor and to the
Consolidated Income Statement to the extent it is not. Changes in
the fair value of currency swaps are taken to the Consolidated
Income Statement when they are acquired principally for the
purpose of selling in the short term. Net finance costs are
recognised as an expense in the year in which they are incurred.
Debt issue costs are amortised proportionally over the anticipated
life of the relevant debt facility using the effective interest method.

Financial liabilities and equity instruments are classified according
to the substance of the contractual arrangements entered into.
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual
interest in the assets of the Group after deducting all of its
liabilities. A financial liability is a contractual obligation to deliver
cash or another financial asset to a third party.

Financial instruments are stated at fair value with differences
on valuation taken to reserves if hedge accounting has been
established for the particular instrument. Otherwise, the
differences on valuation are taken to the Consolidated Income
Statement. These include interest rate caps and amounts
receivable or payable in foreign currency together with the
forward foreign currency exchange contracts used to fix their
value. Fair values are derived from published financial data.

FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSLATION
Functional and presentation currency
Items included in the Consolidated Financial Statements of each
of the Group’s subsidiaries and interests in joint ventures and
associates are measured using the currency of the primary
economic environment in which the entity operates (the
functional currency). The Consolidated Financial Statements are
presented in sterling which is the Company’s functional and
presentational currency.

Transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional
currency of the relevant entity using the exchange rates prevailing

at the dates of the transactions. Foreign exchange gains and losses
resulting from the settlement of such transactions and from the
translation at year end exchange rates of monetary assets and
liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are recognised in the
Consolidated Income Statement, except when deferred in equity as
qualifying cash flow hedges or qualifying net investment hedges.

Assets and liabilities of subsidiaries and interests in joint ventures
and associates in foreign currencies are translated into sterling at
the rates of exchange ruling at the balance sheet date. The results
of foreign subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates are translated
at the average rate of exchange for the year.

Exchange differences arising on the consolidation at closing rates
of net investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates,
together with those on foreign currency loans which finance
them, are taken to reserves and reported in the Consolidated
Statement of Comprehensive Income.

Goodwill and fair value adjustments arising on the acquisition of
a foreign entity are treated as assets and liabilities of the foreign
entity and translated at the closing rate. The Group has elected to
treat goodwill arising on acquisitions before the date of transition
to IFRS (1 April 2003) as a sterling denominated asset.

LEASING
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all
the risks and rewards of ownership to the lessee. Other leases are
classified as operating leases.

Assets held under finance leases and hire purchase agreements
are included in property, plant and equipment and are
depreciated over the shorter of the lease term or their useful
economic life. Lease obligations are stated net of finance charges
attributable to future periods. Finance costs are allocated over the
period of the lease to give a constant rate of charge.

Operating lease rentals, net of any incentives received from the
lessor, are charged to the Consolidated Income Statement over
the life of the lease.

TAXATION
The current income tax charge is calculated on the basis of the tax
laws enacted or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date in
the countries where the Group’s subsidiaries, joint ventures and
associates operate and generate taxable income. Management
periodically evaluates the positions taken in tax returns with
respect to situations in which applicable tax regulation is subject
to interpretation and establishes provisions where appropriate on
the basis of amounts expected to be paid to the tax authorities.

Deferred income tax is provided, using the liability method, on
temporary differences arising between the tax bases of assets and
liabilities and their carrying amounts in the Consolidated Financial
Statements. However, the deferred income tax is not accounted
for if it arises from initial recognition of an asset or liability in a
transaction other than a business combination that at the time of
the transaction affects neither accounting nor taxable profit or
loss. Deferred income tax is determined using tax rates (and laws)
that have been enacted or substantially enacted by the balance
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sheet date and are expected to apply when the related deferred
income tax asset is realised or the deferred income tax liability
is settled.

Deferred income tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is
probable that future taxable profit will be available against which
the temporary differences can be utilised.

Deferred income tax is provided on temporary differences arising
on investments in subsidiaries and associates, except where the
timing of the reversal of the temporary difference is controlled by
the Group and it is probable that the temporary difference will not
reverse in the foreseeable future.

Deferred tax movements relating to share-based incentives have
been presented within the Consolidated Statement of Changes in
Equity rather than the Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive
Income. Comparative figures have re-presented accordingly.

DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTIONS
Interim dividends are recognised in the Consolidated Financial
Statements in the period in which they are paid.

Final dividends to the Company’s shareholders are recognised in
the Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements in the period in
which the dividends are approved by the Company’s shareholders.

PROVISIONS
Provisions are recognised when there is a present legal or
constructive obligation as a result of a past event, it is probable
that an outflow of resources will be necessary to settle the
obligation and the amount can be reliably estimated. Provisions
for restructuring costs are recognised when the Group has a
detailed formal plan for the restructuring that has been
communicated to affected parties. Provisions are discounted
where the impact is material.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
For the purposes of the Consolidated Cash Flow Statement, cash
and cash equivalents includes bank balances and deposits with
original maturities of three months or less. It also includes bank
overdrafts which form an integral part of the Group’s cash
management and are likely to fluctuate from overdrawn to
positive balances. Bank overdrafts, where there is no right of
set-off, are shown as borrowings within current liabilities.

SHARE CAPITAL AND SHARE PREMIUM
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Incremental costs directly
attributable to the issue of new shares or options are shown in
equity as a deduction from the proceeds

The premium received on the issue of shares in excess of the
nominal value of shares is credited to the share premium account
and included within shareholders’ equity.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS TRUST
Transactions, assets and liabilities of the Group sponsored
Employee Benefits Trust are included in the Consolidated Financial
Statements. In particular, the Trust’s purchases of shares in the
Company remain deducted from shareholders’ funds until they
vest unconditionally with employees.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The Group has taken advantage of the exemption under IAS 24,
Related Party Disclosures, not to disclose transactions and
balances between Group entities that have been eliminated on
consolidation.

CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND
KEY MANAGEMENT JUDGEMENTS
Estimates and judgements are continually evaluated and are
based on historical experience and other factors, including
expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable
under the circumstances.

The principal management judgements made in the preparation
of these Consolidated Financial Statements are:

– the assessment of the impairment of goodwill at each balance
sheet date (see note 10). This process depends on the
preparation of estimates of future cash flows expected to be
generated by each business in the Group;

– the valuation of client relationships included in intangible assets
at acquisition (see note 10). This process depends on the
preparation of estimates of future cash flows expected to be
generated by existing clients at acquisition;

– the capitalisation of internally generated intangible assets. This
process depends on it being probable that economic benefits
will flow to the Group from the asset being developed, the cost
of the asset being reliably measured and the technical feasibility
being demonstrated;

– the evaluation of the recoverability of deferred tax assets (see
note 20), which depends on the assessment of the probability
that there will be sufficient appropriate taxable profits available
in future against which to realise them;

– the evaluation of retirement benefit obligations. This depends
on the actuarial assumptions set out in note 21, including
estimates of future returns on scheme assets;

– within revenue there are key judgements made by management
in terms of revenue recognition. The Group uses a percentage of
completion method to measure supplier revenues earned under
sales and marketing agreements, incentive arrangements, and
distribution and usage agreements; and

– the evaluation of contingencies which require management 
to assess the facts and circumstances of the matter and
determine whether any disclosure should be given or asset 
or liability recognised.
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RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY
The Group’s overall risk management programme focuses on
the unpredictability of financial markets and seeks to minimise
potential adverse effects on the Group’s financial performance.
Risk management is carried out by a central treasury department
(Group Treasury) under policies approved by the Board of
Directors. Group Treasury identifies, evaluates financial risks and
uses derivative financial instruments to hedge certain risk
exposures. The Group’s treasury policy does not allow transactions
of a speculative nature.

The Group arranges central borrowing facilities and maintains local
banking relationships to enable it to meet payment obligations as
they fall due, taking into account information from its cash
forecasts and business plans. The amounts of unused borrowing
facilities are set out in note 17.

CAPITAL RISK MANAGEMENT
The Group’s objectives when managing capital are to safeguard the
Group’s ability to continue as a going concern while providing
adequate returns for shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders
and to maintain a capital structure to optimise the cost of capital.

In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group
may adjust the amount of dividends paid to shareholders, return
capital to shareholders, issue new shares or sell assets to reduce
debt. It may also increase debt provided that the funded venture
provides adequate returns so that the overall capital structure
remains supportable.

The Group uses an operational gearing ratio to manage net debt(1)
to ensure that covenants within banking arrangements are
complied with. Using a ratio of EBITDA(2) before exceptional items
to net debt, at 31 March 2014 the operational gearing ratio was
1.1 times (2013: 1.4). The definition of EBITDA for covenant
purposes is not materially different from the definition used in
these Consolidated Financial Statements. There have been no

breaches of the terms of the Group’s banking arrangements and
there have been no defaults in the current or prior year.

Details of the significant accounting policies and methods
adopted, including the criteria for recognition, the basis of
measurement and the basis on which income and expenses are
recognised, in respect of each class of financial asset, financial
liability and equity instrument are disclosed within General
information and accounting policies (see note 1).

(1) Net debt is calculated as total borrowings (including current and non-current
borrowings, and debt-related derivative financial instruments as shown in the
Consolidated Balance Sheet but excluding unamortised loan issue costs) less
cash and cash equivalent assets.

(2) Earnings before net finance costs, income taxes, depreciation, amortisation
and impairment.

FOREIGN CURRENCY RISK
The translation of non-Sterling earnings, assets and liabilities of
the Group is affected by changes in exchange rates.

The Group uses short-term currency swaps linked to
intercompany lending as well as direct borrowing in non-Sterling
currencies to manage the currency profile of external borrowings.

At 31 March 2014, the net amount of non-Sterling net debt was
£1.8m (2013: £18.1m) with changes in exchange rates, including
the effect of currency swaps, reducing the balance by £2.3m
(2013: £1.2m increase).

The Group’s transaction exposure is limited, with the majority
of its transactions denominated in the currency of the country
of operation. In the few instances where there is exposure,
short-term hedges are taken once the exposure can be
accurately identified.

The following principal exchange rates have been used in the
Consolidated Financial Statements:

Foreign currency sensitivity analysis
For the year ended 31 March 2014, if the average value of Sterling
had been 5% higher or lower relative to other currencies than
actual, the profit before tax of the Group would have been
reduced or increased by £0.6m compared to the actual result
(2013: £0.7m). The impact on equity would be a movement of
£4.8m (2013: £5.0m) mainly arising on foreign currency exchange
gains or losses on translation of net investment in foreign
subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures.

INTEREST RATE RISK
The Group is exposed to interest rate risk on any borrowing at
floating interest rates, except that it has fixed the interest rate on

£20m until February 2017 and on CHF25m until November 2014.
The interest rate on the Revolving Credit Facility (RCF) is not
otherwise currently fixed, although the Group keeps this situation
under review. The fixed rate loan has an interest rate of 7.239%.

Interest rate sensitivity analysis
For the year ended 31 March 2014, if interest rates in all currencies
in which the Group has borrowings had been higher or lower by
1%, interest cost would have been increased or reduced by £0.3m
(2013: £0.5m).
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Years ended 31 March 2014 2013 Change 2014 2013 Change

Euro 1.19 1.23 +3% 1.21 1.18 –3%
Swiss Franc 1.46 1.48 +1% 1.47 1.44 –2%
US Dollar 1.60 1.58 –1% 1.67 1.52 –10%
Canadian Dollar 1.69 1.59 –6% 1.84 1.54 –19%
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2 Financial risk management continued

CREDIT RISK
The risk associated with deposits in commercial banks is managed by diversifying with a number of financial institutions together with
a periodic review of ratings attributed by major credit rating institutions.

The risk associated with clients and suppliers is not material based on the current client and supplier concentration and based on the
large number of countries where the Group trades. The Group makes widespread use of credit checks in respect of clients and maintains
a close working relationship with its key suppliers.

LIQUIDITY RISK
The Group refinanced its principal committed banking facility during March 2014. The new facility is a £150m multi-currency revolving
credit facility (RCF) that is committed until May 2018. The RCF is used for loans, letters of credit and guarantees. The fixed rate sterling
private placement of debt is committed in full until November 2016 when equal annual repayments begin until November 2018. In
addition, the Group has uncommitted facilities that are used for local flexibility. Working capital requirements fluctuate significantly
during the year, with March and September typically being the lowest levels.

LIQUIDITY AND INTEREST RISK TABLES
The table below analyses the Group’s financial liabilities including future expected interest payable and net-settled derivative financial
liabilities into relevant maturity groupings based on the remaining period at the balance sheet to the contractual maturity date.
The amounts disclosed in the table are the contractual undiscounted cash flows.

Less than Between 1 Between 2 Over
1 year and 2 years and 5 years 5 years

At 31 March 2014 £m £m £m £m

Borrowings (5.0) (4.6) (115.2) –
Derivative financial instruments 1.1 – (0.2) –
Trade and other payables (160.5) (0.3) (0.8) (0.8)

Less than Between 1 Between 2 Over
1 year and 2 years and 5 years 5 years

At 31 March 2013 £m £m £m £m

Borrowings (5.8) (109.5) (25.1) (10.4)
Derivative financial instruments 0.1 (0.1) – –
Trade and other payables (149.3) – – –

3 Segment information

The chief operating decision maker has been identified as the Executive Management Team, which reviews the Group’s internal
reporting in order to assess performance and allocate resources. The Executive Management Team has determined the operating
segments based on these reports.

The Executive Management Team considers the business from the perspective of two core activities, Corporate Travel Management,
which is analysed into three distinct geographic segments, and Spendvision. The Group’s internal reporting processes do not distinguish
between the numerous sources of income that comprise revenue for Corporate Travel Management. The performance of the operating
segments is assessed based on a measure of operating profit excluding items of an exceptional nature. Interest income and expenditure
and income tax expense are not included in the result for each operating segment that is reviewed by the Executive Management Team.
Other information provided, except as noted below, to the Executive Management Team is measured in a manner consistent with that in
the financial statements.

Total segment assets exclude cash and cash equivalent assets, current tax assets and deferred tax assets which are managed on a central
basis. These are included as part of the reconciliation to total Consolidated Balance Sheet assets.
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3 Segment information continued

Corporate Travel Management

North Asia
Europe America Pacific Total Spendvision Total

£m £m £m £m £m £m

Year ended 31 March 2014
Revenue from external customers 232.0 65.2 23.9 321.1 19.7 340.8

Underlying operating profit 34.9 10.4 1.0 46.3 3.0 49.3
Amortisation of acquired intangibles (2.5) (0.7) – (3.2) (0.3) (3.5)

Operating profit before exceptional items 32.4 9.7 1.0 43.1 2.7 45.8
Exceptional items (6.4) (0.1) (0.5) (7.0) – (7.0)

Operating profit 26.0 9.6 0.5 36.1 2.7 38.8

Underlying margin 15.0% 16.0% 4.2% 14.4% 15.2% 14.5%

Year ended 31 March 2013
Revenue from external customers 233.3 64.6 26.8 324.7 18.5 343.2

Underlying operating profit/(loss) 35.6 10.1 (0.3) 45.4 3.4 48.8
Amortisation of acquired intangibles (3.0) (0.7) – (3.7) (0.3) (4.0)
Operating profit/(loss) 32.6 9.4 (0.3) 41.7 3.1 44.8

Underlying margin 15.3% 15.6% –1.1% 14.0% 18.4% 14.2%

There is no material inter-segment revenue.

External revenue from clients by origin (where the Group’s operations are located) is not materially different from external revenue from
clients by geographical area (where the client is located) disclosed above.

A reconciliation of operating profit to total profit before income tax expense is provided in the Consolidated Income Statement.

Corporate Travel Management

North Asia
Europe America Pacific Total Spendvision Total

£m £m £m £m £m £m

Total segment assets

31 March 2014 255.3 79.8 13.9 349.0 8.8 357.8

31 March 2013 248.2 83.0 16.7 347.9 9.6 357.5

Reported segments’ assets are reconciled to total assets as follows:
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Total segment assets 357.8 357.5
Cash and cash equivalent assets 42.4 49.0
Current tax assets 1.2 0.8
Deferred tax assets 41.6 43.2

443.0 450.5

Capital expenditure by geographical location:
Corporate Travel Management

North Asia
Europe America Pacific Total Spendvision Total

£m £m £m £m £m £m

Capital expenditure

31 March 2014 5.5 6.6 0.4 12.5 2.8 15.3

31 March 2013 6.9 0.2 0.5 7.6 2.7 10.3
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4 Operating expenses

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Underlying operating expenses
Staff costs (note 5) 197.1 203.8
Amortisation of intangible assets other than acquired intangible assets 6.7 6.4
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment 4.2 4.9
Auditors’ remuneration for audit services 1.0 0.9
Operating lease rentals – buildings 12.5 13.1
Operating lease rentals – other assets 1.4 1.6
Currency translation differences 0.5 0.2
Other expenses 68.1 63.5

291.5 294.4

Amortisation of acquired intangibles:
Amortisation of client relationships 3.2 3.7
Amortisation of other acquired intangible assets 0.3 0.3

3.5 4.0

Exceptional items:
Restructuring costs:
– Staff costs (note 5) 6.3 –
– Other expenses 0.7 –

7.0 –

Total operating expenses 302.0 298.4

EXCEPTIONAL ITEMS
Restructuring costs of £7.0m were incurred during the year. These costs relate to planned cost reduction programmes in Corporate
Travel Management. They are in respect of redundancy costs and onerous lease provisions.

SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE COMPANY’S AUDITOR
The cost of services provided by the Company’s auditor, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC), and its associates is set out below:

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Charged to operating expenses:
Fees paid to the Company’s auditor for the audit of the Parent Company and
Consolidated Financial Statements 0.3 0.3
Fees payable to the Company’s auditor and its associates for other services:
Audit of the Company’s subsidiaries pursuant to legislation 0.7 0.6

Auditors’ remuneration for audit services 1.0 0.9
Audit related assurance service 0.1 0.1
Tax compliance services 0.1 0.2

1.2 1.2

In addition to the above services, the Company’s auditor acted as auditor to the Hogg Robinson (1987) Pension Scheme. The appointment
of auditors to the Group’s pension scheme and the fees paid in respect of that audit are agreed by the trustees of the scheme, who act
independently from the management of the Group. The aggregate fees paid to the Group’s auditor for audit services to the pension
scheme during the year were less than £0.1m (2013: less than £0.1m).
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5 Staff costs

Years ended 31 March

2014
Before 2014

exceptional Exceptional
items items 2014 2013
£m £m £m £m

Wages and salaries 167.4 – 167.4 170.3
Social security costs 18.7 – 18.7 20.3
Pension costs 9.4 – 9.4 9.6
Redundancy and termination costs 0.1 6.3 6.4 1.5
Share-based incentives 1.5 – 1.5 2.1

197.1 6.3 203.4 203.8

Pension costs comprise:
– Defined benefit schemes (note 21) 1.9 – 1.9 3.2
– Defined contribution schemes 7.5 – 7.5 6.4

9.4 – 9.4 9.6

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
number number

Average monthly number of staff employed by the Group including Key Management 4,893 5,001

6 Finance income and finance costs

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

Finance income – bank interest 0.2 0.2

Interest on bank overdrafts and loans (5.5) (6.0)
Amortisation of issue costs on bank loans (1.1) (0.9)
Net interest expense on retirement obligations (7.2) (7.0)
Other finance charges (1.0) (0.8)
Foreign exchange (loss)/gain (0.4) 0.1
Recycle of cash flow hedge from hedging reserve 0.4 (0.1)
Interest on derivative financial instruments – (0.2)

Finance costs (14.8) (14.9)

Net finance costs (14.6) (14.7)

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).
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7 Income tax expense

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

Current tax:
Tax on profits of the financial year 5.0 6.0
Adjustments in respect of previous years 0.5 (0.9)

Total current tax 5.5 5.1

Deferred tax:
Origination and reversal of temporary differences 2.3 3.5
Adjustments in respect of previous years (0.4) (0.1)
Impact of UK rate change 0.2 0.3

Total deferred tax (note 20) 2.1 3.7

Taxation charge 7.6 8.8

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).

The tax charge is split as follows:
Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

United Kingdom 3.4 3.6
Overseas 4.2 5.2

Taxation charge 7.6 8.8

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

On underlying business 10.1 10.0
Tax on amortisation of acquired intangibles (1.0) (1.2)
Exceptional items (1.5) –

Taxation charge 7.6 8.8

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).

The tax assessed for the year differs from the standard rate of corporation tax in the UK of 23% (2013: 24%) as explained below:

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

Profit before tax:
Continuing operations 25.3 30.9

Profit before tax multiplied by the standard rate of corporation tax in the UK of 23% (2013: 24%) 5.8 7.4
Effects of:
Impact of UK rate change on net deferred tax assets 0.2 0.3
Utilisation of unrecognised losses (1.4) (0.7)
Non recognition of deferred tax assets – losses 0.9 0.7
Expenses not deductible for tax purposes 1.4 1.3
Overseas tax rate differential 0.6 0.5
Adjustments in respect of previous years 0.1 (1.0)
Other – 0.3

Taxation charge 7.6 8.8

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).

The Group makes maximum use of all brought forward losses and other available reliefs in mitigating current tax payable.
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8 Earnings per share

Earnings per share attributable to equity holders of the Company were as follows:
Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
pence pence

Earnings per share
Basic 5.3 6.9

Diluted 5.1 6.5

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

Earnings for the purposes of earnings per share:
Profit for the financial year 17.7 22.1
Less: amount attributable to non-controlling interests (0.9) (0.7)

Total 16.8 21.4

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).

Basic earnings per share (EPS) is calculated by dividing the earnings attributable to equity holders of the Company by the weighted
average number of Ordinary shares outstanding during the year, excluding those purchased by the Company’s Employee Benefits Trust.

For diluted earnings per share, the weighted average number of Ordinary shares in issue is adjusted to assume conversion of all dilutive
potential Ordinary shares.

The following amounts have been used in the calculation of earnings per share:
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
number number

m m

Weighted average number of Ordinary shares in issue
Issued (for basic EPS) 318.5 312.1
Effect of dilutive potential Ordinary shares – share-based incentives 11.7 17.4

For diluted EPS 330.2 329.5

The Employee Benefits Trust has waived its rights to dividends.

UNDERLYING EARNINGS PER SHARE
Underlying earnings per share attributable to equity holders of the Company were as follows:

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
pence pence

Underlying earnings per share
Basic 7.8 7.8

Diluted 7.5 7.3

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).

Underlying earnings per share is calculated on the profit attributable to equity holders of the Company before amortisation of acquired
intangibles and exceptional items after charging taxation associated with those profits.
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8 Earnings per share continued

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

Earnings for the purposes of underlying earnings per share:
Profit before tax from continuing operations 25.3 30.9
Add: amortisation of acquired intangibles 3.5 4.0
Add: exceptional items 7.0 –

Underlying profit before tax 35.8 34.9
Underlying income tax expense (10.1) (10.0)

Underlying profit for the financial year 25.7 24.9
Less: amounts attributable to non-controlling interests (0.9) (0.7)

Total 24.8 24.2

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).

Underlying earnings are earnings before amortisation of acquired intangibles, exceptional items and related income tax expense.

9 Dividends per share

The dividends to the Company’s shareholders in the year ended 31 March 2014 were:
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Final dividend in respect of year ended 31 March 2013
1.5p per share (31 March 2012 1.4p per share) 4.7 4.3
Interim dividend in respect of year ended 31 March 2014
0.63p per share (31 March 2013 0.6p per share) 2.0 1.9

Total dividends to the Company’s shareholders (note 23) 6.7 6.2

A final dividend in respect of the year ended 31 March 2014 of 1.58p per Ordinary share, amounting to a final dividend of £5,076,431
is to be proposed at the Annual General Meeting on 23 July 2014. The Employee Benefits Trust has waived its rights to dividends.

10 Goodwill and other intangible assets

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Goodwill 217.9 222.6
Other intangible assets 20.1 22.4

238.0 245.0
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10 Goodwill and other intangible assets continued

Computer software

Externally Internally Client
Goodwill acquired generated relationships Total

£m £m £m £m £m

Cost
At 1 April 2012 246.2 17.2 27.3 37.5 328.2
Additions – 1.7 5.9 – 7.6
Disposals – (0.4) – – (0.4)
Exchange differences 2.8 0.3 0.6 0.6 4.3

At 31 March 2013 249.0 18.8 33.8 38.1 339.7
Additions 0.8 1.1 8.3 – 10.2
Disposals – (0.1) – – (0.1)
Exchange differences (5.5) (1.1) (1.9) (1.4) (9.9)

At 31 March 2014 244.3 18.7 40.2 36.7 339.9

Accumulated amortisation and impairment losses
At 1 April 2012 26.4 13.8 14.2 29.2 83.6
Amortisation charge for the year – 1.6 5.1 3.7 10.4
Disposals – (0.4) – – (0.4)
Exchange differences – 0.4 0.1 0.6 1.1

At 31 March 2013 26.4 15.4 19.4 33.5 94.7
Amortisation charge for the year – 1.6 5.4 3.2 10.2
Disposals – (0.1) – – (0.1)
Exchange differences – (1.0) (0.7) (1.2) (2.9)

At 31 March 2014 26.4 15.9 24.1 35.5 101.9

Carrying amount
At 1 April 2012 219.8 3.4 13.1 8.3 244.6

At 31 March 2013 222.6 3.4 14.4 4.6 245.0

At 31 March 2014 217.9 2.8 16.1 1.2 238.0

The amortisation charge for the year of £10.2m (2013: £10.4m) is comprised of £3.5m (2013: £4.0m) in respect of intangible assets
acquired via business combinations and £6.7m (2013: £6.4m) which relates to amortisation of software purchased and internally
generated by existing businesses. Included within internally generated assets at 31 March 2014 is an amount of £4.1m of assets in the
course of construction.

IMPAIRMENT OF GOODWILL
The recoverable amount used in the assessment of goodwill for all cash generating units comprises the higher of value in use and net
realisable value. During the year the Group reviewed its discount rate and long term growth rates and these have been applied in the
assessment. The value in use has been calculated by discounting at 10% per annum (2013: 10% per annum) the anticipated pre-tax cash
flows. The forecasts are prepared from management information taking into account historical trading performance and anticipated
changes in future market conditions. The detailed forecasts cover a period of three years from the balance sheet date; cash flows are
projected beyond that period based on market consensus for GDP growth of 2% (2013: 2%).

Goodwill consists of the following amounts related to cash generating units of the Group:
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Corporate Travel Management
Europe 168.6 170.4
North America 42.0 45.6
Asia Pacific 1.8 1.1

212.4 217.1
Spendvision 5.5 5.5

217.9 222.6

The key assumptions used in the impairment testing were as follows:

– Discount rates
– Rates of growth in cash generating units beyond 3 years
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10 Goodwill and other intangible assets continued

Discount rate
The discount rate reflects management’s estimate of the pre-tax cost of capital employed for the Group’s cash generating units listed
above. The same rate is applied to all cash generating units, and reflects the Group’s funding arrangements where all units have equal
access to the Group’s treasury functions and borrowing lines to fund their operations. None of the Group’s cash generating units
demonstrate levels of risks that are significantly different from those experienced by the Group generally, and all have similar funding
profiles and therefore the discount rate applied is deemed to be justified.

Rates of growth in cash generating units beyond 3 years
Management have reviewed Corporate Travel industry forecasts and consider that the market consensus for GDP growth of 2% is
reasonable for the purposes of the assessment of goodwill.

Goodwill impairment
Management believes that no reasonable change in the key assumptions would cause any of the identified cash generating units to
become impaired.

11 Property, plant and equipment

Plant and 
Property equipment Total

£m £m £m

Cost
At 1 April 2012 10.7 50.0 60.7
Additions for the year 0.1 2.6 2.7
Disposals for the year (0.4) (0.8) (1.2)
Exchange differences 0.2 0.7 0.9

At 31 March 2013 10.6 52.5 63.1
Additions for the year 0.5 5.4 5.9
Acquisition of subsidiary – 0.1 0.1
Disposals for the year (1.4) (14.8) (16.2)
Exchange differences (0.8) (3.4) (4.2)

At 31 March 2014 8.9 39.8 48.7

Accumulated depreciation
At 1 April 2012 8.1 41.0 49.1
Depreciation charge for the year 0.7 4.2 4.9
Disposals for the year (0.4) (0.8) (1.2)
Exchange differences 0.2 0.6 0.8

At 31 March 2013 8.6 45.0 53.6
Depreciation charge for the year 0.6 3.6 4.2
Disposals for the year (1.4) (14.8) (16.2)
Exchange differences (0.8) (2.6) (3.4)

At 31 March 2014 7.0 31.2 38.2

Carrying amount
At 1 April 2012 2.6 9.0 11.6

At 31 March 2013 2.0 7.5 9.5

At 31 March 2014 1.9 8.6 10.5

Property is comprised of leasehold properties and leasehold improvements. Plant and equipment is comprised of IT and office equipment.

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Contractual commitments for the acquisition of:
Property, plant and equipment 0.1 0.9

Carrying amount of property, plant and equipment held under finance leases 1.6 1.1
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12 Investments accounted for using the equity method

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

At beginning of year 3.2 3.3
Net share of profit for the year after tax and non-controlling interests 1.1 0.8
Disposals – (0.1)
Movement on becoming a wholly-owned subsidiary (0.8) –
Dividends (1.4) (0.4)
Exchange differences – (0.4)

At end of year 2.1 3.2

The principal joint ventures and associates held by the Group are:

Country of
Proportion held

incorporation 2014 2013

Associates
Liga Travel GmbH Germany 49% 49%
BEST Borussia Euro Lloyd Sports Travel GmbH Germany 49% 49%
WELT Reiseburo GmbH Germany 49% 49%
Bavaria Lloyd Reiseburo GmbH Germany 49% 49%

Joint ventures
Hogg Robinson Westminster (Hong Kong) Ltd* Hong Kong N/A 51%
Hogg Robinson Jinjiang Travel (China) Ltd China 51% 51%
Business Travel International BV Netherlands 50% 50%
Spendvision Japan K.K. Japan 45% 45%

*On 14 February 2014 the Hogg Robinson Westminster (Hong Kong) Ltd joint venture became a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Group following the acquisition of the 49%
shareholding previously held by Westminster Travel Ltd. The new wholly-owned company has been renamed Hogg Robinson Hong Kong Ltd (see note 25). Hogg Robinson
Westminster (Hong Kong) Ltd proposed a final dividend of £0.8m, of which the Group’s share was £0.4m, which was not paid prior to acquisition.

Aggregate amounts relating to the Group’s share of associates:
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Total assets 2.0 1.9
Total liabilities (1.4) (1.4)
Revenue 2.8 2.0
Profit after tax 0.9 0.5

Aggregate amounts relating to the Group’s share of joint ventures:
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Current assets 4.1 8.1
Non-current assets 0.2 1.0
Current liabilities (2.6) (6.1)
Non-current liabilities (0.2) (0.3)
Revenue 2.6 4.4
Profit after tax 0.2 0.3
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13 Financial instruments by category

Assets at fair Derivatives
Loans and value through used for
receivables profit or loss hedging Total

£m £m £m £m

At 31 March 2014
Derivative financial instruments – assets – 0.1 1.1 1.2
Trade receivables 63.7 – – 63.7
Due from associates and joint ventures 0.4 – – 0.4
Other receivables 13.3 – – 13.3
Cash and cash equivalent assets 42.4 – – 42.4

119.8 0.1 1.1 121.0

Liabilities Liabilities at
measured at fair value Derivatives
amortised through profit used for

cost or loss hedging Total
£m £m £m £m

At 31 March 2014
Derivative financial instruments – liabilities – 0.1 0.2 0.3
Borrowings 106.7 – – 106.7
Trade payables 103.7 – – 103.7
Due to associates and joint ventures 0.4 – – 0.4
Other payables 26.8 – – 26.8

237.6 0.1 0.2 237.9

Assets at fair Derivatives
Loans and value through used for
receivables profit or loss hedging Total

£m £m £m £m

At 31 March 2013
Derivative financial instruments – 0.2 0.7 0.9
Trade receivables 54.3 – – 54.3
Due from associates and joint ventures 0.4 – – 0.4
Other receivables 15.3 – – 15.3
Cash and cash equivalent assets 49.0 – – 49.0

119.0 0.2 0.7 119.9

Liabilities Liabilities at
measured at fair value Derivatives
amortised through profit used for

cost or loss hedging Total
£m £m £m £m

At 31 March 2013
Derivative financial instruments – 0.1 0.8 0.9
Borrowings 135.2 – – 135.2
Trade payables 92.1 – – 92.1
Due to associates and joint ventures 0.4 – – 0.4
Other payables 25.2 – – 25.2

252.9 0.1 0.8 253.8

At 31 March 2014 and 31 March 2013 no assets were subject to collateral except for finance lease assets.

The Group uses the following hierarchy for determining the fair value of financial instruments by valuation technique:

– Level 1: quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities
– Level 2: other techniques for which all inputs which have significant effect on the recorded fair value are observable, either directly

or indirectly; and
– Level 3: techniques which use inputs which have significant effect on the recorded fair value that are not based on observable market data.

All derivative financial instruments are shown at fair value in the balance sheet. The fair values have been determined by reference to Level 2
techniques in the hierarchy described above. The fair value of derivative financial instruments represent the maximum credit exposure.
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14 Trade and other receivables

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Current: due within one year
Trade receivables, gross 65.0 55.6
Less: provision for impairment (1.3) (1.3)

63.7 54.3
Due from associates and joint ventures 0.4 0.4
Other receivables 13.3 15.2
Prepayments and accrued income 28.6 28.9

106.0 98.8

Non-current: due after more than one year
Other receivables – 0.1

The carrying amount of trade and other receivables approximates to their fair value.

All non-current receivables are due within five years from the balance sheet date.

As of 31 March 2014, trade receivables of £6.3m (2013: £8.3m) were past due but not impaired. These relate to a number of independent
customers for whom there is no recent history of default. The ageing of these trade receivables is as follows:

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Up to 3 months 5.4 7.0
Over 3 months 0.9 1.3

6.3 8.3

As of 31 March 2014, trade receivables of £1.3m (2013: £1.4m) were impaired and provided for. The amount of the provision was £1.3m
as at 31 March 2014 (2013: £1.3m). At 31 March 2014 a portion of the impaired receivables were considered recoverable. The creation
and release of provision for impaired receivables has been included in other expenses in the Consolidated Income Statement (note 4).
The ageing of these trade receivables is as follows:

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Up to 3 months 0.1 –
Over 3 months 1.2 1.4

1.3 1.4

The carrying amounts of the Group’s trade and other receivables are denominated in the following currencies:

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Sterling 34.6 28.2
Euro 26.3 26.1
Swiss Franc 5.5 6.8
US Dollar 8.3 9.2
Canadian Dollar 2.9 3.4
Australian Dollar 5.4 9.3
Other currencies 23.0 15.9

106.0 98.9
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14 Trade and other receivables continued

Movements on the Group provision for impairment of trade receivables are as follows:
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

At 1 April (1.3) (1.6)
New impairment provisions in the year (0.4) (0.3)
Impairment written off as uncollectable 0.2 0.3
Unused amounts reversed 0.1 0.2
Exchange and other movements 0.1 0.1

At 31 March (1.3) (1.3)

Amounts provided are generally written off when there is no expectation of recovering additional cash.

The other items within trade and other receivables do not contain impaired assets.

15 Financial assets and liabilities – derivative financial instruments

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

At fair value
Current assets:
Forward foreign exchange contracts – held for trading 0.1 0.2
Debt-related derivative – cash flow hedge 1.1 –
Non-current assets:
Debt-related derivative – cash flow hedge – 0.7

Current liabilities:
Forward foreign exchange contracts – held for trading (0.1) (0.1)
Non-current liabilities:
Interest rate contracts – cash flow hedge (0.2) (0.8)

Forward exchange contracts consist of currency swaps together with cover obtained for known major payments and receipts in foreign
currencies. The effect of currency swaps on the exchange profile of borrowings is set out in note 17.

The debt-related derivative financial instrument is presented as a component of net debt.

The net loss arising in the income statement on contracts held for trading was £0.1m (2013: £0.1m). There was no ineffectiveness to be
recorded from cash flow hedges.

16 Cash and cash equivalent assets

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Cash balances without restrictions:
Short term deposits 41.7 48.4
Cash in hand 0.2 0.2
Cash balances with restrictions on use 0.5 0.4

42.4 49.0

The cash balances with restrictions are held to meet specific liabilities.

Cash comprises balances held by the Group and short-term bank deposits with an original maturity of three months or less. The carrying
amount of these assets approximates to their fair value.

The cash balances above attract interest at various rates across different territories.
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16 Cash and cash equivalent assets continued

With the exception of £2.1m held across a number of smaller subsidiaries, the deposits were held at financial institutions with credit
ratings of A1 and P1.

ANALYSIS BY CURRENCY
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Sterling 8.4 8.9
Euro 10.8 14.4
Swiss Franc 2.6 5.5
Other European currencies 7.5 7.3
Canadian Dollar 1.4 2.6
US Dollar 6.4 7.0
Other currencies 5.3 3.3

42.4 49.0

17 Financial liabilities – borrowings

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Current (due within one year)
Overdrafts 0.1 –
Finance leases 0.7 0.3

0.8 0.3

Non-current (due after more than one year)
Bank loans 107.4 136.0
Unamortised loan issue costs (2.1) (1.5)
Finance leases 0.6 0.4

105.9 134.9

106.7 135.2

Analysis of borrowings, all of which are unsecured:
Principal 108.8 136.7
Unamortised issue costs (2.1) (1.5)

106.7 135.2

The maturity of debt is as follows:
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Within one year 0.8 0.3
Between one and two years 0.4 105.2
Between two and five years 105.5 19.8
Over five years – 9.9

106.7 135.2
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17 Financial liabilities – borrowings continued

ANALYSIS BY CURRENCY
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Borrowings by currency:
Sterling 93.7 98.9
Swiss Franc – 7.3
Other European currencies 0.2 5.3
Canadian Dollar 8.6 17.2
US Dollar 3.7 6.5
Other currencies 0.5 –

106.7 135.2

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Effect of currency swaps:
Sterling (23.9) (22.6)
Euro 6.1 3.6
Swiss Franc 18.8 18.1
Other European currencies (1.1) (1.1)
Canadian Dollar 0.1 –
Other currencies – 2.0

– –

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Borrowings by currency after currency swaps:
Sterling 69.8 76.3
Euro 6.1 3.6
Swiss Franc 18.8 25.4
Other European currencies (0.9) 4.2
Canadian Dollar 8.7 17.2
US Dollar 3.7 6.5
Other currencies 0.5 2.0

106.7 135.2

UNDRAWN BORROWING FACILITIES
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Undrawn facilities expiring over one year from the balance sheet date 69.0 80.1

INTEREST RATE PROFILE AFTER SWAPS
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Floating rate 38.6 66.4
Fixed rate 68.1 68.8

106.7 135.2

The majority of sterling floating rate overdrafts utilised had an interest rate of 1.95% above the lending bank’s base rate.

Floating rate debt includes draw downs for fixed periods of up to one month.
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17 Financial liabilities – borrowings continued

The fair value of borrowings approximates to the book values in all cases except for the fixed rate loan which has a book value of
£30.0m and a fair value of £31.5m at 31 March 2014.

The Group’s principal banking facility is a £150m multi-currency revolving credit facility that is committed until May 2018.

The majority of bank loans utilised during the year have margins of 2.25% – 2.5% above LIBOR. The margin fell from 2.5% to 2.25% on
1 December 2013. The margin on the £150m multi-currency revolving credit facility utilised from 28 March 2014 was 1.85%.

In addition, the Group has a £30m fixed rate loan which is repayable in instalments between 2016 and 2018 and has an interest rate of 7.239%.

FINANCE LEASES
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Minimum lease payments:
Within one year 0.7 0.3
In the second to fifth years inclusive 0.7 0.4

1.4 0.7
Less: future finance charges (0.1) –

Present value of lease obligations 1.3 0.7

Amount due for settlement within twelve months 0.7 0.3
Amount due for settlement after twelve months 0.6 0.4

1.3 0.7

NET DEBT
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Total financial liabilities – borrowings 106.7 135.2
Add back: Unamortised loan issue costs 2.1 1.5
Cash and cash equivalent assets (42.4) (49.0)
Debt-related derivatives (1.1) (0.7)

Net debt 65.3 87.0

ANALYSIS BY CURRENCY AFTER CURRENCY SWAPS
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Sterling 63.5 68.9
Euro (4.7) (10.8)
Swiss Franc 15.1 19.2
Other European currencies (8.4) (3.1)
Canadian Dollar 7.3 14.6
US Dollar (2.7) (0.5)
Other currencies (4.8) (1.3)

65.3 87.0
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18 Trade and other payables

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Current: due within one year
Trade payables 103.7 92.1
Due to associates and joint ventures 0.4 0.4
Social security and payroll taxes 3.8 4.2
Other payables 26.3 25.2
Accruals and deferred income 26.3 27.4

160.5 149.3
Non-current: due after more than one year
Accruals and deferred income 1.9 –

19 Provisions

Reorganisation Other Total
£m £m £m

At 1 April 2012 1.6 4.2 5.8
Additional provisions made in the year charged in the Consolidated Income Statement 1.5 0.1 1.6
Amounts used during the year (2.2) (0.7) (2.9)
Unused provisions reversed – (0.2) (0.2)
Exchange differences 0.1 – 0.1

At 31 March 2013 1.0 3.4 4.4
Additional provisions made in the year charged in the Consolidated Income Statement 7.2 0.1 7.3
Amounts used during the year (3.9) (0.4) (4.3)
Unused provisions reversed (0.1) (0.1) (0.2)
Exchange differences (0.1) (0.1) (0.2)

At 31 March 2014 4.1 2.9 7.0

Reorganisation provisions represent redundancy and office closure costs in a number of Group companies and are disclosed as current
liabilities because they are likely to give rise to payment within one year of the balance sheet date. At 31 March 2014 £4.0m (2013: £nil)
was held against reorganisation provisions in respect of exceptional items.

Other includes provisions for onerous contracts, property dilapidations and litigation, which are likely to give rise to payment after
more than one year from the balance sheet date.

A provision for onerous contracts has been recognised for contracts where the expected benefits derived by the Group are lower than
the unavoidable costs of meeting the Group’s obligations under the contract.

Provision has been made for the present value of property lease commitments in respect of properties surplus to operational
requirements. Allowance has been made for anticipated sublet rental income, and costs to restore premises to their original condition
upon vacating them where such an obligation exists under the lease.
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20 Deferred tax

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Deferred tax assets
Temporary differences on pension accounting 33.2 33.2
Accelerated tax depreciation 3.4 2.4
Tax losses 3.5 8.3
Other temporary differences 3.4 1.9
Set-off against liabilities (1.9) (2.6)

41.6 43.2

Deferred tax liabilities
Temporary differences on pension accounting – (0.2)
Accelerated tax depreciation – (0.2)
Other temporary differences (2.0) (2.6)
Set-off against assets 1.9 2.6

(0.1) (0.4)

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

Net charge to the Consolidated Income Statement
Temporary differences on pension accounting 0.6 1.1
Accelerated tax depreciation (0.5) 0.5
Tax losses 4.5 1.8
Other temporary differences (2.5) 0.3

2.1 3.7

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).

The following deferred tax assets have not been recognised due to the uncertainty of the generation of future taxable profits in the
relevant geographic territory:

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Tax losses 28.7 26.2
Temporary difference on pension accounting 1.5 1.4
Other temporary differences 3.5 7.8

33.7 35.4

At 31 March 2014, deferred tax assets include £34.2m (2013: £36.2m) arising in the UK. These assets are recognised on the basis that
there will be sufficient appropriate taxable profits available in the future against which to realise them.

The UK Government reduced the rate of corporation tax from 23% to 21% with effect from 1 April 2014 and to 20% with effect from
1 April 2015. Based on the UK deferred tax balances as at 31 March 2014, this has led to a reduction in deferred tax assets of £5.1m, of
which £4.9m is recognised in the Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income and £0.2m in the Consolidated Income Statement.

Of the total tax losses at 31 March 2014, £0.3m is scheduled to expire by 31 March 2024.

No deferred tax is recognised on the undistributed profits of subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates as they are reinvested by the
Group and no tax is expected to be payable on them in the foreseeable future. Since acquisition, subsidiaries have made profits of
£86.4m (2013: £78.7m) that have not been remitted to the Company.
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21 Retirement benefit obligations

DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION ARRANGEMENTS
The Group’s principal defined benefit pension arrangement is the defined benefit section of the Hogg Robinson (1987) Pension Scheme
(the UK Scheme). The UK Scheme is registered and subject to the statutory scheme-specific funding requirements outlined in UK
legislation, including the payment of levies to the Pension Protection Fund as set out in the Pensions Act 2004. The Scheme is established
under trust and the responsibility for its governance lies jointly with the trustees and the Group. The UK Scheme was closed to new
members in March 2003, with benefits based on final pensionable salary. The increase in final pensionable salary since 31 March 2003
is predominantly limited to the lower of the increase in inflation and 5% per annum. The latest actuarial valuation of the scheme was
carried out as at 31 March 2011 by an independent qualified actuary.

Following a consultation process with active members, the UK defined benefit section was closed to future accrual on 30 June 2013 and
replaced with a defined contribution section. For the UK scheme, the current service charge represents the period up until 30 June 2013
prior to the closure of the scheme to future accrual.

The Group also operates defined benefit schemes in Norway, Switzerland, Germany, Italy and France.

The following amounts have been included in the Consolidated Income Statement in respect of all defined benefit pension arrangements:

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

Current service charge 3.1 4.0
Curtailment gain (1.2) (0.8)

Charge to operating profit 1.9 3.2

Interest cost on pension scheme liabilities 18.5 17.9
Interest return on pension scheme assets (11.3) (10.9)

Charge to finance costs 7.2 7.0

Total charge to Consolidated Income Statement 9.1 10.2

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).

The following amounts have been recognised as movements in equity: Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

Actual return on scheme assets 19.3 25.4
Less: amounts included in interest income (11.3) (10.9)

8.0 14.5
Experience gains and losses arising on scheme liabilities (0.1) (0.2)
Changes in assumptions underlying the present value of scheme liabilities:
– Demographic (1.4) –
– Financial (32.2) (31.3)

(25.7) (17.0)
Exchange rate movement 0.4 (0.2)

Movement in the year (25.3) (17.2)

Cumulative amount recognised in the Consolidated Statement of
Comprehensive Income since the transition date to IFRS, 1 April 2003 (136.7) (111.4)

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).

The key assumptions used for the UK Scheme were: Years ended 31 March

2014 2013 2012

Rate of increase in final pensionable salary 3.50% 3.30% 3.20%
Rate of increase in pensions in payment – accrued before 1999 5.00% 5.00% 5.00%
Rate of increase in pensions in payment – accrued after 1999 3.50% 3.30% 3.10%
Discount rate 4.40% 4.70% 5.00%
Inflation – RPI 3.50% 3.30% 3.20%
Inflation – CPI 2.80% 2.60% 2.70%
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21 Retirement benefit obligations continued

The assumptions for the schemes in Norway, Switzerland, Germany, Italy and France do not produce materially different results from the
assumptions used for the UK Scheme.

The net present value of the defined benefit obligations of the UK Scheme is sensitive to both the actuarial assumptions used and to
market conditions. If the discount rate assumption was 0.5% lower, the obligations would be expected to increase by £48.1m and if it
was 0.5% higher, they would be expected to decrease by £41.3m. If the inflation assumption was 0.5% lower, the obligations would be
expected to decrease by £20.6m and if it was 0.5% higher, they would be expected to increase by £20.6m.

The mortality assumptions for the UK Scheme are based on SAPS/CM1(2010) tables with ‘medium cohort’ projections and a 1% underpin
in the rate of future improvements in mortality. Life expectancy at the age of 65 is assumed to be:

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013

Current pensioners
Male 23.7 23.6
Female 25.8 25.7

Future retirements
Male 25.1 25.1
Female 27.4 27.4

The UK liability is based on the assumption that active and deferred members will take 25% of the value of their pension as a lump sum
on retirement.

The net present value of the defined benefit obligations of the UK Scheme are sensitive to the life expectancy assumption. If there was
an increase of one year to this assumption the obligations would be expected to increase by £13.9m.

The provision included in the Consolidated Balance Sheet arising from obligations in respect of defined benefit schemes is as follows:

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

Present value of defined benefit obligations
Unfunded scheme 12.8 11.9
Wholly or partly funded schemes 449.5 411.5

462.3 423.4
Fair value of scheme assets (281.9) (264.0)

180.4 159.4

The net present value of defined benefit obligations has moved as follows:
Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

At beginning of year 423.4 381.1
Current service cost 3.1 4.0
Curtailment gain (4.9) (0.8)
Interest cost 18.5 17.9
Contributions by plan participants 0.9 1.5
Actuarial losses 33.7 31.5
Foreign currency exchange changes (1.2) 0.3
Benefits paid (11.2) (12.1)

At end of year 462.3 423.4

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).
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21 Retirement benefit obligations continued

The fair value of scheme assets has moved as follows:
Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

At beginning of year 264.0 235.3
Curtailment loss (3.7) –
Interest income 11.3 10.9
Actual return on assets excluding amounts included in interest income 8.0 14.5
Foreign currency exchange changes (0.8) 0.1
Contributions by the employer 13.4 13.8
Contributions by plan participants 0.9 1.5
Benefits paid (11.2) (12.1)

At end of year 281.9 264.0

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).

The assets held in defined benefit schemes were as follows:
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Equity instruments 153.3 131.5
Debt instruments 86.3 83.5
Property 32.8 34.9
Other assets 9.5 14.1

281.9 264.0

None of the plan assets are represented by financial instruments of the Group. None of the plan assets are occupied or used by the Group.
With the exception of £8.1m of small company shares held in private equity funds, all assets held had quoted market prices in active markets.

For several years, the UK defined benefit scheme has been closed to new entrants, has capped increases in pensionable salary and was
closed to future accrual from 30 June 2013 following a consultation process with active members. Following the most recent triennial
valuation, effective April 2011, the Trustees agreed deficit reduction payments totalling £8.2m for the year ending 31 March 2015. However,
a new schedule of payments for the UK scheme is expected to be agreed with the Trustees as a result of the triennial valuation which is
due to be completed during 2014 (effective April 2014). The weighted average duration of the defined benefit obligation is 22 years.

Through its defined benefit schemes the Group is exposed to a number of risks, the most significant of which are detailed below:

Asset volatility – the scheme liabilities are calculated using a discount rate set with reference to corporate bond yields, if plan assets
underperform this yield this will create a deficit. In mitigation, the schemes hold a significant proportion of equities, which are expected
to outperform corporate bonds in the long-term but which may result in volatility and risk in the short term. To avoid undue
concentration of asset volatility risk in any one asset class, certain assets are held in a matching portfolio, consisting of corporate bonds
and index-linked gilts, designed to mirror movements in corresponding liabilities.

Interest rate risk – liabilities are sensitive to movements in interest rates, a decrease in corporate bond yields will increase the present
value of plan liabilities, although this will be partly offset by an increase in the value of the plans’ bond holdings.

Inflation risk – liabilities are sensitive to movements in inflation, with higher inflation leading to an increase in the valuation of liabilities
(within the limits set by the scheme). 

Life expectancy – liabilities are sensitive to life expectancy, with increases in life expectancy leading to an increase in the valuation of liabilities. 

The obligations and assets are split as follows:
Years ended 31 March

2014 2014 2014 2013 2013 2013
UK Overseas Total UK Overseas Total
£m £m £m £m £m £m

Defined benefit obligations (410.5) (51.8) (462.3) (370.9) (52.5) (423.4)
Fair value of plan assets 246.1 35.8 281.9 226.3 37.7 264.0

Deficit (164.4) (16.0) (180.4) (144.6) (14.8) (159.4)
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21 Retirement benefit obligations continued

FIVE YEAR EXPERIENCE
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013 2012 2011 2010
£m £m £m £m £m

Defined benefit obligations (462.3) (423.4) (381.1) (369.9) (360.3)
Fair value of plan assets 281.9 264.0 235.3 255.2 233.9

Deficit (180.4) (159.4) (145.8) (114.7) (126.4)

Experience gains/(losses)
on plan liabilities (0.1) (0.2) (0.7) 1.9 1.9
on plan assets 8.0 14.5 (7.0) (0.4) 21.1

Pension funding in excess of the charge to operating profit is shown in the Consolidated Cash Flow Statement as follows:

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Contributions less service cost (note 29) (10.3) (9.8)

22 Share capital and share premium account

SHARE CAPITAL
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
number number

Authorised
Ordinary shares of 1p each 513,808,171 513,808,171

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
number number

Issued, called up and fully paid
At 1 April 323,395,753 317,948,446
Shares issued in the year 877,298 5,447,307

At 31 March 324,273,051 323,395,753

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Issued, called up and fully paid
Ordinary shares of 1p each 3.2 3.2

The Company issued 877,298 shares for total consideration of £379,126 during the year ended 31 March 2014 on the exercise of options
under the Sharesave Scheme.

The total number of Ordinary shares in the Company held by the Employee Benefits Trust as at 31 March 2014 was 2,979,964 (2013:
10,686,135) with a market value of £2.3m (2013: £6.1m). 7,706,171 shares have been used during the year to satisfy vesting of certain
share-based incentives (2013: 7,627,200).

SHARE PREMIUM ACCOUNT
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

At 1 April 178.9 177.6
Premium on shares issued in the year 0.4 1.3

At 31 March 179.3 178.9
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23 Reserves

RETAINED EARNINGS
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

At 1 April (193.9) (192.0)
Retained profit for the financial year 17.7 24.7
Dividends (note 9) (6.7) (6.2)
Non-controlling interests (0.9) (0.7)
Acquisition of non-controlling interests (note 25) – (0.1)
Shares purchased by Employee Benefits Trust – (8.1)
Actuarial loss on pension schemes (25.7) (20.4)
Deferred tax movement on pension liability and share-based incentives 1.5 3.4
Share based payments – charge for the year 1.5 –
Transfer to retained earnings from share-based incentives reserve – 5.5

At 31 March (206.5) (193.9)

OTHER RESERVES
Exchange Hedging Total other
reserve reserve reserves

£m £m £m

Balance at 1 April 2012 4.9 0.5 5.4
Other comprehensive income:
Fair value movement on cash flow hedges – (0.6) (0.6)
Reclassification 0.7 (0.7) –
Currency translation differences 1.1 – 1.1

Balance at 31 March 2013 6.7 (0.8) 5.9

Other comprehensive income:
Fair value movement on cashflow hedges – 1.0 1.0
Recycle to profit and loss – (0.4) (0.4)
Currency translation differences (4.1) – (4.1)
Recycling of cumulative exchange gain on disposal (0.1) – (0.1)

Balance at 31 March 2014 2.5 (0.2) 2.3

24 Non-controlling interests

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

At 1 April 0.8 1.5
Dividends paid (0.9) (1.4)
Share of profit after tax 0.9 0.7

At 31 March 0.8 0.8

Non-controlling interests relate to the following companies, all of which are companies registered in Germany:

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
Group interest Group interest

% %

Euro Lloyd DFB Reiseburo GmbH, Ffm 51% 51%
FC Bayern Tours GmbH, Munchen 50% 50%
Bay Sports – Travel GmbH, Leverkusen 50% 50%
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25 Acquisitions

On 14 February 2014 the Hogg Robinson Westminster (Hong Kong) Ltd joint venture became a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Group
following the acquisition of the 49% shareholding held by Westminster Travel Ltd. Consideration paid including transaction costs for the
remaining 49% interest was £0.2m. A final dividend of £0.8m, of which the Group’s share was £0.4m, was proposed but not paid by Hogg
Robinson Westminster (Hong Kong) Ltd prior to the acquisition of the shares not already owned by the Group. The new wholly-owned
company has been renamed Hogg Robinson Hong Kong Ltd.

If the acquisition had occurred on 1 April 2013 revenue and profit after tax for the Group would have been £343.8m and £17.8m
respectively. In the period from acquisition to 31 March 2014 Hogg Robinson Hong Kong Ltd contributed £0.4m to Group revenue and
nil profit after tax.

£m

Components of cost of acquisition:
Carrying value of 51% share 0.8
Gain on revaluation of step acquisition 0.2

1.0
Cash consideration for remaining 49% shareholding 0.2

Fair value of total consideration 1.2
Less: fair value of net assets acquired (0.4)

Goodwill arising 0.8

Analysis of acquisition cash flows:
£m

Cash consideration (0.2)
Cash and cash equivalents acquired 1.5

Total 1.3

Analysis of profit arising:
£m

Gain on revaluation of step acquisition 0.2
Cumulative currency translation gain 0.1

Total 0.3

On 17 September 2012 the Group acquired 49% interest in Euro Lloyd Breuninger Reiseburo GmbH & Co. KG, Stgt and Euro Lloyd
Breuninger Reiseburo Btlg. GmbH, Stgt, which it did not already own for a cash consideration of £0.1m.

26 Contingent liabilities and contingent assets

In 1994 Compagnie Dens Ocean NV (CDO), an indirectly owned subsidiary, received a claim from the Belgian Customs authorities
resulting in a liquidator being appointed in 1995. Civil litigation is in process with criminal proceedings being considered pending the
final outcome of the civil action. The liquidator is defending the civil action vigorously and has received strong legal advice on the
strength of CDO’s case. The Directors continue to believe, on the basis of such advice, that any future impact on the net assets of the
Group would not be material.

In 1999 a subsidiary company announced to members of the UK pension scheme that, in respect of pensions attributable to service after
1 August 1999, the rate of revaluation of pensions would be reduced. The scheme has been administered and accounted for on this basis.
When the Scheme’s rules were amended a mistake was made in the drafting of the requisite deed of amendment. The Trustees are
supporting the company in a proposed application to the High Court to confirm the intended basis for providing pension increases under
the scheme. A court date has not yet been set and while negotiations continue it is not possible to reliably measure the future outcome.
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27 Operating leases

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Outstanding commitments for future minimum lease payments:
Due within one year 13.9 14.4
From second to fifth year inclusive 29.7 34.3
After five years 4.2 8.2

Total commitment 47.8 56.9

Operating lease commitments mainly represent arrangements for the occupation of office properties. Property leases are arranged
taking into account local market conditions to secure the use of offices with economical rentals. At 31 March 2014, on average,
property leases had 3.0 years to run (2013: 3.3 years).

28 Related party transactions

REMUNERATION OF KEY MANAGEMENT
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Short term employee benefits 2.7 2.4
Share-based incentives 0.8 1.2

3.5 3.6

The Key Management of the Group are the Directors of Hogg Robinson Group plc and members of the Executive Management Team.
Disclosure of the Directors’ emoluments can be found in the Remuneration Report on pages 28 to 42 of the Annual Report.

DIRECTORS
Details of directors’ remuneration, including pension costs and long-term incentives are provided in the audited section of the
Remuneration committee report on pages 36 to 42.

RECEIVABLES FROM ASSOCIATES AND JOINT VENTURES
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Joint ventures
Hogg Robinson Jinjiang Travel (China) Limited 0.4 0.4

PAYABLE TO ASSOCIATES AND JOINT VENTURES
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Associates
Bavaria Lloyd Reiseburo GmbH 0.2 0.1
WELT Reiseburo GmbH – 0.1

0.2 0.2

Joint ventures
Hogg Robinson Jinjiang Travel (China) Limited 0.2 0.2

No interest was charged on amounts receivable from or payable to joint ventures and associates.
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28 Related party transactions continued

TRANSACTIONS WITH ASSOCIATES AND JOINT VENTURES
Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Recharges by joint ventures
Hogg Robinson Westminster (Hong Kong) Ltd 0.2 0.4
Hogg Robinson Jinjiang Travel (China) Limited 0.1 0.1

0.3 0.5

Recharges to joint ventures
Hogg Robinson Westminster (Hong Kong) Ltd – 0.3
Hogg Robinson Jinjiang Travel (China) Limited 0.2 0.2

0.2 0.5

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Management charges to joint ventures
Hogg Robinson Westminster (Hong Kong) Ltd 0.2 0.2

Sales/provision of services to joint ventures
Hogg Robinson Westminster (Hong Kong) Ltd – 0.1

TRANSACTIONS WITH KEY MANAGEMENT
Key Management occasionally use the services of Group companies for their personal travel needs. These transactions are not material
to either party and hence do not warrant further disclosure in these Consolidated Financial Statements.

29 Cash generated from operations

Years ended 31 March

Restated*
2014 2013
£m £m

Profit before tax from continuing operations 25.3 30.9

Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation (note 10 and 11) 14.4 15.3
Net increase in provisions 7.1 1.4
Share of results of associates and joint ventures (1.1) (0.8)
Net finance costs (note 6) 14.6 14.7
Pension curtailment credit (1.2) (0.8)
Other timing differences 1.5 2.1

60.6 62.8
Cash expenditure charged to provisions (note 19) (4.3) (2.9)
Change in trade and other receivables (9.9) 5.2
Change in trade and other payables 16.1 (42.0)
Pension funding in excess of charge to operating profit (note 21) (10.3) (9.8)

Cash generated from operations 52.2 13.3

*On adoption of the revised International Accounting Standard 19, Employee Benefits (see note 1).
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30 Share-based incentives

The Group operates equity-settled share-based incentive schemes as follows:

PERFORMANCE SHARE PLAN (PSP)
The PSP is applicable to senior executives including Key Management. Shares are awarded which vest for no consideration after a three
year period. Award holders are not entitled to receive dividends during the vesting period.

For Key Management, each award has two discrete elements with performance conditions based on total shareholder return (TSR) and
on basic earnings per share (EPS).

The extent to which the TSR portion of the scheme will vest is subject to the Company’s TSR performance over a three year period
relative to the TSR performance of the companies in the FTSE 350 Support Service Index. Full vesting will take place for a top 20%
ranking, 25% vesting for a median ranking and no award if TSR falls below the median.

The extent to which the EPS portion of any award will vest is subject to the underlying EPS of the Company increasing over a three
year period.

– For awards made during the year ended 31 March 2012, full vesting takes place in the event that the Company’s underlying EPS
cumulatively equals or is greater than 24.3p over the performance period, 25% if in the event that the Company’s underlying EPS
cumulatively equals or is greater than 19.3p over the performance period and no award if underlying EPS falls below this. Vesting is
calculated on a straight-line basis between these points. The performance period for these awards is the three financial years ending
on 31 March 2014.

– For awards made during the year ended 31 March 2013, full vesting takes place in the event that the Company’s underlying EPS
cumulatively equals or is greater than 27.5p over the performance period, 25% if in the event that the Company’s underlying EPS
cumulatively equals or is greater than 22.5p over the performance period and no award if underlying EPS falls below this. Vesting is
calculated on a straight-line basis between these points. The performance period for these awards is the three financial years ending
on 31 March 2015.

– For awards made during the year ended 31 March 2014, full vesting takes place in the event that the Company’s underlying EPS
cumulatively equals or is greater than 30.5p over the performance period, 25% if in the event that the Company’s underlying EPS
cumulatively equals or is greater than 25p over the performance period and no award if underlying EPS falls below this. Vesting is
calculated on a straight-line basis between these points. The performance period for these awards is the three financial years ending
on 31 March 2016.

Awards to certain senior executives (other than Key Management) prior to 2013 were not subject to TSR or EPS performance conditions.

For all such awards made during the years ended 31 March 2012, 31 March 2013 and 31 March 2014, one third of such awards vest on
each anniversary of the Deed of Grant, but awards made during the year ending 31 March 2014 were, with certain de minimis exceptions,
subject to an EPS performance condition in order to align the holders of such awards with overall performance of the Group.

If performance conditions are met then shares will be issued up to six months after the vesting date. Participants who leave as a result of
a qualifying reason (generally retirement or involuntary redundancy) will receive a pro-rata entitlement. The awards for other participants
who leave prior to vesting will lapse.

COMPANY SHARE OPTION PLAN (CSOP)
In response to feedback from some of the Company’s major investors, there were no awards made under the CSOP scheme during the
year. At its discretion the Remuneration Committee may determine to re-introduce the CSOP scheme and, if appropriate, adjust the PSP
award but will consult shareholders prior to making this decision. Under the CSOP scheme share options are awarded which vest after a
three year period subject to performance conditions. The exercise price of the options is the market price of shares immediately prior to
the award. Each award has two discrete elements with performance conditions based on total shareholder return (TSR) and on earnings
per share (EPS). The performance conditions and arrangements for leavers are the same as for the PSP scheme. Options can be exercised
for a period of seven years following the end of the vesting period. Option holders are not entitled to receive dividends during the
vesting period.
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30 Share-based incentives continued

SHARESAVE SCHEMES
Sharesave schemes have been established in most countries in which the Group has operations and are applicable to all employees.
Options are issued linked to savings contracts of up to £250 per month (or equivalent amounts overseas) for periods of three or five years
(two years in the USA) with a six month exercise period. Options are issued at a discount of up to 20% of the market price immediately
preceding the date of invitation to apply.

CHARGE FOR THE YEAR
The Group’s charge for equity-settled share-based incentives for the year of £1.5m (2013: £2.1m) has been included in operating
expenses in the Consolidated Income Statement.

The following table illustrates the weighted average exercise price (WAEP) of, and movements in, share options during the year:

PSP CSOP Sharesave

number number number 
of shares WAEP of options WAEP of options

Outstanding as at 1 April 2012 15,572,386 28p 20,621,887 53p 3,818,978
Granted during the year 2,780,441 62p 1,346,517 – –
Exercised (7,627,200) 25p (8,510,620) 42p (41,904)
Forfeited (17,593) – – 52p (417,511)
Lapsed – – – 82p (299,618)

Outstanding as at 31 March 2013 10,708,034 34p 13,457,784 51p 3,059,945
Granted during the year 3,751,392 – – 53p 3,179,213
Exercised (5,520,254) 27p (3,504,930) 43p (877,298)
Forfeited (264,713) 29p (133,468) 53p (251,536)
Lapsed – – – 42p (8,440)

Outstanding as at 31 March 2014 8,674,459 36p 9,819,386 53p 5,101,884

Exercisable at 31 March 2013 – 23p 4,850,464 – –

Exercisable at 31 March 2014 – 26p 6,831,726 54p 14,188

Granted subject to TSR conditions 4,553,357 6,703,893 –
Granted subject to EPS conditions 4,553,357 6,753,892 –
Granted without performance conditions 1,601,320 – 3,059,945

At 31 March 2013 10,708,034 13,457,785 3,059,945

Granted subject to TSR conditions 3,626,394 4,884,693 –
Granted subject to EPS conditions 4,285,575 4,934,693 –
Granted without performance conditions 762,490 – 5,101,884

At 31 March 2014 8,674,459 9,819,386 5,101,884

The range of exercise prices of outstanding share-based incentives was nil to 62 pence with a weighted average contractual life
of 3.3 years.
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30 Share-based incentives continued

The weighted average share price at grant date, fair value of the share-based incentives granted and exercise price of outstanding
share-based incentives are:

Weighted average share price at grant date (pence) 54
Weighted average fair value of share-based incentives granted (pence) 22
Weighted average exercise price (pence) 23
Weighted average share price during the year (pence) 72

The fair value of awards granted in the year is estimated as at the date of grant using the following valuation models:

Valuation model

Grants subject to TSR conditions Monte Carlo
Grants subject to EPS and service conditions and Sharesave schemes Black-Scholes

Key assumptions used in valuing share-based incentives were:
Expected life (years) 1.25 – 5.25
Vesting period (years) 1 – 5
Expected vesting (%) 43 – 100
Expected and historic volatility (%) 45
Risk free rate of return (%) 1
Expected dividend yield (%) 3
Three-year correlation of total shareholder return with support sector index (%) 8.8

Number Share price
of shares Grant date at grant date Fair value Vesting date

PSP TSR 1,459,853 24/05/2013 56p 32p 24/05/2016
PSP EPS 1,459,853 24/05/2013 56p 51p 24/05/2016
PSP EPS 234,100 24/05/2013 56p 53p 24/05/2014
PSP EPS 234,100 24/05/2013 56p 52p 24/05/2015
PSP EPS 234,111 24/05/2013 56p 51p 24/05/2016
PSP without performance conditions 43,125 24/05/2013 56p 53p 24/05/2014
PSP without performance conditions 43,125 24/05/2013 56p 52p 24/05/2015
PSP without performance conditions 43,125 24/05/2013 56p 51p 24/05/2016
Sharesave 3,179,213 01/10/2013 75p 32p 01/10/2018

6,930,605

In the year ended 31 March 2014, volatility was derived directly from the Group’s share price over the period from listing. In previous
years, the expected volatility was based upon the historical volatility over the expected life of the schemes for a comparator group of
similar companies.
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31 Holding company and principal trading subsidiaries

Hogg Robinson Group plc is a public limited company domiciled in the United Kingdom and incorporated in England & Wales. It is the
holding company for the Group and its registered office is:

Global House
Victoria Street
Basingstoke
Hampshire
RG21 3BT
United Kingdom

Registered Number: 3946303

Hogg Robinson Group plc is listed on the London Stock Exchange.

All of the Group’s subsidiaries are included in these Consolidated Financial Statements. The proportion of the voting rights in
subsidiaries held by the Parent Company does not differ from the proportion of shares held.

The following were the principal subsidiaries of the Group as at 31 March 2014 and 31 March 2013:

Country of Class of
Name incorporation Shares

Intermediate holding companies
HRG Debtco Limited England & Wales Ordinary
Farnborough Limited England & Wales Ordinary
Hogg Robinson plc England & Wales Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Holdings BV Netherlands Ordinary
Spendvision Holdings Limited England & Wales Ordinary

Business services providers
Executive Travel Associates LLC USA Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Australia Pty Limited Australia Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Austria GmbH Austria Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Canada Inc Canada Ordinary
Hogg Robinson France SA France Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Germany GmbH & Co KG Germany Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Magyarorszag kft Hungary Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Italia SpA Italy Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Nordic Holdings AS Norway Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Nordic OY Finland Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Nordic Services AB Sweden Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Polska Sp. z.o.o Poland Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Singapore Pte Limited Singapore Ordinary
Hogg Robinson s.r.o Czech Republic Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Switzerland Limited Switzerland Ordinary
Hogg Robinson (Travel) Limited England & Wales Ordinary
Hogg Robinson USA LLC USA Ordinary
HRG Belgium NV Belgium Ordinary
ZAO BTI Russia Russia Ordinary
Spendvision Pty Limited Australia Ordinary
Spendvision Inc USA Ordinary
Spendvision Limited New Zealand Ordinary
Hogg Robinson Hong Kong Ltd* Hong Kong Ordinary

* Renamed following the acquisition on 14 February 2014 of the 49% of shares not already held in Hogg Robinson Westminster (Hong Kong) Ltd.

A full list of subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures, all of which are consolidated on an appropriate basis, will be included in the
Company’s next annual return, the Company having made use of the exemption in Section 410 of the Companies Act 2006.
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REPORT ON THE PARENT COMPANY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Our opinion
In our opinion the financial statements, defined below:

– give a true and fair view of the state of the parent company’s
affairs as at 31 March 2014;

– have been properly prepared in accordance with United
Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice; and

– have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the
Companies Act 2006.

This opinion is to be read in the context of what we say in the
remainder of this report.

What we have audited
The parent company financial statements (the ‘financial statements’),
which are prepared by Hogg Robinson Group plc, comprise:

– the Parent Company balance sheet as at 31 March 2014; and

– the notes to the financial statements, which include a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their
preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting
Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice).

Certain disclosures required by the financial reporting framework
have been presented elsewhere in the Annual Report, rather than
in the notes to the financial statements. These are cross-referenced
from the financial statements and are identified as audited.

What an audit of financial statements involves
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards
on Auditing (UK and Ireland) (‘ISAs (UK & Ireland)’). An audit involves
obtaining evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements sufficient to give reasonable assurance that the
financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether
caused by fraud or error. This includes an assessment of:

– whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the parent
company’s circumstances and have been consistently applied
and adequately disclosed;

– the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by
the directors; and

– the overall presentation of the financial statements.

In addition, we read all the financial and non-financial information in
the Annual Report to identify material inconsistencies with the
audited financial statements and to identify any information that is
apparently materially incorrect based on, or materially inconsistent
with, the knowledge acquired by us in the course of performing the
audit. If we become aware of any apparent material misstatements
or inconsistencies we consider the implications for our report.

OPINIONS ON OTHER MATTERS PRESCRIBED BY THE
COMPANIES ACT 2006
In our opinion:
– the information given in the Strategic Report and the Directors’
Report for the financial year for which the financial statements
are prepared is consistent with the financial statements; and

– the part of the Directors’ Remuneration Report to be audited
has been properly prepared in accordance with the Companies
Act 2006.

OTHER MATTERS ON WHICH WE ARE REQUIRED TO
REPORT BY EXCEPTION
Adequacy of accounting records and information and
explanations received
Under the Companies Act 2006 we are required to report to you if,
in our opinion:

– we have not received all the information and explanations we
require for our audit; or

– adequate accounting records have not been kept by the parent
company, or returns adequate for our audit have not been
received from branches not visited by us; or

– the financial statements and the part of the Directors’
Remuneration Report to be audited are not in agreement with
the accounting records and returns.

We have no exceptions to report arising from this responsibility.

Directors’ remuneration
Under the Companies Act 2006 we are required to report to you if,
in our opinion, certain disclosures of directors’ remuneration
specified by law are not made. We have no exceptions to report
arising from this responsibility.

Other information in the Annual Report
Under ISAs (UK & Ireland) we are required to report to you if, in
our opinion, information in the Annual Report is:

– materially inconsistent with the information in the audited
financial statements; or

– apparently materially incorrect based on, or materially
inconsistent with, our knowledge of the company acquired in
the course of performing our audit; or

– is otherwise misleading.

We have no exceptions to report arising from this responsibility.

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND THE AUDIT
Our responsibilities and those of the directors
As explained more fully in the Statement of Directors’
Responsibilities set out on page 46, the directors are responsible
for the preparation of the financial statements and for being
satisfied that they give a true and fair view.

Our responsibility is to audit and express an opinion on the
financial statements in accordance with applicable law and ISAs
(UK & Ireland). Those standards require us to comply with the
Auditing Practices Board’s Ethical Standards for Auditors.

This report, including the opinions, has been prepared for and only
for the company’s members as a body in accordance with Chapter
3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act 2006 and for no other purpose.
We do not, in giving these opinions, accept or assume
responsibility for any other purpose or to any other person to
whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come save
where expressly agreed by our prior consent in writing.

OTHER MATTER
We have reported separately on the group financial statements of
Hogg Robinson Group plc for the year ended 31 March 2014.

Alan Kinnear (Senior Statutory Auditor)
for and on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Chartered Accountants and Statutory Auditors
London

22 May 2014

(a) The maintenance and integrity of the Hogg Robinson Group plc website is the
responsibility of the directors; the work carried out by the auditors does not
involve consideration of these matters and, accordingly, the auditors accept no
responsibility for any changes that may have occurred to the financial
statements since they were initially presented on the website.

(b) Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination
of financial statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.
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As at 31 March

2014 2013
Notes £m £m

Fixed assets
Investments in subsidiary companies 4 132.1 132.1

132.1 132.1

Current assets
Amounts due from subsidiary companies:
– due after more than one year 5 89.6 100.7
– due within one year 6 47.3 42.5

136.9 143.2

Current liabilities
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year 7 (0.8) (1.7)

Net current assets 136.1 141.5

Total assets less current liabilities 268.2 273.6

Net assets 268.2 273.6

Capital and reserves attributable to equity holders
Share capital 8 3.2 3.2
Share premium 9 179.3 178.9
Retained earnings 9 85.7 91.5

Equity shareholders’ funds 10 268.2 273.6

The financial statements on pages 94 to 99 were approved by the Board of Directors on 22 May 2014 and were signed on 
its behalf by:

David Radcliffe, Director Philip Harrison, Director

Registered number: 3946303
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1 Accounting policies

BASIS OF ACCOUNTING
The Parent Company Financial Statements have been prepared
under the historical cost convention, in accordance with the
Companies Act 2006, and conform with applicable United
Kingdom accounting standards. The Directors consider that the
accounting policies set out below are suitable, have been
consistently applied and are supported by reasonable and
prudent judgements and estimates.

INVESTMENTS
Investments in subsidiary companies are stated at cost less any
provision for impairment in value.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Financial instruments are recorded initially at fair value net of issue
costs incurred. Subsequent measurement depends on the
designation of the instruments as follows:

Borrowings are held at amortised cost and are classified as current
liabilities unless the Company has an unconditional right to defer
settlement of the liability for at least twelve months after the
balance sheet date. Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense
in the period in which they are incurred.

Trade receivables are recognised initially at fair value with
subsequent provision for impairment.

Financial liabilities and equity instruments are classified according
to the substance of the contractual arrangements entered into. An
equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest
in the assets of the Company after deducting all of its liabilities. A
financial liability is a contractual obligation to deliver cash or
another financial asset to a third party.

TAXATION AND DEFERRED TAXATION
Any charge for taxation is based on the profit or loss for the period
and takes into account deferred taxation. Full provision is made
where required by FRS 19, Deferred Taxation for deferred taxation
on all timing differences, which have arisen but have not reversed
at the balance sheet date. Deferred taxation assets and liabilities
are not discounted.

DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTIONS
Interim dividends are recognised in the Parent Company Financial
Statements in the period in which they are paid.

Final dividends to the Company’s shareholders are recognised in
the Parent Company Financial Statements in the period in which
the dividends are approved by the Company’s shareholders.

SHARE CAPITAL AND SHARE PREMIUM
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Incremental costs directly
attributable to the issue of new shares or options are shown in
equity as a deduction from the proceeds.

The premium received on the issue of shares in excess of the
nominal value of shares is credited to the share premium account
and included within shareholders’ equity.

SHARE-BASED INCENTIVES
The Company operates several equity-settled share-based
incentive schemes for Group employees. The fair value of the
awards is calculated at grant date and is recognised as an expense
over the vesting period. For awards with vesting conditions based
on market conditions (particularly, those based on total
shareholder return compared with external benchmarks), the
likelihood of vesting is assessed at the date of grant and is not
subsequently amended in arriving at the expense for each year in
the vesting period. All other awards are re-assessed at each
balance sheet date, with the expense charged to the Profit and
Loss Account including the impact of changes of previous
estimates of the likelihood of vesting. The total expense for the
year gives rise to a corresponding credit to equity.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS TRUST
Transactions, assets and liabilities of the Group-sponsored
Employee Benefits Trust are included in the Financial Statements.
In particular, the Trust’s purchases of shares in the Company
remain deducted from shareholders’ funds until they vest
unconditionally with employees.

MANAGEMENT JUDGEMENT
In the process of applying the Company’s accounting policies,
management has made a number of judgements, none of which
are considered to have a significant effect on the amounts
recognised in the Parent Company Financial Statements.

2 Cash flow statement and related party disclosures

In accordance with the exemption under FRS 1, the Company’s
Cash Flow Statement has not been separately presented in these
Parent Company Financial Statements. The Company is also
exempt under the terms of FRS 8 from disclosing related party
transactions with entities that are part of Hogg Robinson Group
plc or wholly owned investees of Hogg Robinson Group plc.

The Directors of Hogg Robinson Group plc occasionally use the
services of Group companies for their personal travel needs.
These transactions are not material to either party and hence
do not warrant further disclosure in these Parent Company
Financial Statements.
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3 Profit for the year

As permitted by section 408 of the Companies Act 2006 the Company has elected not to present its own profit and loss account for the
year. Hogg Robinson Group plc reported a loss for the financial year ended 31 March 2014 of £0.6m (2013: £2.1m profit).

Audit fees and non-audit fees for the Company are borne by a subsidiary of this Company, Hogg Robinson plc.

4 Investments

Subsidiary
companies

£m

Cost:

At 1 April 2013 and 31 March 2014 132.1

The Directors consider that the fair value of investments is not less than their carrying value.

For details of principal investments in subsidiaries see Note 31 of the Consolidated Financial Statements.

5 Amounts due from subsidiary companies: due after more than one year

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Amount due from subsidiary companies 89.6 100.7

Amounts due from subsidiary companies after more than one year are unsecured and interest was charged at LIBOR + 2.75%.
There is no fixed date of repayment.

6 Amounts due from subsidiary companies: due within one year

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Amount due from subsidiary companies 47.3 42.5

Amounts due from one subsidiary company within one year of £46.8m were unsecured and interest was charged at LIBOR + 2.75%.

Amounts due from other subsidiary companies within one year are unsecured and interest free.
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7 Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Other accruals (0.8) (1.7)

8 Share capital

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
number number

Authorised
Ordinary shares of 1p each 513,808,171 513,808,171

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
number number

Issued, called up and fully paid
At 1 April 323,395,753 317,948,446
Shares issued in year 877,298 5,447,307

At 31 March 324,273,051 323,395,753

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Issued, called up and fully paid
Ordinary shares of 1p each 3.2 3.2

The Company issued 877,298 shares for total consideration of £379,126 during the year ended 31 March 2014 on the exercise of options
under the Sharesave Scheme.

The total number of Ordinary shares in the Company held by the Employee Benefits Trust as at 31 March 2014 was 2,979,964 (2013:
10,686,135) with a market value of £2.3m (2013: £6.1m). 7,706,171 shares have been used during the year to satisfy vesting of certain
share-based incentives (2013: 7,627,200).
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9 Reserves

Share Profit
premium and loss
account reserve Total

£m £m £m

At 1 April 2012 177.6 102.9 280.5
Profit for the financial year – 2.1 2.1
Dividends (note 11) – (6.2) (6.2)
Share-based incentives – charge for the period – 2.1 2.1
Share-based incentives – exercise of CSOP options – (1.3) (1.3)
Premium on shares issued in the year 1.3 – 1.3
Shares purchased by Employee Benefits Trust – (8.1) (8.1)

At 31 March 2013 178.9 91.5 270.4
Loss for the financial year – (0.6) (0.6)
Dividends (note 11) – (6.7) (6.7)
Share-based incentives – charge for the period – 1.5 1.5
Premium on shares issued in the year 0.4 – 0.4

At 31 March 2014 179.3 85.7 265.0

10 Reconciliation of movements in shareholders’ funds

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

(Loss)/profit for the financial year (0.6) 2.1
Dividends (6.7) (6.2)
Share-based incentives 1.5 2.1
Shares purchased by Employee Benefits Trust – (8.1)
Premium on shares issued in the year 0.4 1.3
Share-based incentives – exercise of CSOP options – (1.3)

Net decrease to shareholders’ funds (5.4) (10.1)
Opening shareholders’ funds 273.6 283.7

Closing shareholders’ funds 268.2 273.6
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11 Dividends per share

The dividends paid to the Company’s Shareholders in the year ended 31 March 2014 were:

Years ended 31 March

2014 2013
£m £m

Final dividend in respect of year ended 31 March 2013
1.5p per share (31 March 2012 1.4p per share) 4.7 4.3

Interim dividend in respect of year ended 31 March 2014
0.63p per share (31 March 2013 0.6p per share) 2.0 1.9

Total dividends to the Company’s shareholders (note 9) 6.7 6.2

A final dividend in respect of the year ended 31 March 2014 of 1.58p per Ordinary share, amounting to a final dividend of £5,076,431
is to be proposed at the Annual General Meeting on 23 July 2014. The Employee Benefits Trust has waived its rights to dividends.

12 Employees

The Company has no employees.

Disclosure of the Directors’ emoluments can be found in the Remuneration Report on pages 28 to 42 of the Annual Report.
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Shareholder information

TIMETABLE
The Company’s major timetable dates are as follows:

Interim Management Statement 23 July 2014

2014 Annual General Meeting 23 July 2014

Payment date for the FY14 final dividend 28 July 2014

Half-Yearly Report announcement for the six months to 30 September 2014 November 2014

Payment date for the FY15 interim dividend January 2015

Interim Management Statement February 2015

Preliminary announcement of FY15 results May 2015

FY15 Annual Report posted to shareholders June 2015

REGISTRARS
The address of the Registrars is:

Equiniti
Aspect House
Spencer Road
Lancing
West Sussex BN99 6DA

Website for online viewing about your holding:
www.shareview.co.uk

Equiniti Registrars’ telephone line for HRG shareholders:
0871 384 2030

Text phone for the hard of hearing:
0871 384 2255

INTERNET WEBSITE
The Company’s website address is www.hrgworldwide.com. Copies of the Annual and Half-Yearly Reports and other information
about the Company are available on this site.
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HRG is an international
corporate services
company specialising in
travel, expense and data
management underpinned
by proprietary technology.

Employing approximately
5,000 people worldwide,
we use our global reach,
local expertise and business
travel experience to deliver
first-class products and
services to our clients
across the globe.

Our Annual Report 2014 is available in both printed
form and on the Investors section of the HRG
website at www.hrgworldwide.com. Effective
communication with our shareholders is vital to our
well-being and we would welcome feedback on
either or both versions of the Annual Report.

www.hrgworldwide.com
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